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THE ENCOUNTER 

By Ziad Taky-Deen 

Student unrest on campus at the tail-end 
of 1970-71 as well as at the opening of t he 
1971-72 academic year and t he t ribulat ions 
of AUB' s comm unity in cop ing with the 
said unrest permeated every aspect of 
university life, not only du ri ng the past 
few months, but f or several y ears to come 
also. 

It is this whi ch prompted t he Universi
ty Yearbook Committee t o ded icate 
CAMPUS 72 t o the t reatment of the 
Student/Administrati on ~.Q£9..~-~-!gr -
ranging from the am icable encounter 
in joint work committees to the more 
turbulent one in ul ti mat ums and st rikes. 

In its attem pt to underta ke. a scienti 
fic and objective probe into the real 
motives behind t he May 1971 - March 
1972 breakdow11 pnd t he ways and 
means liable to avert its recu rrence, 
CAMPUS 72: 

* Sollicited the explicit o p1n1ons 
of faculty members , administrato rs, alumni 
and students on the su bj ect. It was abl e 
to obtain such opinion·s fr om (a) Prof. 
Walid Khalidi, who play ed a leading role 
this academic y ear in restor ing 'burned 
bridges' between the st udents, on the 
one hand, and t he Admi nistrati on, on the 
other {b) Provost Sa mir Thabet, the 
highest-rankin g ad m inistrat or afte r Presi
dent Samuel B. K irkwood to be di rectly, 
involved in student affairs for two conse
cutive years (c ) Mohammed Dajani, a 
leading figure in the May 1971 str i ke, 
the Number One man in the occupation 
of Nicely Hal l in October 1971 , and 
the elected president of the resurrected 
Student Council. The views of Prof. 

Khalidi, Dr. Thabet and Mr. Dajani 
are expressed -- wi t hout editing -
elsewhere in this Yearbook. 

* Sponsored a survey among AU B 
students at large to tind out how they 
account for the crisis and how they assess 
the various channels of Student/Adminis
tration communication. With regards the 
survey, a random sample of 400 students 
was selected by the computer to be re
presentative of the whole AUB student 
body.Questionnai res were handed out 
to the whole lot and the number of 
respondants was statistically acceptable. 

The survey yielded interesting and 
significant 1 results. It showed that 
students are in favor of a fair distribu-
tion of power among all the concerned 
parties, rather than seeing them concen
trated in the hands of the Board of 
Trustees and/or the University President. 
In other words, the survey showed the 
students in favor of pluralism, participation 
and democracy rather than being 
extremists avid of "student power." 

Another significant finding was the 
tendency of students to attribute lhe causes 
of the crisis to several factors rather 
than one or the othe,r, specifically. Needless 
to indicate, however, that different groups 
made different assessments, depending on 
their political aftjliation and degree of 
awareness and i nvblvement. 

Several general remarks ca:1 be drawn 
from the survey results. 

Before enumerating them hereunder, 
however, I wish, on behalf of the University 
Yearbook Committee to reiterate that the 
only incentive behind the selection of the 
encounter as a theme for CAMPUS 72 was 
ou~--~i-~cere concern about the fate of this 
University and our desire to see it surmount 
all obstacles obstructing 'its path . In 
making the attempt, we might have commit
ted some mistakes. They were certainly 
those of the head and not those of the 
heart. 

Here are the survey remarks: 

QUESTION 1 

Students account for the crisis in 
terms of primary and secondary reasons. 
The pr imary reasons include : 

(1) Student's polit ical activism 
(42 percent mentioned it as the most 
important reason for the crisis, 18 
percent as the second most important, 
14 percent as the third, 10 percent the 
fourth, and 8 percent as the fifth}. 

{2) The undemocratic nature of 
the · University ( 20 percent mentioned 

it as the most important reason for the 
crisis, 11 percent as the second most 
important 7 percent as the thir€1, 17 
percent as the fourth, and 21 percent 
as the. fifth}. 

The secondary reasons include : 

(1) The breakdown in the channels 
of communication, 

{2) The educational policy of AUB, 
and 

{3) The compl ex composition of 
the student body. 

QUESTION 2 

Exactly half the students consider the 
channels of communication as either 
"non-existent" or "poor". One third of 
the students tend to see it as "fair" -
(33 percent), 14 percent as "good", and 
only one percent of the students label 
the existing channels of communication 
as "excellent". 

QUESTIONS 7 and 8 

Thirty six percent of the students 
believe that AUB is playing an educa
tional role. 

A substantial number of them (38 
percent) believe AUB is playing some 
kind of a political role. Actually 19 
percent see it as having a purely 
political role and another 19 percent 
as having an educational and political 
role at the same time). 

When students were asked what 
they thought AUB's role should be, 
over half of them (or 52 percent) 
said it should be educational, and 
one fourth (25 percent) said it 
should serve the area. 

QUESTIONS 11 and 12 

AUB students feel that power is 
centralized in the hands of the Univer
sity President and the Board of trustees, 
that the deans and chairmen of depart
ments have "some power" while the 
Faculty and students have "little power" 
The power structure at AUB, in other 
words, is perceived by students pyrami
dical. 

When asked how much influence 
should the above groups have, students 
tended to prefer some kind of a plura
listic model where, all groups have 
"some" or "much" power. 



SURVEY RESULTS 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather general information about the crisis facing AUB in the communication 
process between the different parts of the community. 

To achieve this purpose, we are requesting your help in responding to the following questions. It is important that 
you answer all of them as frankly and as completely as possible. 

All the information about your feelings and the feelings of others will be absolutely confidential. Only the investiga
tors and their assistants will see this material. 

1. AUB has been in a state of crisis which manifested itself 1n a number of strikes and protests such as the May-June 
strike of last year and the October strike -of this year. 

In trying to account for this crisis, different people emphasize different reasons such as the following. Indicate which 
are the most important reasons, in your opinion, by ranking them in order of importance by using (1) before the 
most important reason, (2) before the second most important reason, and so on ..... 

First Second Third Fourth Fifth 

Students' political activism. 42 18 14 10 08 
The undemocratic nature of the University. 20 11 07 17 21 
Breakdown in the channels of communication 
inside AUB. 13 21 25 14 11 
The complex composition of the student body 
at AUB. 06 29 19 17 11 

The educationnal policy of AUB. 12 13 18 17 20 
Ot_hers, (Please specify) 05 02 02 01 01 
No - response 02 05 15 24 28 
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2. How do you evaluate the present channels of communication at AUB. (Circle One.) 

no -response non-existant poor fair good excellent 

2 9 41 33 14 1 

3. Do you feel free to comunicate your ideas with other members of the AUB Community? 

· no -response no yes, but with few yes 

01 26 31 42 

4. To what extent are those channels available at AUB? 

no -response not avilable somewhat available available 

24 08 38 30 

5. What do you think is the role that AUB has been playing? 

no ·response educational political other educational political 

19 36 19 7 19 

6. What _do you think the role of AUB should be? 

no -response educational serve the area political other 

16 52 25 4 3 

7. In general, how much influence do you think the following groups or persons have in determining educational matters 
(e.g. curr iculum, policy, etc .. ) in this University. Place a check in the box that best describes the influence of each: 

No response 

a. The Board of Trustees 09 
b. AUB President 06 
c. Deans 05 
d. Chairmen of Departments 06 
e. Faculty in general 08 
f. Students 06 
g. You personnaly 14 

none little 

6 15 
2 7 
3 17 
4 25 
10 35 
36 35 
57 22 

some 

21 
23 
45 
36 
30 
09 
05 

much 

48 
62 
30 
30 
18 
13 
03 

8. In your opm1on, how much influence should each of these groups or persons have in determining educationnal matters 
in this University? 

No response none little some much 

a. The Board of Trustees 08 18 21 28 26 
b. AUB President 06 05 26 35 28 
c. Deans 04 02 18 45 30 
d. Chairmen of Departments 04 03 11 36 45 
e. Faculty in general 04 03 08 35 51 
f. Students 04 03 13 46 34 
g. You personnaly 18 11 32 26 12 

... z:-=s:::::: ::--=---=c:::: -==-ssaxxz.wzssss. ____ _ _.~.-- _ --~~~~-- -------



9. How would you evaluate the overall accomplishments of the Student Council since its reinstitution in March 1968? 

no -response negative could be better positive 

25 24 18 34 

10. What do you think of the present constitution of the Student Council? 

no -response negative could be better positive 

15 19 30 36 

11. In your opinion, which of the following, ways of student representation is most effective? 

1. Student Council 46 
2. National Union of Students. 18 
3. Departmental Societies. 13 
4. Student-Faculty Committees. 13 
5. Student-Administration committees. 5 
6. Others (please specify) · 
7 non-response 4 

THIS PART IS TO BE ANSWERED ONLY BY STUDENTS. 

1. Did you vote in the last Student Counci I elections? 

3 
no-response 

61 Yes, I voted. 
No, I boycotted the elections boycotted the elections because I reject the Constitution. 9 
No, I am not interested. 21 
other reasons 07 

If voted, for which group did you vote? why? 

no-response Fateh Lebanese League Friends 

58 28 12 4 

2. The following information is necessary to determine the nature of the persons who participated in this survey : 

a. 
b. 

c. 

Sex: 
Nationality: 

School and 

77 Male 21 
Lebanese 48 
Jordanian 9 
Palestinian 6 
Other Arabs 11 
Third World 12 
Western 9 

field of specialization: 

Arts and sciences 
Agriculture 
Engineering 
Medicine 
Nursing and Public 
Health 

Female 2 Not known 

69 
6 

14 
4 

3 

17 



e. Education of your parents: 

FATHER MOTHER 

Elementary or less 21 30 
Secondary 37 47 
University 37 17 
No-response 5 6 

g. Religion and Sect: 

Sunni 34 
Shi'ite 5 
Druze 3 
Maronite 11 
Greek Orthodox 19 
Catholic 8 
Protestant 5 
Armenian 6 
Not known 10 

h. What is the general overall yearly income of your family: 

. 5000 LL. or less. 12 5000 - 10000 LL . 18 
10000 - 20000 LL. 25 20000 - 35000 LL. 16 
35000 - 50000 LL. 11 50000 or more LL. 8 
Not known 12 

i. What social class do you think your parents belong to, relative to your community? 

Upper class 7 
Lower middle class 21 

Upper middle class 64 
Lower class 1 



Class 

No response 
11 students 

Low class 
1 student 

Lower middle 
class, 34 
students 

No response 

27 

0 

15 

Upper middle 27 
class, 102 
students 

Upper class 27 
11 students 

Total : 159 25 
students 

Negative 

9 

0 

24 

25 

27 

24 

SOCIAL CLASS VS EVALUATION OF STUDENT COUNCIL 
(percentage figures) 

Could be better Positive 

36 27 

o· 100 

15 47 

16 31 

27 18 

18 34 

NOTE : The lower the class students say they belong to the more likely they are to make positive commer.ts on the student council. 

SOCIAL CLASS VS MOST EFFECTIVE CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION 
(percentage figures) 

Class No response Student Council National Union Department Student Faculty Student 
Societies Committee Administration 

No response 9 27 27 18 9 9 

11 students 

Low class 0 100 0 0 0 0 

1 student 

Lower middle 3 . 47 15 9 15 9 

class, 34 
students 

Upper middle 5 45 20 13 14 4 

class, 102 
students 

Upper class 
11 students 

Total: 159 
students 

NOTE: 

0 64 9 27 0 0 

4 46 18 13 13 5 

Students from upper classes tend to think that the Student Council and departmental societies are the most effective means of 

communication. 

. 

1~ 
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SOCIAL CLASS VS NATURE OF THE CRISIS 
(percentage figures) . 

Class No Response Political Activism Undemocratic Breakdown in Complexity Educational Other 
Communication of Student Policy 

Body 

No response 0 45 0 18 18 9 9 
11 students 

Low class 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 
1 student 

Low middle 0 38 26 15 6 15 0 
class, 
34 students 

Upper middle 3 44 21 10 5 11 7 
class, 102 
students 

Upper class 0 36 9 36 0 18 0 
11 students 

Total : 159 2 42 20 13 6 12 5 
students 

NOTE: Students from lower middle classes tend to put the blame for the crisis more on the undemocratic nature of the University 
while upper and upper middle class students place more blame on student political activism. 

VOTING VS ROLE OF AUB 
(percentage figures) 

Voting No response Educational Political Vague Other Educational - Political 

No response 25 32 22 4 4 12 
68 students 

Fateh 17 34 29 0 0 20 
41 students 

Lebanese Lea- 17 52 0 13 4 13 
gue, 23 students 

Friends 0 75 0 0 0 25 
4 students 

Independents 12 29 12 6 0 41 

Uncontested 0 40 20 0 0 40 
5 students 

Total 19 36 
159 students 

19 4 3 19 

NOTE : None of the people who voted for the Lebanese League see AUB's role as political. Yet, 13 percent of them mention 

it has both an educationa l and a pocalitical role. Meanwhile, half of those who voted for Fateh see that AUB has a po litical role. 

20 . 





VOTING VS CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION 
(percentage figures) 

Voting No Response Non-existent Poor Fair Good 

No Response 0 9 38 31 21 

68 students 

Fateh 2 7 51 27 10 
41 students 

Lebanese 4 4 30 48 13 

League, 23 
students 

Friends 0 25 50 25 0 

4 students 

Independents 0 12 35 41 12 
5 students 

Uncontested 0 20 60 20 0 

Total: 2 9 41 33 14 
159 students 

NOTE: Over half of those who voted for Fateh tend to see the channels of communication as poor or non existant 

while the majority of those who voted for the Lebanese league see the channels as fair or good. 

VOTING VS REASONS FOR CRISIS 
(percentage figures) 

Voting No Response Political .Undemocratic Breakdown in Comlexity Educational Other 
Activism nature of AUB communication of Student Policy 

Body 

No Response 3 43 15 15 4 15 6 

68 students 

Fateh 0 27 44 12 5 10 2 

41 students 

Lebanese 0 57 9 13 9 4 9 

League, 23 
students 

Friends 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 

4 students 

Independent 6 41 6 18 6 18 6 

17 students 

Uncontested 0 40 20 0 20 20 6 

5 students 

Total : 2 42 20 13 6 12 5 

159 students · 

NOTE: The greater number of those who voted for F.ateh mentionned the undemocratic nature of the university as most important reason 
for the crisis. While over half of those who voted for the Lebanese league mentionned students' political activism as the most 

· important reason for the crisis. 
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Nationality 

No Response 

Lebanese 

Jordanian 

Palestinian 

Arabs 

Third World 

Western 

Total 

NOTE: 

Nationality 

No response 
8 students 

Lebanese 
77 students 

Jordanian 
14 students 

Palestinian 
10 students 

Arab, 
17 students 

Third World 
19 students 

Western 
14 students 

Total: 
159 students 

NOTE: 

NATIONALITY VS MOST EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 
(percentage figures) 

No Response Student Co unci I National Union Department Student Faculty Student Other 
Societies committees Administration 

committees 

13 13 13 25 25 13 0 

5 45 16 14 13 5 

0 36 43 7 7 7 0 

0 70 10 10 0 10 0 

0 47 29 6 12 6 0 

5 58 16 11 11 0 0 

7 43 7 21 21 0 0 

4 46 18 13 13 5 

While the emphasis of the Lebanese, Palestinian, Arab, Third World and Western students is definitely directed toward 
the Student Council, the Jordanian students are divided among themselves over the Student Council and the National 
Union. 

NATIONALITY VS EVALUATION OF STUDENT COUNCIL 
(percentage figures) 

No Response Negative Could be Positive 
better 

25 13 38 25 

18 23 21 38 

36 21 14 29 

0 20 0 80 

29 29 6 35 

42 16 21 21 

36 43 14 7 

25 24 18 34 

All groups make pos1t1ve comments on the student council except the westerners. However it should be noted that 
there is also some negative criticism about the Council. 
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NATIONALITY VS NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
(percentage figures) 

Nationality No response · Political Activism Undemocratic Breakdown in Complexity Educational Policy Other 
nature of AUB communication in student body 

No response 13 38 25 13 13 0 0 
8 students 

Lebanese 0 49 10 14 5 16 5 

77 students 

Palestinian 0 50 30 10 0 0 10 

10 students 

Jordanian 0 36 29 7 0 29 0 
14 students 

Other Arabs 6 35 35 12 1'~ 0 10 
17 students 

Third World 5 21 42 16 0 11 5 
19 students 

Western 0 43 7 14 14 7 14 
14 students 

Total: 2 42 20 13 6 12 5 
1 54 students 

NOTE: Lebanese and western students are less likely to consider the undemocratic nature of AUB as the most important reason for 
the crisis. 



CAMPUS is your record book for 1971-
1972. In years to come, as you peruse 
through its pages, you will no doubt recall 
the main events of the year - pleasant 
and unpleasant; you will remember 
familiar faces - liked or disliked. CAMPUS 
contains all the hopes, expectations and 
achievements, all the dreams, the humor, 
the disillusion and agoni zing dilemmas that 
face to-day's youth. 

But CAMPUS is not only that , or 
should not only be that. Coming at the 
end of an academic year, I should like 
commencement, herald new horizons, new 
fronti ers; like Janus it faces two moods. 

This past year we have lived together; 

we all have learned something from the 
various events that have taken place. It 
would, however, be naive to expect 
that the future of a university can be 
drawn from the experience acquired 
over a short period of time. The univer
sities of to-day have undergone various 
transformations over the centuries. It 
would be equally naive and short
sighted, however, not to learn or benefit 
from whatever is exper ienced. This is 
why each event takes on spec ial signifi
cance and dimension when vi ewed in 
this perspective. Running _a university 
requires a joint effort from all th ose 
involved. Directly, this includes the 
faculty, the students and the administra
tion; indirectly, it also encompasses the / 
Alumni. 

Too often, the university is identified 
only with the administration which is 
always a target for blame and criticism. 
Yet it must be stated clearly that the 
administration of a university is there to 
pro'ilide the conditions that are favourable 
for a properly run university. No univer
sity has achieved distinction only through 
its administrative setup; it is through the 
quality of its faculty and students, through 
the standard of its research and publica
tions and its service, primarily to its 
area, that it acquires face and prestige. 
Yet this probably could not have been so 
if there were no adequate set-up to 
provide the necessary support, that 
relieves the teacher from administrative 
worries and concerns, that makes · 
available adequate conditions for students 
to engage in the pursuit of learning. 

Yet there is a role played by the 
administration in a modern university 
that goes beyond mere administrative 
support:moreJnd mo1e il is becoming 
clear that there is a great need for 
coordination in the operation of as 
complex an organization as is the 
modern university, an -operation that 
requires a leadership that can encompass 
the hopes of all elements of the univP.r
sity community. Over the years, the 
administration of universities has gone 

THE ENCOUNTER 

By Dr. Samir Thabet 

through radical changes. 

There was a time when students ran 
the university; they appointed profes
sors, increased their salaries, penalized 
them if they left town without permis
sion or gave a bad lecture. As a matter 
of fact, the Rector was a student. 

The ideal system of a university adminis
tration, if such a thing were to be found, 
is perhaps a myth at present, in the 
sense that perhaps the ideal university 
is also a myth. When the President of 
Yale in his annual report asks: "Does 
the world need the University? " one is 
entiltled to express concern at the concept 
of the university as we now understand it. 
Further, can one assume that there is only 
ONE "perfect" system? It would be 
simplistic to think that such a system 
could be established everywhere. 

Nonetheless there remains the fact that 
in any university the admin-istration 
plays a distinct role. It is up to the 
administration to see to it that support 
functions, which are taken for granted, 
are running properly. It may do it 
efficiently or inefficiently; it may be 
ovewhelming or understaffed; it is at no 
time, however, the ultimate trustee of 
the academic aspect of the university 
nor is it free from critical evaluation 

. and analysis. 

Most, if not all universities, are facing 
serious financial difficulties. All are 
searching for a sense of identity. AUB 
is not an exception. But the soluti on 
involved elsewhere may not and often 
cannot apply to us. The problems 
that face AUB are perhaps unique. The 
challenge is accordingly gigantic, but 
with meeting these difficulties there is 
the reward of continuing a mission of · 

· service. Our overriding purpose is the 
pursuit of learning. The emphasis on 
the kind and nature of learning may 
change from time to time, but all times 
it is our primary function to · provide the 
conditions necessary for the pursuit of 
scientific and humanistic study. We 
must protect and support talented men 
and women in their training and intel
lectual exploration; we must guard 
against the temptation of streamlining 
our programs to the level of a technical 
institution. 

To achieve this purpose, while operating 
under the present conjuncture, will require 
the collaboration of everybody. It calls 
for imaginative, bold and perhaps radical 
changes at every level of the university 
to attain long term solvency in a clear 
convincing manner. It calls for determina
tion and intellectual transcendance to 
organically relate the university to its 
environment. The role of the faculty and 
the students in those endeavours is of 



prime importance. The role of the adminis
tration is of prime importance. The role 
of the alumni in the community is of 
prime importance. 

This process has already begun at AUB 
and is being undertaken on several fronts 
simultaneously. 

The many pressures on universities 
demand that faculty and administration 
dare to rethink their teaching methods, 
curricula, assignments, graduate policy, 
requirements and general policy. The 
pressures are well known; rapidly in
creasing costs and limited 
availability of funds; larger number of 
applicants for admission; greater needs 
of the society; and increasing demands 
for meeting growing industries in the 
area. 

Regardless of financial considerations, 
our programs and curricula have to be 
continuously evaluated to ensure that 
they remain valid, relevant and dynamic. 
In this process gaps will no doubt appear 
in our offerings. Every attempt v•ill have 
to be made to fill them if we want to be 
relevant, intellectually and pragmatically, 
and if we want to relate to our community. 
Equally true will be the realization that 
some of our courses need revitalization 
or, for that matter, need to be completely 
dropped. The savings realized would 
then be oriented toward programs 
enjoying a higher order of priority. This 
assessment is now being undertaken in 
every Faculty and Administration and 
will lead to a more precise definition 
of the coordinates under which we will 
operate. 

In addition to the regular programs 
developing in each Faculty, deliberate 
efforts are being made to encourage 
planning for and implementation of 
inter-Faculty programs whi~h would 
assure the growth of new areas without 
significant increases in the university 
budget. 

Greater coverage of the needs of the 
area to the community is being provided 
by the Division of Extension and Special 
programs which is offering each semester, 
as well as in the summer, a series of 
courses of general interest. In response to 
increasing demands from various ~qencies, 
firms and companies,the Division is designing 
special courses to specific needs dictated 
by the nature of their operation. The 
Office of Tests and Measurements,. in 
addition to its regular testing for the 
University, is now extending more and 
more 1ts facilities to organizations that 
have solicited its serv1ces. Thus, it would 
seem that the Un1vers1ty is increasing 1ts 
dialogue and exchange with the world 
outside. The role of our Alumni in this 
conn ction is indeed considerable and the 
1Jn1vusity already has benefited greatly 

from the suggestions and advice given by 
our graduates in order to improve our 
offerings. 

It is with deep gratitude that the 
University acknowl edges the willingness 
of its graduates to offer lectures and 
seminars in their speciali zed areas, thus 
bringing to the academic program a 
sense of reality and experience. We plan 
to exploit this avenue to the maximum. 

The potential of AUB is tremendous 
and certainly not yet sufficiently realized; 
AUB must make a significant contribution 
to the proper management of human and 
natural resources of the area. 

In the field of graduate studies, AUB 
feels that it is essential to foster a high 
quality graduate studies program. Already 
six departments are offer ing doctoral 
programs: The financial situation of the 
University limits, however, its scope and 
thus selectivity at a II levels must be the 
guiding principle in planning for the future. 

Academic programs are not the only 
aspect of the University currently under
going serious study leading toward revisions. 
The overall administrative structure of 
AUB also is being scrutinized in the same 
way. Some from the University community 
have questioned the efficiency and size of 
the administrative structure. Careful study 
of the support services provided by the 
administration to the faculty and 
students will not only identify areas of 
possible deficiency, but will lead to 
changes where appropriate, to improve 
administrative functions, The administration 
of the University is not an end in and of 
itself. It exists to provide the broad 
variety of facilities and coordinating 
leadership necessary to the function of 
AUB as a university. 

While certain academic and administrative 
programs will be cut because they are no 
of particular relevance to the University 
community and because AUB can no 
longer afford the luxury of maintaining 
them, and while new interrelated programs 
will be introduced, the University must 
and will increase its sources and amounts 
of income. This will not all be in the form 
of new fund raising activities. There are 
areas within the University which can 
increase earnings through activities compa
tible with academic purpose, through 
additional sales of academic services: e.g., 
specialized contract tra ining or research 
programs; consultantships; and the medical 
incentive plan. In addition, ways must be 
found to provide funds to offset rt l least 
a part of the annual inescapab le inflationa ry 
costs of operation. 

New sources of funds also must and 
will be found through fund raising activities. 
For yea rs the University has depended 



primarily upon individuals, corporations, 
and foundations in the United States to 
provide the major part of its gift 
income --- be it for endowment growth 
or for funds to meet particular annual 
expenditures. Recently, more attention 
has been directed toward new sources of 
support in the Middle East. Special efforts 
are now being made to explain to 
AUB's alumni that the University needs 
their tangible, financial help in addition 
to their personal loyalty and intangible 
support. The alumni are being asked 
to help, not only through their individual 
gifts, but also by encouraging others to 
give. Alumni who have given individually 
are the best ones to ask others to give. 
You who are graduating this year are 
entering the community of our alumni. 
You are asked to support the university 
in which you have studied and from 
which you are receiving your degree. 

As a new graduate, your gift may of 
necessity be small, but it counts and 
counts and counts importantly. As 
you progress in your career, you will 
be able to help more in order that 
those who come after you will enjoy 
at least the same opportunity you have 
enjoyed. 

The role of the students at AU B is 
emerging as one with tremendous potential 
and promise. By adopting a policy of 
positive student participation and involve
ment in university affairs, AUB is ac
complishing an act of faith in the pos-
si bi I ities, resomces ;md aLhievemcnls of 
the students. No longer are students 
merely carried through the University 
from entrance to graduation . They 
now have the possibility, the obligation 
is perhaps a better word, to share with 
us the problems, the difficulties, the 
aspir<Jtions that we all have. Their role 
is no longer limited to that of students 

transiting through a system. Each one 
will have an opportunity of marking 
his passage by an action or by an idea 
that will contribute toward the im
provement of AUB. These actions and 
contributions need not be violent to 
be effective, or coercive to be adopted. 
It is a part of the education process 
to realize that requests, well studied and 
properly channelled will command 
greater response. 

We know that students can assist 
us in improving AUB. Their suggestions 
are welcome and their support solicited. 

AUB is a community of about 10,000: 
the size of a small city. Like any city, 
it has its problems: political, social, human, 
urban. An extraordinary amount of 
talent, competence and energy is concent
rated in a single area. It is our sincere 
hope that from these will arise a human 
"monument" that will honour this Univer
sity and all those who serve it and have 
graduated from it. 

This year, among the many things which 
have been brought into sharper focus is 
that AUB is in reality this community of 
those sharing in the give and take of 
higher education. Those who learn, also 
teach those who teach. Those who teach 
also learn much from those whose primary 
effort is directed toward learning. Any 
healthy community tolerates and encourages 
diversity. All sectors of the community 
assist the others to create a better whole. 
The conlinucd existence of AUB as AUB 
depends on this mutual help anJ self hPip, 
be it academic, administrative, or financial. 
Mutually accepted academic program 
revision, admi11istrative revision, increased 
student and alumni participation, and 
increased fiscal support from all, assures 
that AUB will be the university we all 
want. 
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THE ENCOUNTER 

By Prof. Walid Khalidi 

In recent months, several aspects of the 
AUB's life and program have been the 
subject of public comment. Much of what 
has been said, is unfair and ill-considered. 
Universities are· too serious a matter to 
be given thi.s kind of treatment. Three 
themes have dominated this debate: 

(1) The academic function of the 
AUB. 

{2) The degree of academic freedom 
practised in the AUB, and 

{3) The proper role of the Student 
body at the AUB. 

shall briefly comment, in turn, on 
each of these themes. But before I d9 so 
I should like to bring up what I consider to 
be a principal complicating factor for many 
Arabs in trying to maintain a sense of 
proportion when discussing the AUB - its 
foreign and specifically, its American 
provenance and character. 

That the foreign provenance and character 
of the AUB should have this effect is 
understandable and inevitable. Almost all 
foreign universities in developing countries 
were established in pre-independence days. 
thus associating the circumstances of their 
birth, rightly or wrongly, and irrespective 
of each individual case, with the interests 
and machinations of colonialism. Almost 
all these universities, excel! in standards 
and performance the national universities 
which were hastily and often shoddily 
established after independence. Thus the 
foreign universities are a standing reminder 
of national inadequacy. Universities, like 
wine, take time to mature and settle down. 
Thus the frustrations encountered in 
establishing national universities seek alib is 
in the alleged subversive educational role 
of the successful foreign university. 

All this is immeasurably accentuated 
by the American component of the AUB. 
The U.S. has massively impinged, if by 
proxy, on the Arab World through the 
monstrous injustice of the establishment 
of Israel. The. generation of 1948 to 
which I belong carry as best they can 
their shattered inner lives to their graves. 
The even more powerful trauma on the 
Arab mind of US policy in 1967 and 
since then, while adding to this debris, 
has victimized yet another generation, 
and with compound effect. Only saints 
can remain clear-sighted in the midst of 
such fall-out, and the Arabs are perhaps 
no more saintly than other human groups. 

But clear-sighted we must be, nevertheless. 
For what is at stake is no less than the 
future of the Arab World, a future that 
looks all the grimmer since 1967. What 
this future will be, hinges, in the last 
analysis, on the quality of the Arab 
individual. And this, in the last analysis, 
hinges on the quality of his education. 
It is from this instrumental perspective, 

cynical though it may appear to some, 
that I, for one, view the AUB. And, 
from this perspective, it is self-evident 
that the AUB's educational role is 
unlikely to become superfluous for 
many years to come. Indeed, the paradox 
is that once it has become demonstrably 
superfluous the AUB will have fulfilled 
its educational function in the Arab 
World. For really developed nations 
make do with their own national 
universities. 

Much controversy has centered on 
the academic function of the AUB and, 
by implication, of any university. Often 
in this controversy the words "academic" 
and "revolutionary" are used antithetical
ly, as though the one cancelled out the 
other. This is fallacious. The opposite 
of "academic" is nqt .'~~evolutionary". 
Nor are these two terms necessarily 
mutually exclusive: Without his stupendous 
academic training, Marx for example, 
would have been a mere pamphleteer or 
rabble-ro_user like so many other people. 

All the same, a university is not and 
should not be (without ceasing to 
deserve the name) an indoctrination 
or propaganda center, whatever the 
doctrine or point of view propagated. 
Stric~ly speaking, all preaching and 
special pleading is non-academic; so 
is all dogma. The purpose of a univer
sity, any university, is to instill certain: 
a) mental ATTITUDES viz. self-criticism, 
ceaseless wonder and inquisitiveness, open
mindedness, awareness of the potentialities 
and limits of human endeavour and 
emotional self-discipline. 
b) related PRACTICES viz. rigour in investi
gation, patience in research, attention in 
detail. 
c) intellectual QUALITIES viz. the ability 
to distinguish the wood from the trees, 
to get to the heart of the matter, to 
grasp the point at issue, to get the heart 
of the matter, to grasp the point at 
issue, to discern inter-connectedness and 
discontinuity. 

Likewise, the duty of any university is 
"without anger or zeal" critically to 
expose the student: a) to ALL relevant 
methodologies and approaches and b) to 
ALL relevant values AND their premises. 

To what extent does the AUB approxi
mate to these goals? - Without doubt, 
to a far greater extent than most univer
sities in the entire Afro-Asian world, 
including the Arab World. 

Another recent subiect of controversy 
has been the question of academic freedom. 
This has had two sub-themes: a) the 
University's attitude to "pr,Ogressive" 
professors and b) the Univfi:rsity's concern 
with regional issues. There' is no doubt 
at all that there have been many in-



excusable instances of high-handedness by 
the University aga inst individual professor~ . 
The present mechanism for appeal-and-rev1ew 
in this respect is altogether inadequate and 
must be seri ously examined and overhau led. 
The charge of persecution of professors 
BECAUSE of t hei r progessiveness, whatever 
the latter means, is much less tenable. I 
know, throughout my 17 years of as
sociation with the AUB, of one, perhaps 
two cases, of professors having been 
victimized, not so much for being 
"progressive" as for t heir opinions or 
teaching stance PER SE. One of these 
two cases was parti cu lar ly regretable as 
the professor in quest ion was the victirl} 
of "scapegoatism" in a moment of pan1c 
as a result of a tremendous, irrational, 
and not altogether spontaneous public 
outcry. Two professors v i c~imized on 
these grounds in 17 years IS no~ a_ 
question of statistics, but of pnnc1ple. 

On the other hand, some of the more 
publicized cases do not stric_tly qualify 
tinder the heading " persecution because 
of progressive opini on" . In some of th_ese 
cases the "progressive" opinions proliferate 
EX POST FACTO and are then projected 
retrospectively for the acquisition of the 
halo of martyrdom. In such cases, a 

0 

check of t he professor's publ ications 
li st is a useful guide to the ch ron ology 
and content of his output. In the most 
recent case, the professor in question 
was not , 1n my opi nion, the victim of 
his "progressive" views, but rather of 
the inadequacy of the review-and-appeal 
mechan ism I mentionned earli er. He was 
also, I th ink, the victim of his advisers. 

As t o t he second sub-theme, with 
regard t o the Universi t y's concern, or 
rather alleged lack of concern, wi t h 
regional issues of interest to the Student 
Body, I can on ly spea k from my own 
experience at t he P.S.P.A. To give one 
example, the AU B is almost cert ainl y 
the first uni versity in the enti re A ra b 
Worl d t o offer a graduate course ex
clusive ly on t he Palestine Problem: The 
year in w hich this course was fi rst of
fered is 1957. I would also vent ure the 
suggestion that more MA theses on the 
Palestine Problem have been produced by 
the AU B t han by ALL A rab un iversities 
in the entire A rab World PUT TOGETHER. 

T he last t heme of the cu rre"nt debate 
on the Uni versity, t hat I would like to 
discuss, is the proper role of the Student 

Body. It is a commonplace observation 
that students are agents of change. In 
the Arab World, however, this phenomenon 
has a more sustained and intrinsic function 
than, for example, in developed Western 
societies. This is so because of the greater 
relative weakness in Arab society of the 
institutional and associational structures 
for political articu lation and mobiliza-
tion. This "pioneering" role of the 
Arab student has been enhanced by the 
failure of the other agents for change 
on which hopes have been pinned in 
the last two decades: the pan-Arab 
ideological party, the "Man on Horseback" 
and the charismatic leader. Add to this 
that the bulk of the present Student 
Body belongs to the "generation of 
1967" and the further "irritant" of the 
AMERICAN character of the AUB and 

· it should be readily understandable 
why the Student Body on this campus 
displays such passion and restlessness. 

It will also be readily understandable 
why the image the Student Body has 
of its relations with the "University" 
is that of Confrontation on the analogy 
of a counter-elite storming the Battlements 
of Tyranny or of Communards ridding 



France for good of the bourgeoisie. 
But the analogy is false. As a social 
group, the Student Body is, alas, only 
too transitional (except for the oc
cassional hardy annual). This does not 
however, prevent social groups who are 
less transitional from seizing whatever 
advantage they perceive in this context. 

Ultimately, it is a question of student 
leadership. Clearly, there are many 
legitimate demands that the students 
as students. have. Just as clearly, m;re 
empathy with these demands could 
and should have been shown in the 
past. There have been serious mis
carriages of justice affecting individual 
students; the arbitrariness of petty 
campus officials has often exceeded 
normal bureaucratic thresholds. But 
there are also proritious signs. The 
new constitution of the Student 
Council, with its in-built mechanism 
for amendment, is a powerful instrument 
if well used, for the rea11zat1on ot ' 
legitimate STUDENT hopes. Together 
with the institutionalization of student 
participation, it opens a new phase 
in the relations between the student 

body and the other components of 
the University. 

This does not mean that the Student 
Council should limit itself to campus 
affairs. It does mean, however, that 
the Council is the obvious medium 
for the regulation of intra-campus 
relations as between the students and 
other · components of . the University. 
As to the intercampus dimension, the 
proposed national syndicate seems a 
possible suitable formula, provided 
the student leadership does not 
forget in. t_he euphoria of the limelight, 
the trans1t1onal nature of its constituency 
and its primay duty as a STUDENT 
leadership to maximize this constituency's 
EDUCATIONAL chances. 

One last thought: Some of the 
responsibility for the tension at the 
AUB seems to me to be, indirectly and 
unwittingly, due to the Faculty. There 
are five component bodies at the AUB: 
the Students,the Faculty, the President, 
the academic administrators and the 
non-academic administrators. The over
ridin_g relationship is the Student-Facu lty 
relat1onsh1p. The irreducible minimum of 
ingredients for a viable bilateral relationship 

between these two components is: 
a) On the part of the students i) An 
awareness that they have come to the 
~niversity TO LEARN from the Faculty 
11) A willingness to abide by the rules 
of the campus game that stem from 
the academic function of the University. 
b) On the part of the Faculty (i) An 
ac~eptance ?f the ~asic spirit underpinning 
t~1s aca~em1c function of the University 
(11) A willingness "to learn" from the 
students. Over-seeinq this relationship 
is the President, at once helmsman 
arbiter, father-confessor. As against' 
this triangular backdrop, the other two 
components of the University: the 
academic administrators and the non
acade_mic administrators fulfil their proper 
funct1ons. But let either of the two 
pillars (the Student Body or the Faculty) 
"opt out" or aspire ULTRA VI RES (there 
is a two-way causal correlation here) and 
you will get a field of forces with no 
recognizable center of gravity and a 
futile and endless ballet of power 
alignments. The most ready-to-hand 
mechanism for putting the Faculty 
IN THE Rl NG, and keeping it actively 
there, is to imaginatively restructure the 
University Senate. 
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THE ENCOUNTER 

By Mohammad Dajani 

After looking up the word "encou.nter" 
in Webster's dictionary, I retained two 
specific definitions, namely : 

* A sudden, often violent clash. 
* The coming of one molecule within 

the sphere of action of another, with 
consequent change of direction or velocity 
of motion. 

In the context of the theme of 
CAMPUS 72, .I tend to believe that a set 
of two "sudden, often violent clashes," 
erupted 

-first in May/June 1971, when the 
Administration disregarded student repre
sentatives fully and undertook to push 
down the throat of the student body a 
full 10 percent tuition increase, and 

-then in September 1971, when it 
ignored student demands and refused 
to back up on its reprisal measures, 
particularly those involving the suspension 
of 22 students and the dissolution of 
the Student Council. 

It took the AUB Administration 
a shock such as that of the t:Jicely siege 
to make it change its "direction or 
velocity of motion" and to respond posi
tively . to the painstaking task of re-esta
blishing the broken channels of commu
nication. 

In fact, the Administration has gone 
a long way in changing its attitude 
toward students between May 19 71 
and May 1972. And the students, on 
tl!e whole, have gone a long way too 
in responding to the changed attitude. 

In retrospect, one major lesson can be 
drawn from the latest "encounter" 
between the students and the administra
tion. At one point in time, the "encoun
ter" was tantamount to war. At another 
point in time, and because of a "con
sequent change of direction,"it engendered 
peace. 

Relations are never static and encounters 
cannot always yield war OR peace, but 
rather war AND peace. 
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· tliis year just past began with another confrontation, in a sense the continuation of the strike of last may -and june. 
it was an ominous beginning. 
fortunately, disruption of the university's program was short, and the resolutz'on of the initial tensions led to a period 
of relative quiet during which many of our old concepts of university relationships and much that was new came under 
close examination. if resultant attion was perhaps slower than origtnal hopes, there was progress nevertheless. 
once again the university's work suffered a violent interruption when, at the bechtel building in march, clashes occurred 
among students of different factions. the violence was of a degree never before seen on campus. though brief-a matter 
of hours-its implications burned deeply into the minds of the entire university and the community of lebanon. 
perhaps because we saw how nearly we had been brought-as a university-to the denial of e-verything that a univer
sity should mean, there emerged a resolve that this must not happen again : 
if there was then no tolerance, where this kind of action could take place, now there can be no university, for tolerance 
is the essence qf a university . 

. zf there was then resort to force rather · than rational restraint, now also there can be no a.u.b.,for self -control is the 
essence of academic life. · 

. if .the stresses of the immediate moment must always dictate the action, then the building 'of our university is futile, 
for any university is a structure that must be long planned and of determined purpose. 
if breakdown into groups becomes divisive to the -university, then a.u.b. is lost,for it can sU?-vive within its purpose only 
through cooperative-afbeit self-critical-action. 
these are truths that have become self-evi'dent in our experience together here at a.u.b., more particularly during the 
past year-the year of your yearbook. this book now tells whaJ..you have done during your years here at a .u.b. and so 
it stands as your record. · 
but these are truths also for the future. they are the foundatz'ons for living itself in any community - within the 
university, a.u.b., and without, in the wider areas of your own cities and countries. 
you have your opportunity here at a.u.b. to study and to learn. now, in the years ahead it is your opportunity to build. 

samuel. b. kirkwood 

president 
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a istr 
office of the president 

construction manager 

elizabeth troeller 
secretary 
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new york office 

vice-presidents 

robert w. crawford 

william f. rice 



office of vice-president for public relations and development 
• 

george hakim 
vice-president 

arthur whitman jr. 
director-development 

zahi khuri, 
director 
uaiversity publicati~ns 

radwan mawlawi, 
director-informatiop 

nazih .zaydan 
assistant director. of 
development 

sadik al as'ad 
list coordinator 
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student affairs 

mrs hind moussa 
dean of women 

robert oajemy 
dean of students 

office of tests and measurements 
from left 
george miller 
edgar lowe, director. 
lewis dW'l' 

nedko ektroff 
activities director 

abdul-sattar tarabulsi 
director of physical education 

university health service 
amin .youssefm.d. sarkis karayan m.d. raymond abi-haydat m.d . 
nabil nassar m.d. suhayl utlunan m.d. john bitar m.d. reif 
jaber m,d. 



office of vice president for administration 

john e. gill 
director of operations 

internal audits 

frederick posteter 
director 

dwight c. tnonnier 
vice president 



muhammad 
mahmassani, cashier 

management information systems 

students accounts 
frnm left: 
fadwa tabbikha, joseph feghali, suad zakher. 

from left: 
fuad haddad; samir toubassi; 
edwin crocker, director; 
frederick malak; william attiyah. 

from left: 
georges sayighJ assistant director ; 

karam karam, benefits coordinator; 
afif saghiri, chief, protection 
& safety; farid fuleihan, director ; 
joy abu-jawdeh, training officer. 

donald meyer 
comptroller 

ernest conklin 
deputy comptroller 

staff 

computer center 
from left: 
dikran panossian; da'd ab4ul-baki; haifa awdeh; 
cecil kirkis, director. 
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business services 

herbert ruetzel, 
director 

physical plant 

alfred haik 
assistant director 

printing and duplicating 
from left: 
pierre chalhoub, tcufic 
shwcri chidiac. 

food services 

na~r a bkar; abdur-rahman bardir, director; fahim haddad georges ghattas ; antoun haddad, director ; sami halabi. 
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post office 
from left: 
suni salha, rachid dabdub, olga khouri, . 
yusuf cliami. 

from left: 
roger shahine; richard rnasha'lani; izzat sema~an~ 
emiie takla; sitting: aziz nahhas, director. 

from left: 
emile jeha, james farrelley. 
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lewia cajoleaa 
assistant provost 

samir thabet 
provost 

bursary student office 



registration a.nd admission 

nadim ma•tutl odishu hanna 
records 

assistant registrar 

joseph yacoub riyad mazloum 

farid fuleiban 
registrar 

fuad haddad 
associate registrar 

nabll ashkar 
assistant registrar 

ghallb abdul-malak faraJ mansur 
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robert walker 
university chaplain 

" C_ • ,.-: 1 " 
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levon melikian 
university counsellor 

university library 

seated from left: 
ritchie d. thomas, associate librarian; nancy assaf.; 
francis kent, librarian; robert copeland. 

, tanding from left: 
nawal mikdashi; layla hanhan; helen bikhazi; 
catharina kingma; mildred corsette; lucy yusuf. 

2nd row: 
yusuf khouri; Iiliane vitale; nora copeland; suad 
farhat; layla fueihan; lay Ia freigi; aida naman; peter 
kilburn; ardag meghdessian; hassan sulayman. 
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and 1Cicncc1 . 





to the graduating classes of 1972 
on behalf of your teachers in the faculty of arts and sciences., i extend congratulations on your completing the 

requirements for your degrees and becoming alumni of one of the world's distinguished international universities. the 
years of your study with us have been marked throughout the wcrld ·by much discussion and confl£ct over the nature 
and role of universities. much of this turmoil has been a symptom of growth, as students sought increased responsibility 
for preparing themselves to play a more active and creative role in society. the extent to which these events have had 
a constructive outcome will be determined by the manner in which you now apply the knowledge and attitudes acquired 
in your years with us to the societies in which you live. 

may your future contributions to your communities, and all humanity, bring honor to you and your alma mater. 

edwin terry prothro 
dean, faculty of arts and sciences 
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john m. munro 
associate dean 

michel m. shamma'a 
academic advisor 

a 's office 

pierre m. mourad 
assistant dean 

edmund n. shahla 
executive officer 





masters 
of arts, 
arabic 
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kassim arrabi nuha jurayj hala nashif 
acre, palestine anfe, lebanon amman, jordan 



graduates, 
arabic 

bachelors 
of arts, 
arabic 

• • 
JUDJOrS, 

arabic 

awad, r . jarrah , t. 

zeina bikhazi 
beirut, lebanon 

lebanese league '70-'72 
w.s.o. ' 69- '70 
arabic society '70-'71 

abdul-wahab, rn. 

M'f -rEACHER t:::EEPS 
Mr~NCIN6 IJk' NAME .. 

kaddumi , g. rnukbil, e. 

alyian farajallah 
gaza, palest ine 

ghazzawi, s. shammas, ~ . 

,. h 

StlE CALlS ME 5 95'472 
ALL Tf.{£ TIME ... 

sakhnini, h. 

muhammad mahmud 
gaza, palestine 

marwan nusuli 
beirut, lebanor. 

football intramurals 68-69 
arabic society 
treasurer 
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victor billeh 
assistant professor 

nell hullngs 
as ociate professor 

robert avolizi 
assistant professot 

joseph butros 
professor 

john makemsoll 
assistant professor 

levon babikian 
professor 

samir deeb 
p110fessor 

john mirhij 
professor 

philip basson 
assistant professor 

willis hayes 
assistant professor 

not photographed 
h. ajemian 
instructor 



.. masters 
of sciences, 
biology 

graduates, 
biology . 

amal abla 
beirut , lebanon 

samia akl 
jaffa, palestine 

idris, s. 

tony antaki 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society ' 69-'72 
chemistry society '69-71 
music club '70- '72 

ismail awad 
amman, jordan 

photography club '70- '71 
biology society '71 - '72 

mamun nuwaybid 
ras-el-metn, lebanon 

biology society '70-'72 

moyie, e. shahin, 1. 

abdur-rahman asali 
jerusalem, jordan 

biology society '71-'72 

yusuf fadlallah 
lagos, nigeria 

biology society ' 69-'72 
a & society ' 69-'7 1 

sirvart pilikian 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '68-'72 
drama club '69-'72 
chemistry society '68-'70 

bachelors 
of sciences, 
biology 

mohammad fazel 
akram 

kabul, afghanistan 

garabed tokmakjian 
aleppo, syria 

biology society 
president ' 71-'72 
syrian society 
vice-president '71-72 
photography club ' 69-'70 

jihad abi-muslih 
aley, lebanon 

chemistry society '68-'69 
biology society '71-'72 
n.s.p. '70-'71 

rina harawi 
zahle, lebanon 
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pierre haykal 
beirut, lebanon 

a. & s. society '68-'69 
chemistry society '69- '70 
biology society '69- '72 

fadya rashidi 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '71-'72 
folk dance club '71-'72 
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sher Iakhani 
mohammed 

karachi, pakistan 
biology society '69-'72 
chemistry society '70-'71 
outlook '70-'71 

hayel said 
rachaya-al-wadi, lebanon 
biology society '69-'71 
chemistry society '70- '71 
biology basket ball '69- '70 

nabil muayyid 
manama, bahrain 

chemistry society '70-'71 
biology society '71-'72 
n .m.d. student 
council treasurer '69'-70 

zuhayr samarah 
tulkarim, palestine 

a. & s. society '69-'72 
athletics com. '70-'71 
varsity 
football team '68-'69 

A Comparison of Apes and Man 

The resemblances and differences between man and the closest 
of!W living relatives, the four great apes, are shown in the draw
ings and table below. The sketches of the body have been drawn 
to scale, and have been depicted here with all hair removed for 
unobocured comparison of the contours of the head and body. 

GIBBON 
Hy/obatu 

ORANG-UTAN 

Po"'o pygmaew 
CHIMPANZEE 
Pan troglodytes 

fadia naifeh 
marjayoun, 

w.s.o. 
biology society 
a & s society 

bani sharif 
beirut, 

lebanon 
'69-'70 
'69-'72 
'69-'70 

lebanon 

GORILLA 
Gorilla gorilla 

lorris peckmezian 
egypt 

walid skaf 
beirut, lebanon 

chemistry society '69-'70 
biology society '69-'70 
lebanese league '70-'72 

MAN 
Homo fapun.r 

christine pillot 
paris, france 

gagik Stepan-sarkissian 
teheran, iran 

biology society '69-'72 
iranian society '68-'71 
music club '68-'72 



husam subhi baydas 
jerusalem, jordan 

guy j-1. morin 
biology society '71-'72 

camellia shbaro 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '69- '72 

samir hamdan 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s society '71-'72 
biology society '69-'70 

.naziha nuwayhid 
ras el-maten, lebanon 

biology society '70- '72 
w.s.o. '71 

firyal sutaytiyyah 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '70-'7 I 
w.s.o. '69-'70 

ara hovanesian 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '71-'72 
treasurer 
music club 

ali shair 

'71-'72 

beirut lebanon 
biology society '69-'72 

wajih uways 
ajloun, jordan 

biology society '69-'71 

abduh jurjus 
rass-el-harf, lebanon 

annie khacherian 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society 
secretary 
w.s.o. 
basketball 

'71-'72 
'68- '71 
'71-'72 

nizam peter kettaneh 
n.y., u.s.a . 

biology society '71-'72 
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juniors, 
biology 

..._, .. l\ 

'& \ 
tashji, m. 

sophomores, 
biology 

abu-nassar, g. atwah, g. 

husayni, h. kawasimah, a. 

thomas, I. tini, y. 

batarisah, 1. 

bezdjian, z. 

khurshid, n . lati, a. 

rawwas, i. 

voskeritchian, v. wadva kalyan, s. 

fletcher, m. haddad, r. 

paeth, r. sa'b , y. 

ITS A SHAME THAT WE 
WON'T 8£ AROUN[) "Rl SEE IT 
WHEN IT§ FUW( ~OWN 

gregoriades, c. 

lyster, d.l. muawwad, s. 

sharafuddin, r . sidani, n. 

zaim, m.s. 

juraydini, r. khalidi, a. koftikian, s. 

shurrab, 1 turk, f . 
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not photographed 
r. de kock 

lauren ce edwards 
assistant professor 

landry slade 
associate professor 

c 

aziz abdul-karim 
professor 

george hanania 
professor 

hassan tayim 
assistant professor. 

elias awad 
associate ~rofessor 

costas issidorides 
professor 

samir thabet 
professor 

john olmsted 
professor 

adll jarrar 
instructor 

robert cook 
assistant professor 

adib sarkis 
professor 

asbed vassllian 
instructor 



masters 
of sciences, 
chemistry 

graduates 
af chemistry 

khamis abbas a. 
amman, jordan 

howard k. norrish 
london, england 

masud, n. 

talal s. akasheh 
amman, jordan 

n.m.d. student 
council treasurer '64-'65 
c.w.l. '65-'69 
president '70-'71 

tarik n. rawdah 
baghdad, iraq 

chemistry society 
president '71-'72 
a & s society '69-'71 

mitri, k. 

flavia awad 
jerusalem, palestine 

chemistry society '70-'72 

muawiyah sabri 
qalqilya, palestine 

chemistry society '65-'72 
c.w.l. '65-'69 
education society '67-'69 

shalhut, n. 

sara baylouzian 
anjar, lebanon 

jean-jacques zamet 
france 

umar khatib 
beirut, lebanon 

chemistry society '7o-'72 
football team captain 
penrose council '71-'72 

leisman, g-b. 

vassilian, a 



bachelors 
of sciences, 
chemistry 

m ohammad ali 
big dell 

tehran, iran 

70 

artemis antipas 
iskenderun, turkey 

harout bronozian 
aleppo, syria 

chemistry society 69-'72 

samir salim atik 
betlehem, jordan 

chemistry society '70-'71 
math. society '71-'72 
physics society '71-'72 

adnan mohammad 
darwish 

bassa, palestine 

bahige m. baroudy 
beirut, lebanon 

chemistry society '69-'72 

sayyid ahmad hariri 
sidon, lebanon 

chemistry society '68-'71 

nabil hilal waddah al-hinai 
beirut, lebanon nezva, oman 

a & s society '70-'71 
chemistry so~iety '69-'72 



nada kassatly 
beirut, lebanon 

chemistry society '69-'72 
vice-president '71-'72 

rawdah nashif 
tulkarm, palestine 

chemistry society '69-'72 
w.s.o. '69-'70 
a & s. society '69-'70 

kadhem shakiri 
baghdad, iraq 

chemistry society '69-'72 
basket ball varsity '69-'72 
iraqi society '70-'72 

samira kubti 
adonis, lebanon 

chemistry society '71-'72 

talal nasiruddin 
jerusalem, palestine 

c.w.l. '71-'72 
chemistry society '71-'72 
n.m.p. student 
council '70-'71 

fadia tazziz 
jerusalem, palestine 

chemistry society '71-'72 
c.w.l. '71-'72 

badiah madbak 
jafa, palestine 

w.s.o. 
chemistry society 
c.w.l. 

'69-'70 
'70-'71 
'71-'72 

nada matar 
beirut, lebanon 

w.s.o. '69-'71 
chemistry society '69- '72 

hiba murad 
amman, jordan 

anuar said naime 
rrexico, 

latin american 
group chairman 
chemistry society 

mexico 

'68-'71 
'69-'72 
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• • JUDIOrs, 
chemistry 

petridou, j. ruhayyim, i. 

sophomores, 
chemistry 

kabbani, m. 

pieridou, m. 

72 

kabbani, r. 

raad, r. 

akhras, m.a. 

khadr, m . 

safi, a-g. 

bizri, b. 

kamaruddin, m.g. 

1 aposhian, s. arasughli, 1. 

khamisi, j .. khazmu, j. 

sakaan, j. sharruf, 1. 

dabdub, a. farbab, s. 

khannak, a. khumasi, f. 

shahfah, m shamkhani, m-h. 

barudi, s. dhawk, z. farkad, m. haddad, m. 

khuri, f. markarian, y. mubarak, v. nasr, 1. 

subayi, h . tayib, . m. yildiz, m. zaroukian , a. 

harakah, f. hultmann, r. isu, j. jalaluddin, m. 

makzumioglu,e-k. muakkasah, s. mukaddam, s. nadir, b . 

shwayri, n. makhzumi, ' f. titizian , h. liWaydah, a. 
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bachelors 
of sciences, 
biology
chemistry 

yeghia adamian 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '70-'72 

ibl'Bhim daud 
jifna, palestine 

74 

as'ad abd 
tripoli, lebanon 

biology society '69-'70 
chemistry society '69-'70 
n.m.d. counsellor '71-'72 

garabed artinian 
beirut, lebanon 

chess club '69-'70 
biology society '69-'72 
chemistry society '69-'72 

nabil issa 
bir-zeit, palestine 

biology society '70-'72 
c.w.l. '69-'72 
photography club '70-'72 

mustafa abu lisan 
jaffa, palestine 

a. & s. society '69-'72 
g.u.p.s. '69-'72 
c.w.l. '71-'72 

mustafa ayyad 
beirut, 

folk dance club 
chess club 
bowling club 

datal jurdi 

lebanon 
'69-'71 
'69-'71 
'70-'72 

aley, lebanon 
biology society '69-'72 
cl:>emistry society '71-'72 
secretary 
photography club '70-'71 

yusuf abu-safiyyah 
gaza, palestine 

husni ayas 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '69-'70 
chemistry society '69-'71 

imad kawwa 
beirut, lebanon 

chemistry society '69-'70 
biology society '69-'71 
photography club '71-'72 

muhammad maher 
abu-zayd 

amman, 
biology society 

jordan 
'69-'70 

ohannes kouiroukian 

chemistry society '70-'72 
biology society '70-'72 

magi abu-samra 
broumana, lebanon 

biology society '69-'72 
chemistry society '69-'71 
c.w.l. '70-'71 

ra'fat dakkak 
zarka, 

biology society 
a & s society 
g.u.p.s. 

aida mary 
mamarbashi 

jordan 
'71-'72 
'68-'71 
'69-'71 

aleppo, syria 
chemistry society '69-'72 
biology society '69-'72 



marwan masri 
salima, lebanon 

chemistry society '69-'71 
c.w.l. '70-'71 
photography club '69-'71 

berj nercessien 
aleppo, syria 

a. & s society '69-'71 
biology society '68-'72 

' photography club '71-'72 

walid tannir 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s society '69-'70 
biology society '71-'72 

marie-colette 
mishakah 

beirut, lebanon 
space science club 
secretary '70-'71 
biology society '69-'72 
geology society '70-'72 

wail tukan 
amman, jordan 

basket ball 
freshman team '68-'69 
basket ball 
sophomore team '69-'70 
n.m.d. '69-'70 

hissah muammar 

platon khoury 
papadopoulos 

beirut, lebanon 
bowling club '70-'71 

nigol yenikomshian 
aleppo, syria 

a & s society '69-'71 
biology society '69-'72 
syrian society '68-'72 

george musa 

c.w.J. 
n.s.p. 
n.m.d. trip 
chairman 

aleppo, syria 
'70-'71 
'70-'71 

committee 
'71-'72 

vicken poochlkian 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '71-'72 

ramzi zaydan 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '69-'72 
chemistry society '69-'72 
yearbook-
advertizing '70-'72 

raja musallam 
beirut, lebanon 

gabriel rahil 
betlehem, palestine 

chemistry society '71-'72 
g.u.p.s. '70-'72 
a & s society '70-'72 

hafiz zayn 
beirut, lebanon 

biology society '69-'70 
c.w.J. '70-'72 
photography club '71-'72 

kamil nassar 
souk-el-gharb, 

lebanese league 
biology society 
a & s. society 

muhammad d. 
tabbarah 

lebanon 
'69-'72 
'69-'72 
'69-'72 

beirut, lebanon 
chemistry society '69-'71 
geology society '70-'71 
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pre_ medicine 

alamuddin, h . akil, s. armuti, s. 

• • 
JUDIOfS 

atallah, m. atwah, n. badawi, n . baf, m . bag4dadi, m.t . barbir, m . bayyuk, n. 

beshlian, j . bessos, h . bezirdjian, r . budayr, f. chadarevian, g . dabbus, f. dakkash, m . dalal, t. 

dannan, g. diryan, d. erdekian, b. fahd, s. fakhuri , t. farhud, a. fatafitah, a. 

fletcher, j. frayha, h. fulayhan, n . ghannum, m. .haddad, r. 

hilu, k. isbir, m. ispiridun, n. itani, s. 
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jurdi, w. karam, n. kassarjian, z. kavazandjian, h. khalid, t. kharsa, g. khuri, I. 

mahmasani, m. manassah, a. mubarak, f. mubarak, p. mufarrij, i. 

r. najjar, n. nasrallab, f. nasrallah, s. 

sayigb, s. sbalhub, v. 

tarabay, n. tarabishi, r. tumah, s. 

usta, h. vartanian, o. wahbah, k. wakim, n . yarid, j-p. yunis, n. zayn, t. zaynah, s. zayyani, n. 
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sophomores, 
pre - medicine 

farrukh, i. 

hajj, 1. halabi, h . 
78 

abu-haydar, 1. a bu-khalil, b. 

faur, m. gharazuddin, w. 

halahil, t. 

abu-shalash, j . abu-sha'r, g. abu-yarid, e. abu-zahr, y. abul-hasn, k. 

farah, n. 

haddad, w. 

hamdan, u. hanna, f. hawrani,h. hassunah, v. 



khuri, n . 

nahabedian, a. 

najjar, k. najm, w. na'mani, b. nasr, a. nasr, b. nusuli, Jt. nusuli, i. orphali, s.-1. 
79 



shiha, m. shukri, r-r shurayh, m. 

dO 

tarazi, n. tarazi, r. 

ziyadah, r . 

'ltJV COUlD~ BE A 
DOC~! YOU KNOOJ ~V? 

yasin, n. vartivarian, z. 

zughbi , j . 

LOVE MANt::::lND ... 
ITS PEOPLE I 

CAN'T GrAND!! 

wazin, j. 



Louis Pasteur 



-USI 
ad 

not photographed: 
burhan dajani 
lecturer 

brian parsons 
assistant professor 

82 

ziyad taky 
assistant professor 

nimr eid 
assistant professor 

sandra r ichard 
assistant professor 

suhayl chamieh 
lecturer 

ss 
istration 

jack hayden 
visiting associate professor 

nabeel shaath 
assistant professor 

aziz marmoura 
lecturer 

ayman midani 
assistant professor 

yusuf shibl 
assistant professor 

fuad siniora 
instructor 



masters 
of business 
administration 

s.m. enamul haque 
rajshahi, bangladesh 

c.w.l. '70-'71 

fazal ahmad 
lahore, pakistan· 

business society '7o-'72 
pakistani 
association 

n1ichel tawfic hawwa 
beirut, lebanon 

arabic club 
treasurer 
business society 
music club 

bani slbai 

'66-'69 
'69-'72 
'6s-'6g 

phyllis lorraine crowell 
maui, hawaii, u.s.a. 

cine club 
publicity chairman '69-'70 
business society . '7o-'72 
free university '69•'70 

samir kafena 
haifa, palestine 

'Setrak gebenHan 
beirut, lebanon 

garo sabounjian 
beirut; lebanon 

samir sidani fawaz hamid zu'bi 
beirut, lebanon amman, jordan 

varsity 
basket ball '67-'68 

cengiz gursel 
ankara, turkey 

andrawus habib 
haifa, palestine 

business society '68-'71 



graduates 
of business 
administration 

bachelors 
of business 
administration 

84 

kaypekian, j. razian, m. shallah, m.n. 

suhayl abi-haydar 
talya, lebanon 

business society '7o-'72 
lebanese league '69-'71 
football varsity '7o-'72 

fatin baltagi 
beirut, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 
w.s.o. '69-'71 

janine abu-shar 
beirut, lebanon 

lebanese league '69-'72 
business society '69-'72 
w.s.o. '69-'71 

amer bibi 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s. society '69-'72 
president '71-'72 
student council '71-'72 

tabbara, w. 

akis anastassiades 
cyprus 

cypriot students 
society-president '70-'72 
business society '70-'72 

ghassan buri 
b..:irut, h:banon 

«new money calls forth new markets. 
and new markets call forth new men.» 

nasri arab 
tyr, lebanon 

yearbook · 
business manager '71-'72 

najwa darwish 
lebanese league 
business society 
w.s.o. 

'71-'72 
'70-'72 
'69-'70 

yusuf abu dahshah 

albert aoun 
brumana, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 

salih darwish 
safad, palestine 



kalyan das 
cuttack, india 

ahmad daouk 
beirut, 

chess club 
bowling club 
business society 
senior rep. 

joseph ghanem 

lebanon 
'69-'70 
'70-'71 
'71-'72 

beirut, lebanon 

ghadah halawi 
tyr, lebanon 

chemistry society '68-'69 
business society '69-'70 

vasken ezakel 
business society '71-'72 
photography club '69-'72 
syrian society '70-'72 

krikor gokceyan 
istanbul, turkey 

a & s. soCiety . '69-'71 
business society '69-'72 
t.s.a. '70-'71 · 

nuha hamadah 
baaklin, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 

michel fernaine 
beirut, lebanon 

berj gulbenkian 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s. society '69-'70 
business society '69-'72 
yearbook 
(advertising team) '71-'72 

bani hunaydi 
lydda, palestine 

penrose 
football team 
business society 
c.w.l. 

'68-'69 
'70-'72 
'69-'72 

george haddad 
bhamdoun, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 
volley ball-varsity '69-'71 
table tennis-varsity'70-'7 1 

amal hassan 
dhour-abadieh, lebanon 

shukri ghalayini 
l)erusalem, palestine 

business society '69-'71 
a & s. society 
athletics team 
judo club 

claude irani 
beirut, lebanon 

lebanese league '69-'72 

85 



michel iskandar 
beirut, 

biology society 
business society 
vice-president 

lebanon 
'69-'70 

'71- '72 

garo kassarjian 
beirut, lebanon 

yearbook 
(advertising team) '71-'72 
lebanese league '7o-'71 
business society 
treasurer '71-'72 

randa khallfah 
beirut, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 
a.s.s. society '69-'71 
yearbook 
ecretary '71-'72 
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george juraydini 
choueifat, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 

tawfik k. kaylani 
beirut, lebanon 

photography club '70-'72 
space science club '7o-'72 
business society '7o-'72 

zuhayr khalifah 
amtnan, jordan 

c.w.l. '69-'71 
business society '71-'72 
n.m.d. trips committee 
chairman '69-'70 

hanna jurji 
damascus, syria 

syrian society '69-'70 
judo club '69-'70 
life saving group ' 70-'72 

diya kazimi 
kayfan, 

business society 
varsity 
football team 
bowling club 

feryal khalil 

kuwait 
' 69-'72 

beirut , lebanon 
business society ' 69-' 72 
w.s.o. ' 69-' 70 
economics society '69-'70 

nafissa kammuriyah 
beirut, lebanon 

business society '69-'71 
secretary '70-'71 

nabil kettaneh 
beirut, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 
w.s.o. 
student 
bureau 

munjid 

'71-'72 
employment 

'71-'72 

khoury 
tripoli, lebanon 

chemical society 
drama club 
yearbook '71-'72 
(advertising team) 

joseph karam 
beirut, lebanvn 

hanna 'khabbaz 
souk-el-gharb, lebanon 

n.m.d. social 
committee '68-'69 
photography club '68-'69 
folk dance club '69-'71 

vahe kiljian 
beirut, lebanon 

cine club treasurer '71-'72 
business society '70-'72 
c.w.l. '71-'72 

joseph fuad karam 
beirut, lcbanor.. 

lebanese league '69-'72 
business sodety ' 69-'72 
a & sc. society '69-'70 

zohrab koftikian 
beirut, lebanon 



rose a~ koury 
louisville, u.s.a. 

business society '7o-'72 
w.s.o. '70-'72 

tahir makkyyah 
jerusalem, palestine 

business society '7o-'72 
c.w.l. '71-'72 
n .m.d. education 
committee 
chairman 

garabed ohann~~sian 
beirut , lebanon 

sophomore 
football team 
a & s. society 
business society 

'69-'70 
'69-'72 
'69-'72 

hanoa .kubursi 
sidon, lebanon 

business society '71-'72 
photography club '71-'72 

ezra mizrib 
beirut, 

business society 
a & s. society 

peter ourfalian 

lebanon 
'69-'72 
'69-'72 

beirut, lebanon 
a & s. society '69-'70 
business society '69-'72 
yearbook 
advertising team '7 1- '72 

marlein kuttab 
jerusalem, palestine 

biology society '69-'70 
business society '70-'71 
a.u.b. choir '69-'70 

marie christiane 
muawwad 

beit-el chaar, lebanon 
w.s.o. '69· '72 
business society. '69-'72 

ramzi rihani 
beirut, lebanon 

"nahar" correspondent 
at a.u .b. '69-'72 
lebanese lc:ague '69-'70 
drama club '69-'70 

awad lubani 
' sa'sa', palestine 

business society '7o-'72 
a & s. society '70-'72 

salam nakfur 
deir mimas, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 

ghayda rikabi su.kkari 
beirut , lebanon 

tawfik mabsut 
beirut, lebanon 

c.w.l. ' 71-'72 

kameel nasir 
jerusalem, palestine 

nmd. social committee 
chairman '7o-'71 

fawaz saadeh 
syria 

chemistry society '68-'69 
business society '69-'72 
~yrian ~.Jciety '7o-'7 I 

nabil madi 
beirut, lebanon 

abdul-wadoud nusuli 
beirut, lebanon 

business society 
president '71-'72 

sahar sallab 
cairo, egypt 

business society '7o-'72 
w.s.c, '71-'72 
a. & s. society '70-'72 
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may salman 
alamuddin 

beirut, lebanon 
business society '70-'72 
w.s.o. '70-'72 

salim sharouk 
beirut, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 

elle touma 
beirut, lebanon 

photography club ' 69- '72 
business society ' 69-'72 
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samya samarah 
marjeyoun, lebanon 

a & s. society '69-'72 
business society '69-'72 
yearbl1ok committe.:: 
secretary '70-'71 

ohannes sussanian 
aleppo, syria 

ahmet umit uzman 
eskisetur, turkey 

t.s.a. '67- '71 
n.m.d. social com. '69-'70 
business society '68-'71 

suhayl sawma 
hammana, lebanon 

business society '69-'71 
lebanese league '69-'71 

muhammad nazih 
tabbarah 

beirut, lebanon 
business society '69-'72 

haydar al-uzri 
baghdad, iraq 

faw~i sayf 
junieh, lebanon 

biology society '69-'70 
lebanese league '70-'71 
business society '71-'72 

vartkes tavlian 
· beirut, lebanon 

business society ' 69r'72 
a. & s. society '69-'72 

levend yaveroglu 
ankara, turkey 

business society '69-'72 
t.s.a. '67-'72 

maha sayigh 
beirut_, lebanon 

business society '69-'72 
w.s.o. ' 69-'70 

abdul kadir tawil 
beirut, lebanon 

photography club '69-'72 
c.w.l . '69-'72 
business society '69-'72 

nabU zaben 
saudi arabia 

ghada sharif 
jaffa, palest me 

henry toroyan 
aleppo, syria 

cine club '69-'71 
treasurer 
syrian society '69-'71 
yearbook '71-'72 
(advertising team) 

Wy j. zaru 
ramallah, palestine 

chemical society '69-'70 
business society '71-'72 



« if i did n.ot work these 
worlds would perish.» 

bhagavad- gita 
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• • 
JUDIOFS 

of business 
administration 

!iadourian, z. der sahaguian, a. 

finj, m-a. 

jarrar, b. 

; 
~.f· ~. ·.\.l 
. "1.'f., 

... ·~ -~ ·- -
mansur, a. 

a'b, n . 
90 

sadat, h . 

abidin, r. abu-hanna, k. 

aris, b. assaf, a. 

dirgham, s. farah, s. 

ghattas, k. ghazzawi, r. 

I 
.jiz, i. kaddurah, m . 

safiyuddin, n. sarkissian, b. 

abu zayd, n. al ali, k. alamuddin, h. 

awad, r. bakuni, g. bardawil, i. basamah, m. bibi, r. 

farra, m-a. farun, s. fauri, a. 

hamadah, . n. idah, n. itani, z. iabir, y. jammal, y. 

karaguezian, v. karakashian, m. koja-oghlanian, v. krikorian, a. kukuzaki, k. 

nercessian, h-e. nimah, j . rahhal, j . 

sarkissian, h . shamaah, h . sharani , m - t shihadah, I . shuhaybar , h. 



suwayd, r. tabbarah, s. 

sophomores 
of business 
administration 

durham, j-h. 

hannun, a. 

khazin ~e. 

ossepian, h . 

fakhuri, a. 

I 

hawrani, s. 

kolandjian, v. 

radwan, f. 

taze, h. tibi, s. 

atiyyah, a. awadaliah, f. 

bubshayt, f. bulus, m. 

fl8.ttuh, n. 

hibri, b. 

kublawi, b. kumbarji, s. 

sa'b, n. 

tubbah, a. tuma, e. 

awn, s. azar, f. baalbaki, j. 

christqdoulidou, m. 

frangieh, r. garmirian, a. gebizli, i. 

hotaki, y. inja, n. jallad, n. 

manoukian, k. muruwwah, a-m. najarian, e. 

sa'd, 1. sader, u. salhab, s. 

tususian, v. 

badran, j. 

haffar hahbal, a. 

khansa, s . 

najjar, r. 

sandrik, s. 

zachariou, 1. 

bisharah, h. 

dimashkiyyah, g. 

haddad, c. 

nimah, m. 

. ' J . 

• Yf 
shanshal, m. 
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' .., ' shubat, a. . tabbara, n. tajir, s. tash, m. theochilrides, p. umran, m: zayn, m. ziyadah, h. 
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c 
not photographed 
h. callan 
lecturer 

-~~ca dodd , 
assistant professor 

melvin vulgamore 
visiting associate 
professor 

u 

hugh harcour t 
senior lecturer 

alstudi s 

john Iivingstone 
assistant professor 

marwan buhayri 
lecturer 

heinrich ryffel 
associate professor 

vahe oshagan 
lecturer 

samir seikali 
assistant professor 

r obert walker 
lecturer 

allister gammon 
instructor 

liubitze khairallah 
instructor 

)lelga seedan 
instructor 

peter shebay.a 
lecturer . 

edmund tumeh 
instructor 

salma zabhawi . 
instructor 

ilham zurayk 
instructor 
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not photographed: 
george medawar 
lecturer (p.t.) 

nadim hajjar 
lecturer (p.t.) 

midhat hassanein 
assistant professor 

co no 

albert badre 
visiting professor 

roy karaoglan 
assistant professor 

luc de wulf 
assistant professor 

nadim khalaf 
associate professor 

yusuf sayigh 
professor 

ghazi sirhan 
assistant professor 

·cs 

joseph fuleihan 
assistant professor 



masters 
of arts, 

• economics 

bachelors 
of arts, 

• economics 

diran avedian 
beirut, lebanon 

economics society '70-'72 
lebanese league '7o-'72 
student 
employment office '71-'72 

nazir m. banbuk 
"'saikeen, syria 

syrian society '70-'71 
economics society '70-'71 

bushra alamuddin 
tripoli, lebanon 

bowling club '7o-'71 
c.w.l. '70-'71 
w.s.o. '70-'71 

berj nazareth 
yenovldan 

beirut, lebanon 
drama club '64-'66 
bridge c1ub '64-'66 
economics society '70-'71 

walld r. alamuddin 
tripoli, lebanon 

mqhammad faiez bizri 
sidon, lebanon 

basket ball varsity '69-'71 
economics society '69-'71 

graduates, . . 
·economics 

sa'd andari 
abadieh, lebanon 

student cou.ncil '70-'7r 
a. & s. sports 
committee '69-'71 
captain sophomore 
football team '69-'70 

richard debbas 
beirut, lebanon 

economics society '7o-'71 
a & s society '69-'72 
student 
employment office '71-'72 

kattan, a. sallab, s. 

antonios sadik as'ad 
amman, jordan 

economics society '7o-'72 

muhammad rabi' asir 

c.w.l. 
beirut, lebanon 

'69-'71 
'71·'72 president 

sophomore 
bask.etball tram 
student council 

'69-'70 
'71·'72. 

khajag dikidjian 
beirut, lebanon 

archery club '67-'68 
lebanese league . '68-'70 
economics society '7o-'71 
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ronald farhana 
iran 

a . & s. society '70-'71 
economics society '70- '71 

sarkis jabagtchourian 

cine-club 
photo club 
chess club 

aleppo, syria 
'69-'72 
'70-:71 
'7o-'72 

vatche kassemdjian 
beirut, lebanon 

saad matar 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s society '69-'72 
economics society '70-'72 
C.'JV.l. '71- '72 

bassam hajj 
- beirut, lebanon 

varsity basket-ball ' 69-' 71 

hagop kapterian 
jerusalem, palestine 

economics society '70-'72 
c.w.l. '70-'71 

michel mayla 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s society '71-'72 
economics society '71-'72 
student employment 
office '71-'72 

marwap hayek 
amman, jordan 

c.w.l. '69-'71 
economics society '69-'71 
jordanian society '70-'72 

gisele kayaleh 
suq-el-gharb, lebanon 

c.w.l. '69-'72 
n.s.p. '71-'72 

susan mohammadi 
tehran, iran 

bowling club '69-'72 
vice-president 
bowling club '71-'72 
economics society '70-'72 

jack hazarabedian 
beirut, lebanort 

economics society '70-'72 

ghassan munla 
t ripoli, lebanon 

al-yaqthan, al-hinai 
ristaq, oman 

varsity 
football team '70-'71 
a & s. society '70-'71 
economics society '70-'72 

sami khuri 
beirut, lebanon 

albert,nasr 
beirut, lebanon 



johnny rlzk 
beit-jala, palestine 

economics society '70-'71 
drama club '71-;72 
c.w.l. '71-'72 

john rubeiz 
beirut, lebanon 

economics society 
vice-president '71-'72 
yearbook 
advertising 
manager 

ramzi yunis 
beirut, lebanon 

economics society 
vice-president '70-'71 
president '71-'72 

joseph skaff 
aita el-foukhar , lebanon 
a & s society '68-'71 
lebanese league '68-'71 
economics society '69-'71 

ziyad tayyara 
beirut, lebanon 

student 
employment office '71-'72 
squash club '69-'70 
second hand 
bookshop '69-'71 

mikis zavallis 
nicosia, cyprus 

akram takiyyuddin 
baakline, lebanon 

economics society '70-'72 

raffy tejirian 
beirut, lebanon 

economics society '70-'72 
a & s society '70-'71 

zlad taky-deen 
baakline, lebanon 

yearbook 
associate editor 
editor-in-chief 
aub choir 

'70-'71 
'71-'72 
'71-'72 

lachmPndas udemo
mall 

bombay, india 
eng'g society '67-'68 
archery club '67-'68 
economics society '71-'7z 



juniors, 
• economics 

nakhkhul, n . sab, n. 

sophomores, 
economics 

98 

shatila, f. sursuk, s. 

bubis, h. 

rafful, m. 

manuelian, a. 

tabbarah, h . yunis, 1. ziyadah, m. 

camcigil, k. dajani, m.w. dauk, i. dimashkiyyah,m.s. 

(aja, b . salhah, r. shua'yb, a. sumat, i. zaza, a. 





not photographed 
ray ruebl 
lecturer 

j ohn morac:c:o 
assistant professor 

eorges zarour 
enior lecturer 

100 

ducatio 

munir bashshur 
associate professoc 

yakub namek 
assiStant professor 

falzeh antippa 
lecturer 

louis cajoleas 
associate professor 

Ibrahim saadeh 
associate professor 

daud abdo 
lectUl'er 

fuad haddad 
associate professor 

nathir sara 
assistant professor 

mona haddad 
instructor 

wadi' haddad 
assistant professor 

juanita soghikian 
assistant prpfessor 

rauf ghusayni 
instructor 



masters 
of arts, 
education 

hasan badruddin khan 
abbottabad, pakistan 

a & s society '7o-'72 
biology society '70-'72 
education society '7o-'72 

samira didos 
aleppo, syria 

education society '70-'72 

fathi kalim abu-saif 
cairo, egypt 

raoshan ara begum 
khulna, pakistan 

shelly florence elliston 
melbourne, australia 

ali ahmad abdul azim 
omdurman , sudan 

a & s society '68-'69 
education society '68-'69 

towfeeqa begum 
dacca, bangladesh 

ardemis emiyan 
beirut, lebanon 

farid ramzi asi 
acre, palestine 

nazeer ahmad 
chaudhty 

lahore, pakistan 
badminton club '71-'72 

ghulam ahmad 
chodry 
' grujrat, pakistan 
education society 
vice president 
secretary 
pakistani society 
secretary 

araghi 

'71-'72 

zarrenghalam majd 
tehran, iran 

sayed jan azhar 
kabul, afghanistan 

afghaniassociation '7o-'71 
education society '70-'71 

nabla dib 
education society '7o-'72 

panos a. hadjihambis 
farnagusta, cyprus 
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moha1DD1ed 
muzammel haque 
com.illa, bangladesh 

education society 
treasurer '7o-'71 

themis pantelldou 
morphou, cyprus 
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dariush hoomshmand 
shiraz, iran 

archery club '71-'72 

faizah khayyal 
riyadh, saudi arabia 

a & s society '7o-'71 
education society '7o-'71 
saudi students '7o-'71 

atonios ioannou pyrros 
morphou, cyprus 

munah jiha 
bishmizeen, lebanon 

chemistry society '70-'72 
folk dancing '70-'71 

christodoulos kleopas 
nicosia, cyprus 

faikah kalamuni 
accra, ghana 

charis .loizides 
paphos, cyprus 

education society 
vice-president '70-'71 

habibur rahman 
barisal, bangladesh 

pakistani association 
secretary '70-'71 

farid mallk ghulam 
islamabad, pakistan 

education society '70-'72 
a & s society '70-'72 
c.w.l. '71-'72 

sad sulayman nimr 

abdallah karim-ud-din 
dueim, ·sudan 

sudanese association 
president '69-'70 
african association '69-'70 
a & s society '70-'71 

hala mitri 
ramallah, jordan 

nizar ahmad saleem 
islamabad, pakistan 



lula salman 
baghdad, iraq 

annie sandrik 
beirut, lebanon 

rubina tashjian 
aleppo, syria 

education society '69-'72 
syrian society '69-'72 • 

WHAT5 THI5 ABOOT 
YOU AtiD A "MISG 
OTHMAQ"?(.().{O 
IN THE WORLD IS 
MIGG O'TKMAR? 

muh'd badawi tayish 
saida, lebanon 

mohammad 
sbahidullah 

noakhali, bangladesh 

nikula zayyat 
homs, syria 

ibrahim shami 
sabya, saudi arabia 

a & s society '70-'72 
arabic society '7o-'72 
education society '70-'72 
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graduates, 
education 

reichen, j. 

bachelors 
of arts, 
education 

104 

abu-sha'r, m 

bajwa, g. 

rahimi, a. 

hiyam abdallah 
jeddayel, lebanon 

varsity volley-ball '69-'72 
education society '7o-'72 

akkad, m. awan, m . . 

baluch, g. 

malek, e. manolis, t . 

sa'b, n. saykali, s. taddesse, t. 

jihan abu-rashid abmad arki 
haifa, palestine 

bowling club '69-'70 

ayabzai, t . 

bhatti, m. 

mohyuddin, g. 

zakka, a. 

badawi, a. 

constantinides, a. jubayli, z. 

papastavrou, a. rabih, a. 

zaman, g. 

christiane buchanan 
wollaston 

london, england 



abdul ghani bushwar 
agadir, morocco 

penrose council '68-'70 
bowling club '68-'70 
education society 
president '71-'72 

muna bustani 
amman, jordan 

w.s.o. 
c.w.l. 

photoula papaioannou 
limassol, cyprus 

a & s society '68-'72 
psychology society '70-'71 
education society 
treasurer '71-'72 

may utaybi 

wall ahmad 
hamidzada 

kabul, afghanisran 
a & s society '67-'68 
ushering 
commitiee 
physics society 

hayfa shahin 
amman, 

w.s.o. 
c.w.l. 
mure:x: hall 
secretary 

'70-'72 
'70-'72 

jordan 
'68-'69 
'69-'70 

'71-'72 

ann mccage 
new york, u.s.a. 

muna yazigi 
beirut, lebanon 

hama tahir 
aminan, jordan 

student council '70-'71 
c.w.l. student aid 
chairman '70-'71 
murex hall council 
president 

muna yunis 
bridge club 
c. J. 
w.s.o. 

'7o-'71 

'70-'71 
'68-'69 
'69-'70 
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juniors, 
education 

sophomores , 
education 

10 

afif, m-e. 

abu-shakra, s. ahmad, r. 

bazim, d. 

nazarian, a. phessa, k. 

bayir, a. manoogian, i.k. mehrpore, a.r. safiti, m. 

.. AND THEN ~t SAID,'' UN~.~~ 
THAT$ JUST -mE Cll\Y ~ SAID 
/T ... ''LINUS~~ ... SI-11: CAJJ.E ~ 

OOT,AND9.1DMY NAME JU6T 
As PLAIN As DAY ... 

I JU5T sAID Tl-lAT IM 
VERY I='OND ~ THE G~UND 
ON W~ICH SHE WALI(S! 

kandah, o. 

uwayni, h. 
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not photographed 
robert maple 
instructor 

daniel cook 
professor. 

richard murphy 
assistant professor 

nicholas read-collins, 
assistant professor 

eHzabeth scott 
assistant professor 

108 

jack d'a mico 
visiting associate 
professor 

John lowe 
assistant professor 

glish 

bernard blackstone 
professor 

anahid melikian 
assistant ·professor. 

suheil bushrui 
associate professor 

john munro 
professor 



mary hallah 
lecturer. 

ibrahim kankashian 
lecturer 

ann gordon 
instructor 

george taylor 
lectur~r 

adnan baydar 
instructor 

anne mary sabr1 
instructor 

jean fraga 
instructor 

peter manuelian 
instructor 

josephine salam 
instructor 
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110 

european 
and 

brigitte alsleben 
visiting assistant professor 

languages 
literature 

eberhard boecker 
assistant professor 

george khairallah 
assistant professor 

marie-helene madec 
visiting assistant professor 

jurgen bross 
lecturer 

michael kruger 
lecturer 

daniel proust 
lecturer 

mona amyuni 
instructor 



masters 
of arts, 
english 

graduates, 
english 

bachelors 
of arts, 
english 

philip jambi marcelle muashshir 
juba, sudan amman, jordan 

african organization 
president '70-'71 
english society '6o-'63 
education society '6o-'63 

ajjawi, m. 

nawal aswad 
brurnana,lebanon 

c.w.l. 
w.s.o. 
english readers ' 
society 

'69-'70 
'69-'70 

'71-'72 

shalhoub, n . 

antun atallah 
horns, syria 

alexander anwar 
baramki 

jerusalem, palestine 
english readers' society 
vice-president '71-'72 
drama club '69-'72 
f ine arts society '70-'71 

jihad shawwaf 
riyad, saudi arabia 

murex hall 
council president '68-'69 
english society '69-'70 
vice-president 

ali, h. 

sylva ed. boyadjian 
beirut, lebanon 

w.s.o . '69-'70 
c.w.l. '69-'70 
fine arts society '70-'71 

joy yacoub 
sedalia, kentucky, u.s.a. 

shadid, r. 

adrienne elizabeth 
dold 

new york, u.s.a. 
drama club '67-'69 
aub choir '67-'69 
outlook typist '70-'71 
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saleem george fadel 
new york, u.s.a. 

english readers' 
s-ociety '71-'72 

athanasia kythreotou 
famagusta, cyprus 

·w.s.o. 
education 
n.s.p. 

' 69-'71 
society '7o-'71 

'7o-'71 

ilva puzantian 
aleppo, syria 

w.s.o. '68-'72 
yrian ociety '68-'72 

1 12 

layla farisi 
mecca, saudi arabia 

w.s.o. '68 
english readers' 
society '71-'72 
a & s society '68-'69 

fauzia lukili hasani 
tangiers, morocco 

latin american 
group '68-'71 
english readers' society 

shari fa rawi 
beirut. lebanon 

w.s.o. '69-'70 
c.w.l. '69-'70 
english readers ' 
society '71-'72 

dalal sami hermez 
beirut, lebanon 

w.s.o. '69-'70 
english readers' 
society '70-'71 

mohamed lukili
hasani 

tangiers, norocco 
freshman 
basketball team '68-'69 
captain 
basketball varsity '69-'72 
english readers' 
society '71-'72 

bushra sultan 
aleppo, syria 

syrian students society 
secretary ' 69-'71 
archery club '70-'71 
english society '71-'72 

laura theresia hubeny 
c.w.l. '69-'70 
murex hall 
council '69-'70 
cine club '71-'72 

mary martinos 
carolina, u.s.a. 

a & s. society '70-'71 
englisn readers' 
society '71-'72 

annie vorsganian 
nicosia, cyprus 

aub choir soloist '70-'72 
education society '70-'71 
music club 
president '71-'72 

nadya khuri 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s. society '69-'72 
english readers' 
society '71-'72 
w.s.o. '69-'72 

Iaurette murr 
beirut, lebanon 

english readers' 
society '71-'72 

katina yiannaki 
kyrenia, cyprus 

cine club '71-'72 
english society '69-'70 
english readers' 
society '71-'72 

n.abii kurban 
beirut, lebanon . 

mary mukhtarlan 
jerusalem, palestine 

english readers' 
society 
assistant editor 
w.s.o. 

abla zuraykat 
amman, 

c.w.l. 
secretary 
worker welfare 
committee 
chairman 

'70-'72 
'71-'72 
'66-'72 

jordan 
'68-'72 
'70-'71 

'71-'72 



• • 
JUDIOfS, 
english 

sophomores, 
english 

' - = =-, .... - <" 
_..-.r.,=._ - ··-

rahhal, j . 

abu-khurayhi, m. ·azar, m. 

najjar, t. sahni, a. 

. 
abu-shakra, m. 

khanigui~n, n. khangi, r. 

sulh, y. umtatl, m. 

NO, I DON'T KNOW WIH 
ENGL16H TEACHE~S 60 To 
COllEGE FOR FOO~ "t'EARS .. 

cook, m.j. 

shihadah, r . 

allush, a. 

ldlattar, c. 

WELL, !HEN I'LL l'ELL LfOU 
WHc.t EN6LISH TEACHERS 60 

TO CQLLE6E RJR FOOR 'fEARS .... 

husayni, h . khazaz m. makkawi h. 

zurayk, h. 

hawwa, e. 

musallem, i. 
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salvadore arnita 
associate professor 

fi 

nedko etinoff 
lecturer 

allen hovey 
lecturer 

arts 

john carswell 
professo'r 

gordon olsen 
assistant professor 

peter smith 
assistant professor 

peter shebaya 
lecturer 

diana taky-deen 
lecturer 

david kurani 
instructor 

krikor satamian 
instructor 



bachelors 
of arts, 
fine arts 

riyad jurbaji 
baghdad, iraq 

fine arts society '70-'71 
photography club '70-'71 
penrose dormitory 
floor counsellor '71-'72 

• • JUDIOrs, 
fine arts 

eileen hadidian 
beirut, lebanon 

fine arts society '70-'71 
aub chamber 
music group '70-'72 
aub symphonic 
band '70-'72 

alamuddin, 1. 

hijazi, h . 

layla hajj 
beirut. lebanon 

fine arts society -
treasurer '69-'72 

photography club '71-'72 
drama club '71-'72 

marlene leila kassab 
baghdad, iraq 

aub choir '68-'71 

hamady, g.j. · 

yacoubian, a. 

jacqueline massoud 
beirut, lebanon 

fine arts society 
secretary '71-'72 

yearbook '71-'72 
administration co-editor 

sophomores, 
fine arts 

abul-hajj , s. 

amal zayn 
kfarouman, lebanon 

fine arts society 
vice-president '71-'72 
yearbook 
a & s editor '71-'72 

jawdat, r . musalli, I. 
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not photographed 
allen rogers 
visiting professor 

ismail kafescioglu 
assistant professor 

c.s. venkitasubra
manyan 
assistant professor 

ziad beydoun 
professor 

thomas goedicke 
associate professor 
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masters 
of sciences, 
geology 

bachelors 
of sciences, 
geology 

tuma hazu 
jerusalem, palestine 

eology society 
vice-president 
bowling club 
ecretary 

cwl 

118 

'71-'72 

busayn sabir 

shafica awadi 
kuwait, kuwait 

chemistry society '67-'68 
bowling club 
secretary 
arabic society 

'68-'69 
'68-'69 

anwar karam 
ramleh, palestine 

a & s society 
cabinet '71-'72 
geology student society 

Ibrahim azzam 
beirut, lebanon 

geology society '69-'72 
c.w.l. '69-'71 
photography club '70-'72 

binai kbattab 
bladsait, oman 

orientation 
football team 
freshman 
football team 
varsity 

· football team 

'67-'68 

'68-'69 

fuad k.uzma 
beirut, 

ushering 
committee 
geology society 
secretary 

lebanon 

'69-'71 
'67-'70 
'70-'71 

besbarab dargbawtb 
beirut, lebanon 

geology society '69-'72 
photography club '69-'70 

abdus-salam kamal 
amman, jordan 

penrose student 
council president '71-'72 
cwl vice-president '71-'72 
cwl work camps 
chairman '71-'72 

emmanuel fakbouri 
salt, jordan 

table tennis 
chairman 
curriculum 
chairman 
geology society 

bagop karakbanian 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s society '68-'71 
math. society '69-'70 
geology society '70-'71 

faysal tabsb 
mecca, saudi arabia 

student council '68-'69 
geology society 
president 
n.m.d. student 
vice-president 

isam haddad 
amman, 

geology society 

nawriz kardan 

'71-'72 
council 
'68-'69 

jordan 
'70-'72 

amman, jordan 
geology society '70-'72 
jordanian 
organization '71-'72 



marwan kburi mohammad moata- samir shuayb keti tuglaman haytham tayyar maryam zarii 
amman, jordan 

jordanian organization 
vice-president '70-'71 
geology society '69-'72 
c.w.l. 
publication 
committee '67-'69 

• • 

medi 

JUDIOrS, 
geology 

sidon, lebanon antakya turkey hama, syria kuwait, kuwait 
tehran, iran geology society '71-'72 judo club '68-'70 chemistry society 

geology w.s.o. '68-'72 syrian society 
basket ball team '71-'72 geology society '69-'72 fine arts society 

akarjalian, v. araman,· s. khatib, i. 

sophomores, 
geology 

kusus, m. movsessian, k. yusuf, u.m. 

DAY M'TEK DA'Y WEARING Tr\15 
OL' EARTH DOWN TJ Tl1E 61ZE 

OF A BASICETBALL .. __ .., 

SOON 'ltiE WORLD OOLL BE 60 
GMALL Tl-lERE WON'T BE ANV 

ROOM 10 STAND! 

'68-'69 arabic society '67-'68 
'68-'69 biology society '68-'69 
'70-'71 geology society '70-'72 

faynan, s. 

ghusayn, m. kalis, e. 
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, 20 

graduate · program 
·in development 
administration 

hamdy aly muhammad diab 
assistant professor professor 



masters 
of arts, 
g.p.d.a. 

graduates, 
g.p.d.a. 

ab.m. abdol fattah 
dacca, Bangladesh 

abdun-nur, n. 

isa, r. 

anwar fazal alamgir 
dacca, Bangladesh 

abdul-hadi, a. ba'amir m. 

WE CAN'T CAAA.¥ ON UI(E THIS ! TilE WORLD IS FILLED I&)ITH I'ROBLEM5 ... 
PfOPLE HURTING OTHER PEOPLE ... PEOI'tf 
NOT UNDE~5TANOIN6 OTHER PEOf'l.£ ... WE HAVE NO RI611T TC k.T Tli~ WA<t ... 

all 

amir ali khan majlish 
dacca, Bangladesh 

barakat, h. 

I HAl> 10 HIT HIM QUICK ... 
HE 1114.S fi11Ht161l>IIJ.J<f~ ! 

hayali, a. 
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islor 
arch 

not photographed 

david gordon. 
professor 

k.amal salibi 
professor 

helga seeden 
assistant professor 

willian1 ward 
associate professor 

malunud zayid 
associate professor 

zeine zeine 
professor 

nicola ziadeh 
professor 

dlkran kouymjian 
lecturer 

costi zurayk 
distinguished professor 

dimltri baramki 
professor 

tarif ldlalidi 
assistant professor 



masters 
of arts, 
history 

sauhell anis nassar 
beirut, lebanon 

graduates, 
history 

john francis brown 
new york, u.s.a. 

·history society '69-'72 

nimah tabit 

mclaren, g.s. 

butrus lliyya yusuf ishak 
malekieh, syria basrah, iraq_ 

p.s.p.a. society '62-'64 
history society '67-'71 

namani, h. nawwar, e. 

udishu jandu 
tel-tamer, syria 

a & s. society '67-'71 
assyrian 
association 
president 

shwayri, i. 

jinan mudarres 
aleppo, syria 
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bachelors 
of arts, 
history 

carol murray 
beirut, lebanon 

• • 
JUDIOrS, 

history 
124 

nicholas coussidis 
athens, greece 

greek society '71- ' 72 
president 

kendir, a. 

glen m. shellrude 
vancouver, canada 

history society '70-'72 

moody, d. c. 

nora iskenderian 
baghdad, iraq 

photography club '6'8-'69 
history society '70-'71 
folkdance '68-'69 

jeanne trabulsi 
arlington, va. u .s.a. 

sophomores, 
history 

johannes krikorian 
athens, greece 

history society 
greek student association 

hajj, s. 

mendenhall , g. 

Muller, d . 
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ndsandknow « ... clasp the haf men in other 
the thoughts o , 

lands .. . » john mase.field" 

126 

bil dajani 
na. tant professor aSS IS 

john fister 
lecturer 

paul snider 
professor 



achelors 
of arts, 
mass 
communication 

• • JUniors, 
mass 
communication 

amr abo nasr yafi muhammad dajani-
tripoli, lebanon daoudi 

hamadah, r. 

jerusalem, palestine 
nicely striking seven 
chairman '71-'72 
student council 
action committee 
spokesman '71-'72 
student council 
president '71-'72 

nuwayri, j. shalhub n. 

THERE'S ~fmiNG Aro.JT 
THAT 6lANICET THAT AA~Ys #f. ! 

shihabi s. 

nabil nusair 
amman, jordan 

photography club '71-'72 

sophomores, 
mass 
communication 

kutran, a 

maluf, l. 
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not photographed 
jack aderson 
visiting associate professor 

jam.il ali 
associate professor 

a tics 

siham braidi 
assistant professor 

ahmad chalabi 
assistant professor 

robert fraga 
assistant professor 

mohammad hamdan 
associate professor 

azmi hanna 
associate professor 

peter heymans 
associate professor 

edward kennedy 
professor 



maey regier 
associate professor 

peter yff 
professor 

uma shukla 
associate professor 

raymond fadous 
instructor. 

fawzi yaqub 
associate . professor 

edward kennedy 
professor 

ram mohapatra 
assistant professor 

amiD muwafi 
professor 
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masters 
of sciences, 
mathematics 

haiganoush krikorian 
beirut, lebanon 

bachelors 
of arts, 
mathematics 

130 

abdul-~ ••kk••h 
beirut, lebanon 

math. society 
treasurer 

faruk abdul-kadir 
tarshiha , palestine 

math. society '69-'72 
g.u.p.s. '71-'72 

muhammad abdullah 
shayib 

alma, 
math. society 
president 
c.w.l. 
a. & s. society 

palestine 

'71-'72 
'71-'72 
'70-'71 

mohammad hakim 
asim 

kabul, afghanistan 
physics society '70-'71 
math. society '71-'72 
afg~n society '67-'72 

siham abu-zayd 

bachelors 

henry azzam 
math. society 
vice-president 
economics society 
folk dance club 

'69-'70 
'70-'71 
'70-71 

yusuf raffoul id 
beirut, lebanon 

math. society '70-'71 

«mathematics possesses not only truth, but 
supreme beauty - a beauty cold and austere, 
like that of sculpture». 

bertrand russel 

of sciences, 
mathematics 

. alan blackburne 
isle vista, u.s.a. 

bassam musa dajani 
beirut, lebanon 

nsp social 
committee '71-'72 
table tennis team '69-'70 
judo club '71-'72 



iskender diyap 
bridge club 
chess club 
physics society 

hasan khansa 

'70-'72 
'70-'71 
'70-'72 

beirut, lebanon 
a & s. society '71-'72 
photography club '71-'72 
math. society '71-'72 

charles samahah 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s society '69-'70 
photography club '69-'70 
math. society '70-'71 

nuha fahum 
irbid, jordan 

cwl '71-'72 
photography club '71-'72 
math. society '69-'70 

shamsuddin 
beirut, lebanon 

tahsin jarrah 
beirut, lebanon 

math. society '69-'70 
treasurer '71-'72 
space science club '71-'72 

ekaterini kramvi 
nicosia, cyprus 

jewett house council 
secretary '68-'7 I 

huda shuayb 
kuwait, 

math. society 
kuwait 
'70-'72 

nicolas lerios 
athens, greece 

ghassoub f. kawar 
amman, jordan 

math. society '71-'72 

wasim kays 
hasbaya, lebanon 

math. society '7rr'72 

layla mashini 
amman, jordan, 

murex 
house council '70-'71 
math. society 
secretary '71-'72 
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juniors 
arts, 
mathematics 

• • JUniOrS 
• sciences, 

mathematics 

kawar, g. 

132 

akmakji, _ w. 

shihadah, v. 

bu-said, n. 

hajj-ubayd, d. 

khuri, s. nassif issa, r. 
;/, ,, .. 

djinbashian, d. farra, m; 

istfan, d. istfan, h. itani, .a. juraydini, w. 

khalifah, z. malik, i. masri, m. sarkis, n. ujlah, h 



sophomores ~ 
arts, 
mathematics 

nuwayri, f. shaar, g. 

,. 

ashkar, f. 

shalabi, k. 

farah, d . shurbaji , m. 

sophomores .. 
sciences, 
mathematics 

baltaji, b. halimah, t. 

shaykh hasan, f. · shiha, j. 

-ooDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
'IDOOOOOOOOOOOOOD 
00[][][][][][][][][][][]00 
DOCCCCCCCCCCCOD ooccaaaaaaaccoo 
ooccaaaaaaac~oo ooccaa•••aaccoo ooccaa•••aaccoo ooccaa•••aaccoo 

hariri, m. 

~~· ooccaaaaaaaccoo ooccaaaaaaaccoo 
OOCCCCCCCCCCCDD 
00[][][][][][][][][][][]00 
ODDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 

alawin, g.f. abu-haydar, r . 

ja'ja', j. murad, j. 

tadjeran, h . 
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not photographed 
majid fakhry 
professor 

134 

charles malik 
distinguished professor 

richard blackstone 
assistant professor 

henry johnstone 
visiting professor 

david maldnson 
associate professor 

richard scott 
assistant professor 



master 
of arts, 
philosophy 

bachelors 
of arts, 
philosophy 

• • 
JUDIOrS, 

philosophy 

jirayr boyajian 
beirut, lebanon 

music club · '67-'68 
philosophy society 
president '70-'72 

emily afif 
bakkassine, lebanon 

ichtus league, 
secretary '71-'72 
philosophy society '71-'72 

melkonian, v. 

graduates, 
philosophy 

habib badr 
beirut, lebanon 

philosophy society '70-'72 
a.u.b. players '71-'72 
yearbook 
copy editor '71-'72 

mohammad matar 
beirut, lebanon 

a & s. society '70-'71 . 
c.w.l. '71-'72 
student council 
vice-president '7 1 - '72 

sophomores, 
philosophy 

antipas , j. 

agopic papazian 
beirut, lebanon 

abu-jawdahs e . 

hayik, h. 

kamal tannir 
beirut, 

chess club 
le.banese league 

lebanon 
'69-'70 
'7o-'71 
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.. 

136 

frans bruin 
professor 

peter elliston, 
assistant professor 

oswald baan 
instructor 

frederick heineken 
professor 

harry mavromatu, 
associate professor 

eugene somoza 
assistant professor 

john mcclain 
associate professor 

Dling tang 
assistant professor 

pierre mourad 
associate professor 

gary watson 
assistant professor 

karl schielcher 
assistant professor 

ilham zurayk, lecturer 

bhajan singh 
assistant professor 

james 
assistant 
on leave 



masters 
of sciences, 
physics 

shaclia rifai 
damascus, syria 

andreas charilaou 
arghaki, cyprus 

physics society '70-'71 <-1 

graduates, 
physics 

barsoumian, k-h. 

parwaz, n-a 

fawaz habbal 
damascus, syria 

physics society '70-'71 

najjar, k. 

-,nabil a. hilal 
aleppo, syria 

yearbook committee 
photographer '69-'70 

•·physics society '71-'72 

nasr salih 
jafa, palestine 

physics society '71-•72 

nazemi, s. 

nabeel kassis 
ramallah, jordan 

I I 
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bachelors 
of sciences, 
physics 

muhsin khalll 
beirut, lebanon 

physics society 
· vice-president 

juniors, 
physics 

138 

'71-'72 • 

ribhi abu-isnaynah 
hebron, jordan 

physics society '71 -'72 
a & s. society '69-'70 

ghadah khuri 
amman, jordan 

c.w.l. '70-'72 
,w,s.o. '68-'71 
physics society '68-'72 

walid khuri 
cheikh-mohamed lebanon 

krikor bezdjian 
beirut, lebanon 

physics society 
treasurer '70-'71 

·physics society 
president '71-'72 

robert krikorian 
tehran, iran 

physics society '70-'71 

abu takah, u. der yeghiaian, t. dimashkiyyah, m . hashwah, m. 

mahshy, k-c mughabghab, s. 

nikula dabit 
physics society 

oka aro, j-n. 

henry jakaman 
bethlehem, palestine 

physics society '70-'72 
c.w.l. '71-'72 

ramiz hanna zakhariya 
gaza, palestine 

physics society '70-'72 
c.w.l. '71'72 

kharrat, n. · kukali, g. 

samra, k. 



sophomores, 
physics 

haidar, h. 

<<nuclear weapons and atomic power are 
symbolic of the atomic age : on one side, 
frustration and world destruction : on the 
other, creativity and a common ground for 
peace and cooperation.» 

atomic energy commission 

~<this is the fire that will help the generations 
.· tO come, if they use it in a sacred manner. 
. but if they do not use it well, the fire will 

have the power to do them great harm» . 
sioux indian 

You'RE LOOK!N6 AT ME AS 
IF TI-l lS WEREN'T A 

SCIENTIFIC fXPlANATION ! 

f'v: 

. 
7c 
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not photographed: 
john batatu 
associate professor 

jacobus letterie 
assistant professor 

walld khalidi, 
professor 

.s. 

stephen garett 
assistant professor 

nafhat nasr 
assistant professor 

.a. 

gil gunderson 
assistant professor 

elie salem 
,professor 

farid hanania 
professor 

yusuf ibish 
associate professor 

ibrabim ibrabim 
assistant professor 

adnan isi'andar 
associate professor 

iskandar bashir 
lecturer 



masters 
of arts, 
p.s.p.a. 

azzam azzam 
beirut, 

pspa society 
sociology society 
debating club 

salma najjar 

lebanon 
'67-'71 
'68-'69 
'70-'70 

kamichly, syria 
w.s.o. 
debating club 
bowling club 

'66-'69 
'66-'67 
'65-'68 

lutfi abid 
saffouria, palestine 

hratch bedoyan 
beirut, lebanon 

pspa society '71-'72 

khosrow ghavami 
shiraz, iran 

sharif sharuh 
quetta, pakistan 

pspa society '70-'71 
economics society '67-~70 
badminton club '66-'67 

ahmad baharuddin 
dacca, bangladesh 

mohammad hamid 
lahore, pakistan 

yusuf umar 
nablus, palestine 

mohammad 
pspa society 
c.w.l. 

azim 
'70-'72 
'71-'72 
'70-'72 pakistani society 

fawwaz yasin 
latakia, syria 

suhayl madanat 
amman, jordan 

a & s society '7o-'71 
pspa society '71-'72 
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graduates, 
p.s.p.a. 

bachelors 
of arts, 
p.s.p.a. 

maha awad-karam 
pspa society '70-'71 
c.w.l. '70-'71 

142 

akrabawi, m. 

jindan, k. 

mehmet ceyhan 
aldemir 

cemriskezek, turkey 
turkish society '68 
t.s.s. folk dance '67-'72 

doyle baker 
santa barbara, usa 

ashu, n. bitar-ghanim, g. 

sahliyyah, e. wahbah , a. 

isam-ud-din abu 
hasabu 

khartoum, sudan 
pspa society '68-'69 

mehvesh bayir 
turkey 

albert aghazarian 
jerusalem, palestine 

pspa. society 
vice-president 
c.w.l. 
drama club 

aida bitar 

'71-'72 
'70-'72 
'70-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
pspa society '69-'72 
. w.s.o. '69-'72 

hamid , r. huq , m.a. 

Ibrahim akar 
kfarhzir, lebanon 

lebanese leagut> '69-'71 

mazin armuti 
amman, 

c.w.l. 
focus, editor 
p.s.p.a. society 

jordan 
'70-'71 
'70-'71 
'70-'71 

setrak boyadjian 
beirut, lebanon 



katayoon changizi 
tehran, iran 

bani ghusn 
beirut, 

pspa society 

ahmad jamal 
bcirut , 

pspa ~•lcic'ty 

lebanon 
'69-'71 . 

khan on 
'7 ! · '7? 

salma dibs 
beirut, lebanon 

outlook 
office manager 
w.s.o. 
syrian society 

said halawi 

'71-'72 
'69-'71 
'69-'72 

tyr , lebanon 
president penrose 
student council '69- '70 
pspa society '70-'72 
folk dance club '69-'70 

walid joumblatt 
beirut, lebanon 

ramez dimech.lc;ie 
beirut, lebanon 

drama club '69-'70 
pspa society '7 I - '72 

bulus hankash 
roumieh, lebanon 

lebanese league '69- '72 
pspa society '69-'72 

joseph fakhuri 
beirut, 

outlook 
news cditor 
c.w.l. 

lebanon 

ahmad hamad hatlani 
unaiza , saudi arabia 

pspa society '71-'72 
business society '69-'70 

najat kassir 
beirut, lebanon 

photography club '71-'72 
c. \V .1. '7 1-'72 
pspa society '7 1- '72 

asadullah farhad 
kabul, afghanistan 

penrose social 
committee '67-'68 
outlook '67-'68 
afghaniassociation '67- '72 

ghaniyyah husayn 
baghdad, iraq 

pspa society '70-'72 
w.s.o . '70- '72 

zalmay khalitzad 
kabul, afghanistan 

a & s society '68-'69 
afghani association '70- '71 
pspa society 
vicc-prcsidt·nt '7 I- '77 

abdullah ghunaym 
ryadh, saudi arabia 

p .s.p.a . society '69- '72 

bana istanbuli 
/ beirut, 
pspa society 
a & s society 

asim 

lebanon 
'69-'72 
'69-'72 
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husayn k.hurafi 
kuwait, kuwait 

pspa society '68-'72 

masriyyah 
betlehem, palestine 

pspa society '7o-'72 
a & s society '70-'72 

manju parikh 
bombay, india 

e.w.l. '69-'70 
ushering 
eommmittee '70-'71 
pspa society '69-'72 

144 

edmond khuri 
marje 'yun, lebanon 

business society '69-'70 
pspa society '70-'72 

muhamad misleh 
jerusalem, palestine 

a & s society '70-'72 
pspa society '70-'72 
c.w.l. '7 1-'72 

nabla qubain 
amman, jordan 

w.s.o. '69-'70 
treasurer '70-'71 
jewett house council 
vice-president '70-71 

maD&M~L- kikhya 
benghazi, libya 

pspa society '70-'72 
~ & s society '68 '71 
judo club '71 '71. 

suheir sabi' 
nablus, palestine 

namir kurtas 
brummana, lebanon 

yearbook committee 
copy editor '70 '71 
outlook 
feature editor 
editor in chief 

muna nasrallah 
beirut, lebanon 

w.s.o. junior rep. '70-'71 
pspa society ' 69-'72 
a & s society '70- '72 

fadila sabbah 
nabatieyeh, lebanon 

pspa society .'69-'72 
c.w.l. '70-'71 
w.s.o. '71'71. 

katherine kyprianides 
new haven. usa 

walid . nasrallah 
el-chouf, lebanon 

photograp~lub '71-'72 
n.s.p. '70-'71 

joseph john mansur 
damascus, syria 

a & s society '67-'72 
pspa society-
treasurer 
syrian society 
vice-president 

valentin panov 
sofia, 

a & s society 
math. society 
business society 

'68-'69 

bulgaria 
'68-'69 
'68-'69 
'69-'70 

sayed ghazanfar sabeh 
gardez, afghanistan 

a & s society '68-'70 
pspa society '68-'71 
afghani association '68-'71 



ivan toshev 
perushtitza, bulgaria 

bridge club '68-'72 
chess club '70-'72 
pspa society '70- '77 

ihsan seikaly 
amman, 

table tennis club 
bowling club 
bridge club 

hayat olayan 

jordan 
'68-'69 
'68-'69 
'-69- '70 

khobar, saudi arabia 
w.s.o. '68-'70 
pspa society '70-'72 

robert shaluhi 
sydney, australia 

pspa society 
a & s. society 

bahram vafaii 
tehran, iran 

pspa society '69-'72 

ramzi slim 
jezzine, lebanon 

pspa society '69-'70 

ahmet metin yucel 
istanbul, turkey 

pspa society '70-'72 
photo club '70- '71 
turkish society '68-'69 

bedo stepanian 
jerusalem, jordan 

a & s scrciety '68-'70 
business society '69-'70 
pspa society '7o-'72 

sami zakka 
chweifat, lebanon 

pspa society '7 1-'72 
economics society '69-'71 
math . society '69-'70 

<cwhat region of the earth ts not full of our calamities'> 
virgil 
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• • 
JUDIOrS, 

p.s.p.a. 

sukhtian, a. sulaybi, k. 

sophomores, 
p.s.p.a. 

baghdadi, w. 

int_abi, m. 

razzuki, h. 

abu-khadra, n. 

dalati, f. 

dib, n. 

junblat, m. ~ 

rifai, s. 

sutcliffe, r. j. tukan, t . 

abady, a. abmad, n. 

gokakis, p. 

dibu, a~ haddad, m. hasani, a. 

kanawati, n. kutami, w. madanie, g.h. malik, z. 

sabbagh, m. 

weiss, e. weissleder, p. 

alacam, t. baydun, b. bustani, n . 

gourjian, v. habra, m. jabir, j . 



kyriakou, k. masri, z. muayyid, s. nimah, a. pantelides, i . 

rodosthenous, c. sulh, n . tabbal, u. tukan, 1. n. yorde, s. zantut, a. 
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john chimienti 
assistant professor 

levon melikian 
professor (p.t.) 

lutfy diab , professor 

joel saegert 
assistant professor 

nada alamuddin 
instructor (p.t.) 

thomas gorry 
assistant professor 

umayma yaktine 
lecturer (p.t.) 



masters 
of arts, 
psychology 

bachelors 
of arts, 
psychology 

magda bazerghi 
cairo, egypt 

psychology society '70-'72 
W.S.O. '69-'7 I 

may rabah 
beirut, lebanon 

w.s.o. '67-'72 

hana' ahmar 
baghdad, iraq 

w.s.o. 
freshman rep. 
ushering 
committet' 
cine club 

'68-'69 

nancy ferreira de 
olivera 

bahia, brazil 
latin american 
group '69-'71 
psychology society '70-'72 

ibrahim ata 
betlehem, palestine 

folk dance club '68-'69 
aub choir '68-'69 
psychology society '70-'71 

mona dhahbi 
beirut, lebanon 

math. society '69-'70 
c.w.l. '71-'72 
debating club '70-'71 

graduates, 
psychology 

nayia azar 
beirut, lebanon 

psychology society '70-'72 
treasurer '70-'71 
w.s.o. '69-'71 

apkarian, n. 

norma diyab 

derkarabetian,a. kazandjian , a. 

lebanon 
sarkis elmassi1q1 

beirut, lebanon 
psychology society '70-'72 
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ara alexander 
garabedian 

beirut, lebanon 

, 50 

artoun hamalian 
beirut, lebanon 

psychology society '70-'72 
cine club '70-'7 r 
aub-life saving '7 1 -'72 

hovhannes keoylian 
beirut, lebanon 

cine-club 
vice-president 
president 
english readers' 
society '71- '72 

yusuf ali khajah 
manama, bahrein 

a & s. society '67-'69 
psychology society '70-'71 
n.s.p. '71-'72 

else hamayan 
beirut, lebanon 

psychology society 
vice-president '70- '71 
president '71-'72 

lina inalouf 
beirut, lebanon 

psychology 
society 
c.w.l. 
drama club 

'71- '72 
'71-'72 
'69-'71 

sarar bani 
ras el-matn, lebanon 

folk dance club '69-'71 
women sports '69 
psychology society '69-'71 

violet sawan 
beirut, lebanon 

c.w .I. '69-'70 
w.s.o. '69-'70 
psychology society '70-'72 

viken havandjian 
aleppo, syria 

music club '68-'71 
biology society '69-'70 
psycho!~ society 
treasurer '69- '72 

sana takla 
beirut, lebanon 

yearbook '71-'72 
administration editor 
fine arts society '71-'72 
psychology society '70-'71 



• • 
JUDIOfS, 

psychology 

sophomores, 
psychology 

awad harb, s. carpenter, J.p. 

hasna, d. 

shikhani, g. 

jubran s. milki, m. 

harp, a. khayyal, k. 

sununu , r. 

muashshir, g. muhanna, a . murib, n . 

raed, a. sharifzadeh, v.s. 

synodinos, n. zayyani, r. 
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not photographed 
william ward 
associate professor 

bachelor 
of arts, 
religion 

r 
syed husain jafri 
professor 

robert walker 

ceasar korey 
roumieh, lebanon 

s 
s 

<< but such is the irresistible nature of truth, 
that all it asks, and all it wants, is the liberty 
of appearing. )> 

thomas paine 

john montegu, lecturer 

't'OO'RE RleHT ... R£L161()l 
IS A VERY ""RlON ~CJ I 





soc·olog & 
ant ro oog 

samir kbalaf 
associate professor 

priscilla basson 
assistant professor 

peter dodd 
senior lecturer 

· gerald ober m eyer 
assistant professor 

, 54 

fuad khuri 
associate professor 

«i know no safe depository of the ultimate 
powers of society but the people them
selves ... » 

thomas jefferson 

halim barakat 
assistant professor 





bachelors 
of arts, 
sociology 

rita bouldouldan 
beirut, lebanon 

s.a.s.a. 
assistant society 
cine club 
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'69-'72 
'69-'70 
'7o-'71 

umar abdul-wahab 
baghdad, iraq 

sylvia bowman 
s.a.s.a. secretary '71-'72 

annie guillguian 
beirut, lebanon 

nuha aliu 
s.a.s.a. 
g.u.p.s. 
c.w.l. 

khadra 
'69-'70 
'69-'72 
'71-'72 

ayse carim 
istanbul, turkey 

s.a.s.a. 
turkish society 

gisele haddad 

'70-'72 
'68-'72 

roum, lebanon 
s.a.s.a. '7o-'72 

nura alamuddin 
baakline, lebanon 

drama club 
vice-president 
secretary 
english 
readers' society '71-'72 

dina el chiati 
alexandria, egypt 

cine club '69-'71 
s.a.s.a. '69-'71 
cabinet '71-'72 

esma nadine barbir 
beirut, lebanon , 

ushering comm. '68-'69 
music group '69-'70 
a.u.b. choir '70-'72 

ann de pangher 
california, u.s.a. 

a.u.b. choir soloist '71-'72 
a.u.b. players '71-'72 
jewett 
dorm council '71-'72 

huda hallah 

s.a.s.a. 
c.w.l. 
w.s.o. 

tripoli, lebanon 
'69-'71 
'69-'71 
'6!)-'71 

kanarik bosnoian 
beirut, lebanon 

nuha 

c.w.l. 
s.a.s.a. 

farra 
beirut, lebanon 

'70-'72 

syrian society 
'71-'72 
'71-'72 

shirine janbek 
amman, jordan 



meg milligan 
weeping willow, u.s.a. 

fine arts society '71-'72 

bernard robert 
kaminker 
s.a.s.a. '71-'72 

widad rabbat 

c.w.l. 
s.a.s.a. 

boston, u.s.a. 
69-'70 

'70-'71 
syrian society 
vice-president 

raja tanas 

'70-'71 

bethlehem, palestine 
a.u.b. choir '70-'72 
ichtus league 71-'72 
s.a.s.a. treasurer '71-'72 

sulayman khalaf 
raqqa, syria 

a & s. society '70-'71 
s.a.s.a. '68-'72 
athletic team '70-'71 

venus salameh 
amman, jordan 

s.a.s.a. '70-'72 

margarette da'd tarazi 
jerusalem, palestine 

murex hall council 
secretary '68-'69 
vice-president '70-'71 

hind al-khalifah 
moharaq, bahrein 

s.a.s.a. '7o-'72 

lillane yamine . 
shammas 

beirut, lebanon 

fawzia al gosaibi 
riyadh, saudi arabia 

s.a.s.a. '69-'72 
w.s.o. '69-'71 

wijdan shammas 
ahmadi, kuwait 

sawsan ulabi 

c.w.l. 
s.a.s.a. 

damascus, syria 
'71-72 

syrian society 
'69-'72 
'71-'72 

serpouhie mananian 
beirut, lebanon 

s.a.s.a. '7o-'72 

pornchai suchitta . 
bangkok, thailand 

a. & s. society '69-'70 
drama club '69-70 
s.a.s.a. '71-'72 

patricia ann williams 
new-york, u.s.a. 

folk dance club '7o-'71 
s.a.s.a. '71-'72 
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• • 
JUDJOrS, 

sociology 

k.abbara, a. makhluf, m.a.c. 

sophomores, 
sociology 

amassian, a. bakalian, a. 

darwazah, t. 

mcwherter, j.i. 

azar, c. baarmah, a. 

mudawwar; a. sbamma, 1. 

----------1- ''TO WHOAA IT MNI 
CONCERN: Pl£A5f 
EXCUSE SAWt' ~ 
F~KIN~. 
5Hf 15 NEEDED 

AT HOME .. " 
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burji, r. 

dib, m. habib, a. huss, h. 

rajan, r.c. rugh, d.j.k. 

tuk.an, m. 

.. 
budayr, h. 

DON'T t.(QIJ REALIZE THAT THIS 
15 WHAT 15 WRON611JITf.l SOCtEN 
TODAf{? TI-llS IS EVA510N OF 
RESPOri51Bil1Tf{! T~l$ 15 t.UI-IAT 15 

EJ;?ODING OUR SOCIETe.(! 

wakim, a. 

kabalan, n. 

I DoN'T I<'NOW WHAT '<IJV'RE 
TALKING ABOUT ... r'M TOO 
YOUNG AND INNOCENT! 

dajani, s. 

jabr, s. 

kasim, m. 
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shehadeh abboud 
instructor 

ottley sims 
instructor 

mildred bender 
instructor 

jean praniskas. 
instructor 

john clark 
instructor 

michael woosnam 
miels 
instructor 

orphan darwish 
instructor 

dorothy yaqub 
instructor 



atiyyah, m. 

obaidi, 1. sadik, a. sanabani. a.r. saydawiyyah, t. shahari, a. udaymi, a. 
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neil bratton 
assistant professor 

center for english 
language 
research & teaching 

michael dobbyn 
associate professor 

robert maple 
instructor 

richard yorkey 
professor. 



majorless 

arts graduates 

abu-taha, s. akhtar, b.a. chaudhary, m.b. 

Iunt , z.b. musa, m. odeh, a. phinios, d. rafiqzad, k. salirni, m.a. 

arts • • 
JUDIOlS 

coryl, h.l. ghusayn, g. safi, in. shakhshir, h. 

arts sophomores 

abdul-ghani, j. ammar, z. ayyash, y. bitar, h. clymer, 1. dibu, s. 

fares, z. ghusn, m. hampartzoumian, s. hasan, b. hilu, h. karam, m. khuri, m.y. kouyoumdjian, s. mamarbachi, d . 

munla, m.f. najjar, r. pilikian, k. riz, k. rwayi, m.a. tayyar, r. tukan, d. tumah, s. zurub, m. 
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arts freshmen 

abu-ghazalah, s. abu-khurma, k. akl, n. alauddin, s. 

charalambides, g. contemeniotou, e. diya, h. esphahani, h. .famelis, a. 

fannusb, f. farris, n. farun, b. fayiz, m. gash, d.d. gavrielidou, g. ghandour, g. ghawi, n. 

henderson, s.j. hush, g. judum, j. kalantari, h. 

kourri, i. malek, f. maybud, s.j. mehr!l, a.m. momand, a.q. najjar, h. nakpva, t. 

nuruddin, a. saiamy, i.j. saiihi, t. uways, s. zachariades, e. zawati, f. zuraykat, g. 
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• • • sciences JUniors 

abu-lughd, s. kallas, r. 

sciences sophomores 

gazarian, k. habib, a. g. 

sawaya, m. 

sulu, j . taha, k. wanna, j. 

sciences freshmen 

abdul sattar,y. abdur-rahim, m. abela, j. abrahimian, g. 

abu-isa, u . abu-khadra, n. abu-ghazalah, y. ahmadi, k. alauddine, s. antipas, a. ataya, i. 
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fada.vj ardekiani, j. 

ghusn, n. 

i. J!lkaman, 1. 

kanawati, i. kayyali, s. khuri, g. kur, m. 
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WH'I CANT I CHANGE JUST 
A LITTLE 81T? 

I'LL &e laJISH't' ONE OAV 
ANO WASMYlllE NEXT! 
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arts & sciences, 
specials 

16!:1 

abdul-jalil, ·a. ahmad, a. ali, s.s. aslami, t. 



middle east 
area program 

masters of arts 

richard hughes barratt mary carmen busuttll 
laramie, u.s.a. safi, malta 

career 
development 
program 

bajunayd abdallah 

graduates 

howley, d.c. 

frayha, m. holines, j.a. 

jidejian, d. magrath, d.r. willmon, c. 
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societies 

170 

activit - s 
business 

cabinet: 
frQm left: rafic ghazzaoui 
junior representative 
garo kassarjian, treasur~r 
michel iskandar, vice
president 
abul wadud nsouli, 
president 
mary usaily, secretary 
prof. ziad taky, advisor 
suhad khansa, sophomore 
representative 
ahmad daouk, senior 
representative. 

annual reception in west hall. 

procter and gamble scholarship awarded to samya samara 
the procter and gamble full cost scholarship was awarded this 

year to miss samya samara who was recommended by her depart
as an excellent business administration major. 

photo from left : the beirut office representative, mr. t.w. 
pierce from the geneva office, miss samara, ·& prof.nimr eid. 



societies 

societies 

chemistry 

albinet: 
Ist row: n. kassatly (vice 
president), d. jurdi (se
cretary), s. muakkasah 
(treasurer) 
2nd row: professor j. 
olmsted, (advisor), j. 
khamisi, i. arasougli, 
on top: t . rawdah, (pre
sident). 

• economics 

professor albert badre, chairman of the 
department, delivering a speech in the 
annual reception held by the society. early 
during the year. 

cabinet: 
from left : professor luc de wuJf (advisor), sirene shihabi, sophomore representative, ram2i yunis, (presi
dent), john rubeiz (vice president), salma attiyah (secretary), jihad shibaru (treasurer). 
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societies 

societies 

education 

from left: a. bush war 
(president); f. kalamuni 
(social chairman), k. hanif 
(secretary) ; f. papaioua
nou (treasurer; u . abdul
kader (vice-president). 

history 

trip to the greek temples of sfi ire organized by the society. 

1:'2 

cabinet: 
from left: marilyn truscot! _.ken meyercord, ahzar shamdeen , professor tarif khalidi, (advisor) . 



societies geology 

part of the geology & 
petroleum e xhibiton 

~ held in november I 971 

another part of the geology & petroleum 
exhibition. 

seven students invited by the 
kuwait oil company for a 4-
day visit after the geology & 
petroleum exhibition. 

from left : miss keti tuglaman 
emmanuel fakhoury 
faysal tabsh 
bashar darghawth 
tuma hazu 
adnan sharif 

not photographed : ghassan dahr 

the geo-physical part of the exhibit ion. 
geology students in their trip to northern syria 
during the in-between semesters holidays, exa
mining the rocks. 
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societies 

societies 

mathematics 

cabinet: 
from left: charles samaha, 
ghassub ka'war, nazih 
abdallah (vice-president), 
mobammad sbayib 
(president), 
lylla masbini (secretary), 
professor mobammad 
hamdan, (advisor), 
tabsin jarrab (treasurer). 

psychology 

a visit to the school for the mentally retarded in bruli!mana, 

174 

/ 

from left: else hamayan, (president) , varouj b.avandjian, (treasurer) !ina maalouf, (secretary), professor 
chimienti (advisor), absent: john carpenter (vice-president) 



societies physics 

cabinet: 
from left: krikor bezidjian 
:(president) may hawi, 
(secretary) , professor 
.ilham zurayk (advisor) 
;hisham dawalibi, (trea
surer), muhsin khalil, (vi
ce-president) 

a visit to professor bruin's house 

christmas party 

visit to arbanieh. 

chriS!mas party 
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name of society president vice-president secretar'l: treasurer 

arts & sciences amir bibi zafir khatib anita mehra 

arabic 

biology garabed tokmajian kamille wehbeh annie khatcherian samia hajjar 

business abdul-wadud nsouli michel iskandar mary usayli garabet kassarjian 

chemistry t. rawdah n. kassatly d. jurdi s. muakassah 

economics ramzi yunis joh n rubeiz salma atiyyeh jihad shbaro 

education a. bushwar w . abdul . kader k. hanif f. papaiounou 

fine arts ida alamuddin amal zayn hatouf hijazi jacqueline massoud 

geology faysal tabsh tuma hazu besharah darghawth fatimah mani 

history ken meyercord henry me adam marilyn truscott azhar shamdeen 

mathematics mohammad stiayib nazih abdallah lylla mashinni tahasi jarrah 

philosophy jirayr boyajian joseph antipas nafissah tayyarah hans hayik 

p.s.p.a . nabil imad zalmay khalizad abir sukhtian joseph mansur 

physics krikor bezidjian muhsin khalil may hawi · hisham dawalibi 

psychology elsie hamayan john carpenter lina maluf vicken kavanjian 

sociology 





mcdical~eiczaccl 





graduation is indeed a most significant event in your careers. it marks the completion, often after many years of 
preparation, of the basic requirements to enter one of the health professions. 

and since the health professicns are based on the ethic of service, graduation marks you as one capable of and 
dedicated to the rendering of service to your fellow men. as health professionals, you represent a predous national 
resource to your countries which depend on you for relief of suffering and for furthen"ng plans for naticnal develop
ment. 

those of us in the medical sciences recognize that graduation does net represent the end of our studies,for medidne 
is a lzfe-long study. we at aub hope that through the varied resources of our medical center, we will be able to assist 
you and others in the vital process of continuing education. 

our professions make severe demands on our persona/lives which we willingly accept; because of -thi-s society holds 
us in high esteem. with this thought in mind, let me extend to all of you, on behalf of the faculty and staff of the medical 
sciences, sincere congratulations on your graduation and best wishes for your future careers. 

craig s. Iichtenwalner, m.d. 
dean, faculties of medical sciences 
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research in 
edical sciences 

human morphology 

184 

research activities <;ontinue in the Depart
ment of human morphology in the fol
lowing fields: (1) neural connectivity 
of the substantia nigra. (2) electron mi
croscopy of neuromuscular disorders. 
(3) the mast cell in the nen ous system. 
(4) mechanisms of demyelination. (5) 
cellular basis for immune n:sponse in 
leishmania. (6) morphological changes 
in the lymphoid organs of animals treated 
with immunosupressive fraction from 
streptococci group-a-methodology used 
in the above investigations include con
ventional light microscopy, histochemistry 
tissue culture and elec<ron microscopy. 
the attached el!ctronmicrograph illus
trates a mast cell in the nervous system. 
the concept of mast cells in the nervous 
ystem is a novel one and dr. mohammed 

ibrahim of the dept. ofhumar. morphology 
is a pioneer in this field. 



biochemistry 

1 - how do cells make membranes 

the membrane of the ·cell is a complex three-layered structure; it is needed, among other dUngs for 
the biosynthesis of the cell wall. membrane-bound lipids, polymers of isoprene, and relatives of steroids 
and vitamin-a-are essential to this function. we have prepared a cell-free extract of lactobacillus plants
rum, a milk bacterium, that synthesises a polyprenol, C55 (molecular weight 768). this polyprenol is the 
carrier of amino acids and sugars tha.t polymerise into a cell wall. the interest in such project is not academic. 
a number of antibiotics : penicillin, vancomycin, bacitracin exert their effects on different steps in the syn
thesis of the cell wall. further, a C55 polyprenol is also a component of the salmonella o-antigec. 

:z - cellular control and disease 
another area of research involves studies on the mechanisms of cellular regulation. hormones and some 

processes exert their effects through cyclic 3', 5' - adenosine monophosphate which has been found in se
veral systems. however we found that 1. plantarum does not contain this important regulator, thereby 
indicating the presence of hitherto unknown regulators that modulate various cellular activities. mother 
study on regulation deals with investigations on the biochemical factors controlling the fertility and motility 
of the human sperm. electromicroscopy is also utilized to correlate between biochemical and morphological 
studies. 

for several years, the department has been surveying some of the inborn erros of metabolism often 
causing serious diseases. one such study relates to familial hyperlipidemias: a study of over 50 patients 
homozygote and over 200 patients heterozygote for familial hypercholesterolemia. the frequency of heart 
attacks and early deaths in such patients is very high. treatment with bile chelating resins, nicotinic acid 
and clofibrate is being evaluated. another study on patients is related to non-thyroid hypermeta·bolism 
whereby a patient excessively generates heat, making him feel like living in an oven. skeletal muscle mito
chondria were isolated from a case of hypermetabolism with a normal serum thyroxin level. the mitocllon
dria showed a high degree of uncoupling in oxidative phosphorylation. treatment with chloramphenicol 
resulted in a temporary lowering of the basal metabolic rate and a slight improvement in the respiratory 
control of the mitochondria. 

3 - metabolism of various compounds 
. bioorganic methods utilizing enzymology, radioactive compounds and organic methods, are used to 

study the biosynthesis ·of the vitamin, riboflavin, the degradation of acetoin in the liver, the metabolism of 
ketone bodies in the brain and the oxidation of glyoxylate· in bacteria. enzymology and kinetics are also uti
lized to study the mechanism of haem release from the haemoglobin of human erythrocytes: the association 
of metal ions and small organic compounds, iron and porphyrins, ith proteins is no better illustrated than 
in haemoglobin. 
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community health · 

8 

a. growth, nutrition and illness pattern: 
longitudinal studies on growth, nutrition, an illness patterns 
of lebanese infants and pre-school children initiated under a 
3-year research grant (no. amo 4574-q_3) from n.i.h. were conti
nued. some of tb.e results were published in four books, which 
appeared in I965 and I966 under the following titles: - r) infant 
b..:alth in lebanon: customs and taboos; 2) feeding practices and 
weaning patterns of lebanese infants; 3) the social structure 
of low-income families in lebanon; 4) growth and illness patterns 
of lebanese infants (birth - I 8 months), figures I -4. 

b. experimental project in community health care: 
in I969, an experimental project or service, teaching and opera
tional research in community health care was established in 
the peri-urban village of mreyjeh (I2 kilometers from a.u.b. 
medical center), utilizing th.e family as tb.e unit of practice, and 
promoting the concept of adapted total health care delivery 
through team work and the multidisciplinary approach (see 
pictures). 
this project is a joint undertaking by the faculties of medical 
sciences and the local municipal council. it is supported by a 
commonwealth fund-need grant (no. 38-7753), and coordinated 
by the department of community health practice. 

c. population dynamics and family planning: 
in order to assess the need for family planning, a study of fertility 
patterns and use of contraceptive devices was initiated in I968, 
with support from philo foundation. 



nutrition 

the nutnt10n research program of the a.u.b. medical center is 
carrying out research on the causes and prevention of childhood 
m~lnutrition in the middle east. laboratory techniques include 
mass spectrqmetry for 15 n, automatic amino acid analys is, gas 
chromatography, isoelectric focusing, immunologic techniques. 
severely malnourished children are rehabilitated in the de
partment's ro-bed clinical nutrition unit. follow-up studies of 
recovered patients are carried out at home and fie ld studies 
are being conducted among low socio-economic group families. 
current research pro jects include: - I sn studies of amino acid 

figure : a typical gel isoelectric focusing pattern. 
this analytical tool is proving to be a very useful technique for 
the analysis of complex protein mixtures such as serum proteins. 
the ability of this technique to separate fatty acid-bound albumin 
from free albumin makes it useful in the study of the function 
of human serum albumin as a carr ier of fatty acids in the pro
cess of fa t mobil ization. 

ut ilizat ion and heme synthesis in protein-calorie malnutrition, 
measurement of endogenous nitrogen losses, nitrogen metabolism. 
in normal and abnormal pregnancy; the adjuvanticity of vitamin 
-a-compounds and the role of vitamin-a-in the immune response ; 
function of serum albumin and binding to fatty acids; humoral 
immune response of malnourished children in the acute state 
and during recovery; glucose-fatty acid and serum albumin 
interrelationsh ips, assessment of nutritional status in young 
children and causes of failure to thrive in lebanon and long-term 
follow-up of mental development of children after rehabilita
tion for severe malnutrit ion in infancy. 
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~urgery 

the triad of major concern of the department of surgery is patient care, education 
of students of medicine and surgical research. the real function of surgical research 
is not to provide spectacular breakthroughs in basic surgical knowledge but rather 
to improve surgical care and provide grounds for the scientific investigative minded 
research workers the proper atmosphere. several members of the department of 
surgery are currently involved in the following research projects: 

r. autotrophic and heterotrophic transplantation of bone dust. 
previous laboratory and clinical experiments have shown that when bone dust is 
transplanted into a defect in the skull it causes complete regeneration of the skull 
bone. currently work is being carried out to study the gross and histopathologic 
changes following implantation of bone dust homogenate into muscle and long 
bones: 

2. treatment lacerations and traumatic !DJuries of spleen by suturing. 
spleens in an'!sthetized dogs have been treated by suturing following varying de
grees of lacerations wedge resection, central resection, tears, etc. four to six months 
following such treatment all injured spleens were healed. complete revascularization 
as shown by arteriograms was noted. 

3· synthetic grafts impregnated with special antithrombogenic material. 
dacron grafts specially treatea with an antithrombogenic material are utilized 
as venous or arterial grafts to study survival prior to thrombosis. results show that 
such grafts used within the chest are very encouraging. 

4· lung transplantation in puppies. 
the purpose here is to determine the rate and type of growth of unilateral reimplanted 
lungs in puppies as compared with the contralateral lungs. 

5· creation of triscuspid insufficiency unde.r: venous inflow occlusion. 
creation of triscuspid insufficiency will be accompanied by atrial septectomy and 
hemodynamic studies and survivals will be observed. 

6. the effect of chronic hemodialysis on serum cortisol level. 
patients with chronic kidney disease ·on chronic dialysis are currently undergoing 
metabolic studies to determine the effect of dialysis on blood cortisol, electrolyte and 
acide-base equilibrium. results show a definite rise in blood cortisol levels during 
dialysis. 

7. effect of extracorporeal perfusion of canine kidneys on plasma renin. 
while canine are extracorporeally perfused with homologous blood renal vein 
blood is sampled for renin content. the pharmacologic agents, ethe crinic 
acid, acetyl choline and ouabaine perfused intra-arterially show increase in venous 
blood renin. from the action of these drugs it is suggested that either increase in 
sodium concentration at the macula densa or redistribution of intra-renal blood 
flow favoring the outer cortical layer or both is the cause of increased renin produc
tion. 



the endocrinology and hematology research laboratories 

medical research is no more looked upon as an intellectual luxury available 
only in well developed countries but as an integral part of modern medical 
education. the uncovering of new knowledge remains to be a primary objective 
of research. however, equally important is the tremendous educational value 
that research generates in the training of the researcher in the discipline of 
scientific thinking and experimentation. 
relevance I research to the problems and needs I the area is given prince 
consideration at the endocrinology and hematology research laboratories . 
the current research activities are concerned mainly with the study of goitre 
(thy rind enlargement), hirsutisne and b.emoglobine abnormalities, all three 
r which are common medical problems. 
the laboratories employ sophisticated chemical and radio-isotopic techniques 
for the quantitation and study of hormones and abnormal hemoglobins. 
the research is supported by grants from university research funds and from 
the lebanese national research council. 

WELL. MY EYES USED TO 
WATER WHENeVER I TRIED 
10 READ AND EAT MAlO CI·IIP5, 

AND TrJ.EN ONE OA.Y I ... 
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to the class of 1972 

it gives great pleasure to congratulate you on having completed your studies at the school of medicine, and to 
wish you success in your future endeavors. Some of you are remaining at a.u.b. for further training in the speciality 
of their choice; others are leaving to train in hospitals abroad. i am sure all will raise the name of a.u.b. high. i trust 
those who go abroad will return to their native countries upon completion of training to help raise the standard of me
dical care. good luck. 

raif e. nassij, m.a. 
director 

school of medicine 
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abdul latif yashruti - m.d. 
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ici 
anato111y 

adel afifi - m.s., m.d. 
chairman 

kamal bikhazi - m.d., ch. et b. mohammad ibrahim - m.d. 

ohannes tilkian - m.d. 

«if anything is sacred the human body is sacred.» 

musa ghantus, m.d. 
professor emeritus 

walt whitman 



bacteriology - _virology 

.. 

garabed garabedian - ph. d. 
chairman 

robert matossian - m.d. 

.. 

artine malakian - ph. d. 

nassim nabbut - ph. d. 

marwan uwaydah - m.s., m.d. 

biochemistry 

ibrahim durr - ph. d. 
acting chairman 

avedis khachadourian- m.d. ph. d. usama khalidi - ph. d. 

nabit wakid - ph. d. 
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pharmacology 

george fawaz - m.d., ph. d. 
chairman 

eva fawaz - b.s. 

elizabeth manovgian - b.s. 

Joseph simaan - m.d. 
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suhayl jabbur - m.d. p.b. d. 

ramadan 'sha'afi - ph. d. 

« ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; 
knock, and it shall be opened unto you.» 

st. mathew 

physiology 

raja khuri - m.d. 
chairman 

adel berbari - m.d. 

jean-jacques hajjar - m 



clinical pathology 

samih alami m.d., ph. d. george abu haydar - b.s. 
acting chairman 

charles allam - m.d. 

farid khuri - m.d. 

asma tarazi 

edmond 
kanawati 

m.d. fellow 
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pathology 

the beginning of a life 

the lonely crater surrounded by a vast lunar sea is a human egg, a fifth 
of a millimeter in diameter and here enlarged 825 times by means of a 
microscope which illuminates it to bring out its three dimensional, 
globular form. the two tiny spherules at lower right, called the polar 
bodies, indicate that this egg has been fertlized. 

residents 
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harold noltenius - m.d. 
chairman 

latifeh ghandour - m.d. 

victor nassar - m.d. 

jean rubeiz - m.d. 

wedad riad - m.d. 
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marie-~laude ghorra - m.d. 
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tamima al-jisr - m.d. 
2nd year 

ziad assa'd - m.d. 
fellow 



lawrence egbert - m.d., 
chairman 

residents 

not photographed: 
zohrab markarian - m.d. 
1st year 
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anne-marie aghadjanian 
m.d. 1st year 

erika aslanian- m.d. 

walid tahhan - m.d. 
3rd year 

george bikhazi - m.d. 
1st year 

samir fuleihan- m.d. 
2nd year 

amna hijazi - m.d. 
1st year 

anesthesiology 

rafic moghrabi - m.d. 

anis baraka - m.d. 

khattar kanaan - m.d. 

halim habr - m.d. 
2nd year 

vijaylaksmmi kamat 
m.d. 1st year 
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not photographed: 
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hounada kayyal - m.d. 
2nd year 

hasmig salisbian - m.d. 
fellow 
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allergy 

jean moadie - m.d. 

jacob thaddeus - m.d. 

cardiology 

riad tabbara - m.d. fuad jubran - m.d. sami kaid bey - m.d. george rubeiz - m.d. 

amin touma - m.d. 

stephan yenikomsbian - m.d. 
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derma to logy 

fuad farah - m.d. 

·not photographed : 
harutune juljulian - m.d. 
johnnie malak - m.d. 

amal kurban - m.d. 
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najib abu·haydar - m.d. 

shafik haddad - m.d. 

not photographed 
suad rayyis - m.d. 
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gastroenterology 

fadlo abu-haydar - m.d. gregoire dragatsi - m.d. 
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«the healthy stomach is nothing if not conservative, few radicals 
have good digestions.» 

samuel butler 

hematology 

antun salem - m.d. caesar shediac - m.d. 

munir shamma' - m.d. suhayl uthman - m.d. 

samir azzam - m.d. munib sbahid- m.d. 



infectious diseases 

joseph azar - m.d. marwan uwaydah - m.d. 
bacteriology 

nephrology 

adel berbari - m.d. nabll mukheibir - m.d. isam shehadeh- m.d. 

not photographed : 
george bridi - m.d. 

edmond shwayri - m.d. 
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neurology 

adel afifi, m.d. 

not photographed: 
fuad antun, m.d. d.p.m. 
antoine chakhtoura , m.d. 
jean haik , m.d. 
michel zaydan , m.d. 

riad khalifeh, m.d. edmond rahme, m.d. 

jean rubeiz, m.d. 

psychiatry 

ala'uddin drooby, m.d. d.p.m. 
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antranig manougian, m.d., d.p.m. 
chairman 

fuad sabra, m.d. 

vahe puzantian, m.d. ·d. p.m . 
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residents 
not photographed : 
georges zarzar, m.d. 
2nd year 

suwwan suwwan, m.d . 
rst year 

marwan hajj , m.d. 
rst year 

rheumatology 

fuad nasr, m.d. 

rida frayha, m.d. 
3rd year 

nabil nasrallah, m.d. 
1st year 

salim kublawi, m.d. 
3rd year 

fuad shatila, m.d. 
1st year 

khalil abu-faysal, m.d. 

farid fuleihan, m.d. 

rafik hubaytar, m.d. 

michel farah, m.d. 
2nd year 

flavio vincenti, m.d. 
1st year 

antoine nasrallah, m.d. 
2nd year 

shukrallah zaynoun 



obstetrics- gyneCology 
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«the universe resounds with the joyful cry i am» 
scriabin 



william bickers - rn.d. 
chairman 

fawzi iliya - rn .d . 

william nahhas - rn.d . john sahakian - m.d. fayez suidan - m.d. 

.. 

ibrahim mufarrij - m .d. 
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antoine jahshan --' m.d. 
1st year 
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aftim azar- m.d. 
3rd year 

salim abou fadil - m.d. 
2rd year 

hisham dalla'a - m.d. 
3rd year 

nabil hassan - m.d. 
2nd year 

radwan sukkari - m.d. 
3rd year 

ramzi homsi - m.d. 
2d year 

john shalhoub - m.d. 
3rd year 

niazi jubayli - m.d. 
2nd. year 

lutfi abdul razik - m.d 
1st year 

anwar barb - m.d. 
1st year 

isa shamoun - m.d. 
1st year 
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ophthalrn~log.-y 

alfred diab - m.d. 

I 
residents 

not photographed 
hassan-al-arrayad - m.d. 

faris bishara- m.d. 

samir salamun - m.d . . 

khalid tabbara - m.d. 
3rd year · 

camille matta - m.d. 
chairman 
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paul baloglou - m.d. . 
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2nd year 

kevork asdounian - m.d. 
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isam samara- m.d. 
Ist year 
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alfred diab - m.d. 
chairman 

residents 
not photographed: 
nahil daouk - m.d. 
1st year 
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nicolas shahine - m.d. 
3rd year 

bisharah ghorayyib - m.d. 
2nd year 

nabil koudil - m.d . 
1st year 

elie hilal - m.d. 
2nd year 

nabil barakat - m.d. 

salah salman - rn.d. 

) 

farid karam - m.d. ramzi nassif - m.d. 

from left : 
elie hilal - m.d . 
2d year 
bisharah ghorayyib - m.d. 
2nd year. 
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elias shammas - m.d. 
4th year 
nabil kardim 
Ist year 
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internal structure of the nose 
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pediatrics 

raja ufour, m.d. 

vaaken derkaloustian 
m.d. 

charles aY.oub, m.d. 

sallm firzll; m.d. 

samlr naJJar, m.d. 
chairman 

iohn bitar; m.d. 

muatafa ghandour, m.d 

majd arlas-timanl 
m.d. 

Ibrahim dabbous, m.d. 

nadra haddad, m.d. 



hasa ldrias, m.d. 

saml nasslf, m.d. 

residen~ts,. 

not photographed: 
marwa abu-ayyash 
1st year 
fra~oise rlzk 
1st year 
uaji abu-murad 
·ISt year fellow 
moha.mmed al-saH 
ISt year , fellow 
claude trabulsi, 
fellow 

aida khaziD, in.d. 

sami sajad, m.d. 

zlad ldriss, m.d. 
2nd year. 

farid kutayli, m.d. 
~nd year. 

roger takla, m.d. 
2nd year 

\ ' 

· salim musallem, m.d. 

anwar liDDu, .m.d. 

henry nac:hman, m.d. 

nablla wahbeh, m.d. 

antoine ghanem, m.d. 
nt year 

levoo zenia, m.d. 
ut year 

atef salloum 
~nd year - fellow 
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surgery 
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' 
ibrabim dagber 
m.d. ~ chairman acting 

f 

babiJ azoury , m.d. 

fuad dagber, m.d. 

I 

fawzi abu-Jamra, m.d. phiHp antipas, m.d. 

\ lr 
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hmal bikbazi, m.d. suball bulos, m.d. 

rifaat dagher, m.d. fuad · sami haddad, m.d. 
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henry mishalany, m.d. 

sami obeid, m.d. 

michel sUm, m.d. 
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samir shehadeh, m.d. 

hagop yacoubian, m.d. 

not photographed : 
waUd munaymenah 
m.d. 
khaW nahra, ~.d. 

saml nassar"T' m.d. afif nsoull, m.d. 

. «whether it be the heart to conceive, the understanding 
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Junius 
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residents 

abdur-rahim malbas 
3rd year 

imad tabri 
2nd year 

raja srour 
3rd year 

samir ayyash 
1st year 

hagop ishkanian 
2nd year 

afif habash 

moh'd abdul razik 
2nd year 

michel ilbawi 

hrair kurkfian 
2nd year 

salim issa 

not photographed: 
fadi atiyeh, 3rd year 
arthur saUbian, Ist year 
antoine yusuf , 1st year 
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ghassan rizk, m.d. 

residents 
Jacob musallam 
2nd year 

naji khuri 
1st year 

samir masaabni 
ut year 

nutrition 
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phillp isa, m.d. 

roentgenology 

hrair kabakian, m.d. 

rafic melhem, m.d. 
(chairman) 

naim kanaan-atallah 
m.d. 

Jirair balildan, m.d. 

not photographed : 
michael Jiha, rst year 

donald me laren, m.d . 

. zuhair awdeh, m.d. 

abdallah kanawati, · m.d. 





. speciar patients 
care units 

coronary care unit 

the coronary care unit is a specially equiped medical ward where patients 
suffering of acute as well as emergency disturbances of the heart can be 
monitered and observed by a specially trained staff. no visitors are 
allowed in to disturb the comfort of the severely ill peop1e. 
all rooms are equiped with various electronic machines so that vital 
information about the patient can be observed by the staff. all patients 
can be followed simultaneously and any disturbance or fault in the 
electrical act ivity of the heart or the heart beat of the patient can be 
immediately detected . the unit is al so eq'.liped with special instruments· 
to store memory concerning vital data about each patient. this enables 
the physician to examine the findings that look place five minutes 
before and tell the time of the sudden disturbance of the hea'rt. 
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other facilities are available to do external cardiac massage in cases 
where the heart stops beating. sophisticated macb.ines can be used 
within few seconds froiJ;J. detecting a danger sign. in cases where the 
heart has irregular beat or the electrical activity of the heart is impaired 
an art ificial pacemaker can be inserted through a vein in the hand 
to reach the heart and to be kept tb.ere to act as an electrical pacemaker 
for the heart. the unit is under the sunP.rvision of doctor steve yanikom
shian and it is used also as a teaching l;iace of modern cardiology to 
students of medicine. an intern is on duty for 24 hours for emergency 
calls. 



physiotherapy & rehabilitation 

from left : mrs . p . hajj, mrs. m. mcleod, miss a. stellwag, miss m. abi-assi 

from left : a. habal a. hajj , 

the department of physiotherapy and rehabilitation is concerned with medical as well as 
socio-psych.ological. aspects of the patient. the branch of orthcpics and prosthetics is con
cerned with the application of artificial limbs as well as having to use these artificial extre
mities by pat ients wi~h amplltated extremities. various surgical indications exist where 
extremities are amputated and patients left with various psychological, scciolcgical as well 
as physical handicaps. hence, the tremendous importance of physiotherapy and rehabili
tation in supplying these patients with artificial extnmitits to put tb.{m back to work or 
school. 
physiotherapy deals also with injuries that leaves various damages to the muscle and join

. tes. the department is equiped with a gymnasium, for training children suffering from 
polio paralysis. hydrotherapy as well as money forms of heat therapy is available for many 
problems of the bones, muscles and joints. 
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inhalation therapy 
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hemodialysis 
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inhalation therapy is a special unit in anaesthesia and it 
deals with problems of respiration, chronic lung disease 
and pre-and post operative complicat ions. various disease 
entities where respiratory problems arise, such as diseases 
of the brain, obstruction uf air channe ls and chest injuries 
require intensive care that will be provided by the inhala
tion therapy in the form of various types of respirators, 
humidifiers and other emergency equipment . 

hemodialysis is a special unit in the department of internal 
medicine. to the layman it is known as the artificial kidney. 
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ambur, j. 

abdul-khalek, a. 

kubursi, b. 

·arakji, n. babikian, k. 

hashishu, r. juraydini, h. 

-~ 

inuhammad ali, f. shanuhah, i. shebetjian, s. taha, m.j. · days, m. 





candidates 
for ph~d., 
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nuhad abi farah 
beirut, lebanon 

biochemistry 

muhammad tahsin 
jabasini 

damascus, syria 
biochemistry, phd. 

krikoris bogharian 
beirut, lebanon 

physiology 

avedis kalloghlian 
aleppo, syria 

physiology 

mary marlene fayyad 
beirut, lebanon 

biochemistry 

atallah mufid kaylani 
baghdad, iraq 

mairam gulumian 
aleppo, syria 

biochemistry 

muhammad zuhayr 
radwan 

horns, syria 
nutrition 

naman hasan 
bethlehem, palestine 

biochemistry 

mansur assa'd shimali 
beirut, lebanon 

bactc::riology - virology 



kattuah, n . takiyyuddin, a.r. 

graduates, 
medicine 

specials, 
medicine 

<<for mercy has a human heart, pity a human face» 
wil liam blake 
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activities 
medical students society 

medicos 

h . nasrallah (editor) 
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from left: s. nasr; dr. amal 
kurban (advisor); s. rifka; 
(president) m. tarakji; 
·(vice-president); m. attar, 
(secretary) ; f. saksuk; 
absent: t. nsouli (trea
surer), v. altibarmakian. 

sitting from left : g. dou
kozolian, s. mir, h. nas
rallah (editor) k. akl, a. 
inati, f. mudaw~ar. 
standing : b.. derktikorian, 
k. muakkasab., n . . krunful 
s. nasr, s. walji, j. tomeh 
r. muawwad, g. zaytoun, 
r. dindo . 



education 
committee 

excha~ge 
committee 

·social 
committee 

from left : b . arafat, i. 
abdo, j. tomeh , m. masil 
n . abou-rizk, m. tara
kji, (chairman) s. nasr (co
chairman) a. hawwa, h. 
atoush, I. dabbous; g. 
khuri. 

from left : w. baddura, 
r. mouawwad, s. husseini, 
s. harawi, (chairman) 
d . bizerdjian 

from left : n.s a 'ab, g. ke
bejian, j. abbas, (chair
man) r . dindo , 
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yearbook 
committee 

student faculty 
committee 

general 
knowledge 
committee 
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from left: n. jasir, s. 
walji, n. nabil, f. mudarris 
(chairman and editor) 
n. krunful, a. zamaria 
(co-chairman) 

from left : n. sa'ab r. 
dindo, e. karam, j. abbas 
(chairman) g. rizk, g. 
zaytoun. 

sitting from left: n. abu
rizk, g. kebejian, g. had
dad (chairman) 
standing: k. akl, v. ah
ronian, s. husayni. 



sports 
committee 

scholarships 
committee 

• anniversary 
~ommittee 

from left: g. dagher, r. 
badurrah (chairman) y. 
hajj, w. salamoun 

sitting from left: e. karam, 
n. nabil 
standing: f. saksouk 
v. altibarmakian (chair
man) 

from left : s. mir, k. 
abboud, g. hajj (chairman) 
j. ambur, e. karam, s. 
rifka, f. mudarris, m. 
hurani, v. altibarmakian, 
a. munter, j. haddad. 
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m.s.s. honorary awards 

fuad farah m.d. safa rifka henry nasr allah 
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m.s.s. anniversary show 

The Anniversary Zajal 
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THE MSS GENERAL KNOWLEDGE TEAM PROVES INVINOIBLE 

The Student team L-R: viken. Ga.ro, Naji, Henry, Ara 

On January 12 th, a general knowledge contest 
was held between the medical students, residents and 
Faculty, with Dr. Matossian as quizmaster. The stu
dent team emerged victorious after leading the 
contest most of the time. 

On March 30 th, the medical students crushed 
their classical opponents, the engineering students, 
team in a general knowledge contest held in west hall 
to wildly cheering and counter-cheering audience, and 
won the silver cup donated for the occasion. The 
quizmaster was Dr. Sami Sanjad. 

Gaby Haddad, the committee chairman is plann
ing to organize more GKC against the French Faculty 
medical students, the Arts and Sciences, and possibly 
the BCW. With a team like this, he rests assured of 
further glories. 

The residents GKC·imm : From the right Drs. 
F. Aza.r, h. J9turi, R.· Srour, E. Hilal, and A. 
Jahshan. 
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Faculty GKO team : From the right DrS. Ablll 
Faisal, S. Shehadeh, S. Sanjad, I. SaJti, and N. Mu
kheiber. 

Faollllty in the Process of thinking in 
the GKO. •. 



social activities 
reception to first year students 

m.s.s. & b.c. w. party 
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sports 

football team volleyball team 
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snapshots from the school 
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middle east medical assembly 
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·. 
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middle east dental assembly 
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BOLOGNA~ 
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phatmacy 





it is indeed a pleasure for me to extend to you, members of the class of 1972, my sincere congratulations on the 
special occasion of your graduation at the time your school is completing its first century of dedicated service to the 
promotion of pharmaceutical education in this part of the world. · 

throughout the hundred years of its existence, your school has continuously endeavored to keep abreast of the ever 
developing needs of the profession it serves and has effectively fulfilled its obligations both to prepare students for a 
professional career and to provide them with a basic scientific educaticn which enables ihem to undertake advanced 
training in the various specialized fields of pharmacy. 

thus, as we send you forth from our midst with affectionate good wishes to.foin hands with the hundreds of your prede
cessors, we are confidtnt that during your school days you acquired a wealth of knowledge and experience which we 
trust will be useful to you, not only in building a successful professional career but also to promote the ideals of your 
profession and to contribute your share for its development. 

good luck and godspeed. 

amin f. haddad 
director, school ofpharmacy 
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charles abou-c:haar, ph.d. 
professor of pharmacognosy 

pharmacognosy 

dr. c. abou chaar's research interests in recent years have been in the areas of ergot allailoids, 
dlemotaxonomy and phytochemical screening of natiye flora. · 

levon karamanoukian, m.sc. 
assistant professor of 

~.-.... ___ .pharmacognosy 
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pharmaceutical chemistry 

edward vorperian, ph.d. 
professor of pharmaceutical chemistry 

research interests: isolation and structural elucidation of natural products, parti-
cularly alkaloids and steroids. · 
application of newer physico-chemical techniques for the quantitative analysis of 
multicomponent pharmaceutical products. 

dr. s. saheb, with the able assistance of miss sonia shamelian, is now working on the 
synthesis of biclogically active indoxyl derivatives. 
the moiety was not available befm;e, the first report from his laboratory bas drawn 
comments from japanese and american laboratories. 
this work and others are still in progress. 

J 
( 

-

. 
--- -

souheil saheb, ph.d. 
assistant professor ·of pharmaceutical chemistry 
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phar,macodynamics 
and, toxicology 

· ... 
"' " · -

nabU banna, ph. d . 
assistant orofessor of pharmacodynamics 

in the department of pharmacodynamics and toxicology, research interest centers 
around the area of neurohumoral transmission in the mammalian central nervous 
system. the possible role of gammaaminobutyric acid gaba in chemical transmission 
across dorsal column synaptic relays is studied. pharmacological evidence, such as 
depletion of gaba by semicarbazide as well as the use of antagonists like bicuculline, 
indicates that gaba may be playing an important role in inhibition of dorsal column 
transmission. 
another area of interest is the mechanism of action of convulsmt drugs. agents such 
as catechol, bemegride, picrotoxin, and nikethamide have been studied, using as a 
model of central transmission the well defined synapses of the spinal cord. some of 
these drugs have been shown to block presynaptic inhibition, whereas others appear 
to act on transmitter processes. antagonism of barbiturate-induced depression of 
synaptic transmission by some of these convulsants is being studied. 
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amin haddad, m. sc. 
professor of pharmacy 

rachld dajani, ph.d. 
associate professor of pharmacy 

pharmacy 

members of other departments of the university teaching in the school of pharmacy 

from the school of arts and sciences 
belleh, victor - ph.d.; general biology 
butros, joseph -ph.d.; general biology 
cook, robert - ph.d.; organic chemistry 
mclain, john - ph.d. ; general physics 
olmsted, john - ph.d. ; chemical principles 
slade, landry - ph.d.; chemical principles 
tang, ming i. - ph.d. ; general physics 
zurayk, ilham (miss) - ph.d.; general physic~ 

from the school of medicine 
birbari, adel- m.d.; physiology 
durr, ibrahim- ph.d. ; biochemistry 
garabedian, garabed - ph.d. ; medical microbiology 
hajjar, jean j. - m.d.; physiology 
jabbur, suhayl- m.d.; physiology 
al-kbalidi, usam.a- ph.d.; biochemistry 
kboury, raja- m..d.; physiology 
malakian, art in - ph.d. ; medical microbiology 
matossian, robert - m.d. ; medical microbiology 
wakid, nabil - ph.d.; biochemistry 

from the school of public health 
dajani, said- m .d.; public health 
edeson, john - m.d. ; parasitology 
frayha, george - ph.d. ; parasitology 
mourad, sah'l- m .d.; parasitology 
stephen, !orne - d .v.m. ; parasitology 
sweatman, gordon - ph.d. ; parasitology 

yeranouhie apkarian, m. sc. 
instructor in pharmacy 

ktvork kebabjian, m .b.a. 
lecturer in phalznacy 
administration 
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anwar bikhazi, ph.d. 
assistant p rofessor of pharmacy 
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pharmacy 

adnan dakkuri, ph.d. 
assistant professor of pharmacy 

a mechanistic study on the uptake of biologically important sterols by the 
normal intestinal epithelium and the intestinal "peyer's patches" of the 
rabbit is underway. 
the research will be directed to an understanding of the rabbit's gastroin
testinal absorpt ion of free molecules as well as agglomerated (solubilized) 
molecules in the form of micelles. a mathematical analysis of the data 
will be helpful in the knowledge of sterol transport into multilayered 
sinks. 



s·taf,-

mrs. linda jeha, b.sc. 
pharmacy 

mr. butros jureidini 
(technician) 

miss sossi nercessi~ b.sc. 
pharmacy 

mr. riad malouf 
assistant technician 

miss sonia shamli~ b.sc. 
pharmacy 

mr. elia s ataya 
assistant technician 
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masters 
of sciences, 
pharmacy 
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sonik mardinian 
beirut, lebanon 

J?harmacodynamics 

muhammad tahsin 
sabbagh 

beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 

graduates, 
pharmacy 

i solemnly promise in the presence of god, who is tb.e source of all life and health, that i will endeavor to be true to 
this declaration. 

i acknowledge the debt i owe to generations of devoted leaders whose labor, wisdo-m, and sacrifice through the ages 
past have made possible the science and art of healing stadards of high character of service. i acknowledge that in entering 
this profession i inherit an obligation of service the conservation and restoration of the health of mankind. 

i will practice my profession in loyalty to its principles of fairness, scrupulous honesty, and helpful service. 
i will treat the poor with every consideration, and will give them their medicine for the least possible sum. 

in filling a prescription i will not substitute one drug for another. 
i will obey the laws of the country concerning the practice of my art. i will not supply, except on prescription those 

medicines which it is forbidden to sell without a prescription. · 
i will not try to cure the sick by representing my self to be a physician. 
should i be asked to give a deadly medicine, i will refuse, and i will not suggest the use of such medicine. i will not 

give an abortive except on the prescription of a reliable physician. 
in times of epidemics i will not allow fear ·of personal ill to drive me from my post of duty~ 

with purity and with uprightness i will endeavor to pass my life and practice my art. 
whether in connection with my professional practice or not, whatever i see or liear in the life of men which ought not 

to be spoken if abroad, i will not divulge, as reckoning that all such matters should be kept secret. 
while i continue to keep this oath inviolate may it be granted. to m.e to enjoy l ife and the practice of the art respected 

by all men, in all times. 

ata gokce 



bachelors 
of sciences, 
pharmacy 

varoujian der torossian 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 

nerses fesdekjian 
beirut, lebanon 

ph:rrrnacy 
football team. '66-'68 
p.s.s. social 
committee '71-'72 
p.s.s. athletic 
committee '71-'72 

randa akil 
beirut, 

pharmacy 
p.s.s. cabinet 
p.s.s. social 
committee 
.student-faculty 
committee 

elie hallak 
beirut, 

pharmacy 
p.s.s. _ athletic 
committee 
p.s.s. social 
committee 

lebanon 

'69-'70 

'69-'71 

'70-'71 

lebanon 

'68-'69 

'69-'70 

L ' 

armine dilanian 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 

zakiyyah izz-ud-din 
sidon, lebanon 

pharmacy 

najib antaki 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
p.s.s. cabinet 
president '71-'72 

rafi ekizian 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 

maryam ja'ja' 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
w.s.o. 
vice-president '68-'69 
p.s.s. cabinet '71-'7~ 

ara artinian 
· beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
p.s.s. cabinet 
treasurer '71-'72 

shake elmajian 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 

ilyas atallah 
amman, jordan 

pharmacy 
chemistry society '67-'70 
p.s.s. athletic' 
committee 
c.w.l. 

walid fattuh 

'68-'72 
'71-'72 

beirut, lebanon 
pharmacy 
p.s.s. athletic 
committee '68-'69 
p.s.s. social 
committee 
p.s.s. cabinet 

raja kabbani 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
biology ~ociety '69-'70 
w.s.o. '69-'71 
p.s.s, '69-'72 
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setta kaloustian 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
p.s.s. cabinet '70- '71 
yearbook 
pharmacy editor '71- '72 

izabelle shwayri 
hadath, lebanon 

pharmacy 
folk dance club '68-'69 
p.s.s. social 
committee 
p.s.s. cultural 
committee 
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sayid muawwad 
zghorta, lebanon 

pharmacy 
lebanese league '68~'72 

bilal munayminah 
beirut, lebanon 

p.s.s. volleyball 
team '68-'69 
p.s.s. social 
committe ' 69-'70 
p.s.s. ball 
committee '69-'70 

suham sidani 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
yearbook 
sports editor '69-'70 
life guard club 
manager '71-'72 
university diving group 
officer '70-'72 

krikor karadjian 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 

ghada rifka 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
ushering 
committee '69-'71 
p.s.s. social 
committee '70-'71 

micheline· sughayyar 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
yearbook 
sports editor '70-'72 
p.s.s. social 
committee '70-'71 

georgios ktenas 
nicosia, cyprus 

pharmacy 
penrose hall social 
committee '67-'68 
student-faculty 
committee 

layla tayyan 
damascus, syria 

pharmacy 
p.s.s. social 
committee 
p.s.s. cabinet 
secretary 
syrian society 

'68-'72 

'71-'72 
'71-'72 

claude manturah 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 

joseph sadikian 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
p.s.s. cabinet '68-'69 
life guard club '68-'71 
football team '71-'72 

michei zaruni 
beirut, lebanon 

pharmacy 
p.s.s. '68-'72 
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pharmacy m 

nadir, n. nusuli, s. 

pharmacy II 

khasawinah, z. 
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khuri, z. 

boyadjian, s. 

abdur-rahman, 1. 

dimashkiyyah, a. 

fayid, m. haddad, n. 

pamboukian, p. panaytotou, s. 

akkad, g . 

gavriel, o. 

jiha, k. kaddurah, i. 

bisat, h. 

h~llak, I. hut, h . khoren, h . kurkjiam, rr. 

ramadan, w. sayek, s. shiatis, j. 

habash, s. haddad h. haddad, r. 

nassar, n. poochikian, m. sa'di, h. 



amirah, a. azzam, b. 

pharmacy I 
bridi, h. 

janjigian, h. karilian-konyalian, g kawwa, a. 

matar, t. movsessian, m. mubarak, r. ' 0 namam, m. 

bubis, h. fodoulian, a. 

kebabjian, d. khanlian, k. 

rizk, g . 

TH~ 15 ONE TIME WHEN I'M 
RIGHT AND YoU'RE WRONG! 
I DON'T CARE IF 'r'OU cAN 
AAGUE 13£TTER THAN I CAN! 

__._ ......... ~ 
-~ ...... ~._... ....... ~~ 

bridi, g. 

hanna, c. jallul, i. 

k.harpoutlian, h . masturi, a. 

saadeh, a. sadir, m. suayfan, r. 
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prof. james a. patch (1902- 1921) prof. t. c. ladakis (1921 - 1942) 

prof. r. j. pauly (1942 - 1949) prof . a . haddad (1949 - -) 

history 
the school of pharmacy had its inception in I 87 I as a part of the medical department which 
hld been opened -year~ earlier in I867. Classes, however, started two years later in 1873 
when three students registered in first year pharm2cy of whom two graduated in I875. 
the program at that time extended over a period of two years and the language of insll ucticn 
was arabic. in 1881 english became the language of instruction. 
improvement in the pharmacy department was made possible through a generous gift 
from d.s. dodge in 1902 for remodelling and enlarging the chemistry laborat01y and 
by the appointment of professor james a. patch, who devoted all of his time to the work 
of chemistry and pharmacy until his return to the u.s.a in I921 to enter pharmaceutical 
m1nufacturing. the enlargement of the building also made room for a model dispensary 
which provided for many of the needs of the medical department. 
during the academic year I904-1905 the course of study was completely re-organized and 
became two years of study and one year of j:Jractical dispensing in an approved pharmacy. 
in I92I, the course of study was extended to three years of study and one year of practice 
beyond the freshman class of the: s ch.ool of arts and sciences. during the same year the school 
of phu macy became an autonomous section of medical division of the university and pro
fessor t.c.ladakis became the principal of the school and four years later its director, and 
rcm1ined in this position until his retirement in I942, when dr. r. j. pauly took over the 
d irections of the schoc-1. he and th.e late professor t.c. ladakis laid the sound foundation of 
the school on wb.ich the present generation has been building. in 1938 the academic 
professional program was extended to four years_ beyond the freshman class. 
in 1933 the enrollment increased to almost double th.e number of students in any one of the 
previous years. this increase in enrollment warranted the establishment in march I933 
of the ph:umacy students society, which., at present is the oldest society still in existence 
on campus. in I946 the society took up th.c idea, launched the previous year by a senior 
student m r. hagop shiriner (ph.c. '48), of publishing a yearbook they named the "apothe
cary" which took the form of a magazine with a board of editors and professor charles abou
ch3ar as faculty advisor. 
upon the rctir~ment of professor r.j. pauly in I949· professor amin f. haddad was appointed 
as acting director for three years and in 1952 he became the director of the school a position 
which he still holds. 
in 1952 the curriculum was revised, the practical experience started to the completed 
during the summer vacations, and the name of the degree was changed from the pharma
ceutical chemist degree (ph.c.) to the bachelor of science in pharmacy degree (b.s . in 
phumacy). more funds became available to make some improvement in the internal cons
tructions of the building and to acquire more equipment. 
during the sixties many developments took place in the school of pharmacy. the faculty 
became much larger, almost three times more than it was in the fifties. all members of the 
faculty hold graduate degrees, the majority are in the ph.d. degree level. also, the research 
program took a new impetus which resulted in a number of publications in internationally 
recognised journals, foreign and local. there are about ten research project in progress in 
the areas of phlrntaceutics, pharmaceutical chemistry, pharmacognosy and pharmacology. 
during the past ten years a substantial amount of equipment has been acquired for the 
school. these are used in research and in graduate and undergraduate teaching. also the 
school's library has been enriched. 
one of the most significant events that took place during the past ten years is the introduc
t ion of the graduate program in october 1965, leading to the m.s. degree in pharmacy, 
pharmaceutical ch€mistry, pharmacognosy, and pharmacology. 
the student enrollment hlS been gradually increasing during the past twelve years from 78 
undergraduates in I960-I961 to 120 in 1971-1972 plus 6 graduate students. the number 
of women students has increased considerably during the past five years. 
the school is also proud of its alumni. man.y of them were poinecrs of the pharmacy pro
fession in their mother countries. by june 1972 the total number of graduates will amount 
to 1043 of whom about 6o per cent arc still living and practicing in more than twentv five 
countries, mainly in the countries of the middle east. 
these arc some past and recent development that took place in the history of the school 
since its establishment. we have built a foundation on which we can confidently build 
in the seventies and manv decades in the future. 
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1904 tb.e imperial commission from constantinople to examine medical and pharmacy gra
duate.s with spc president (dr. d. bliss) and members of the medical faculty. 

1933 the founders of the pharmacy student society. 
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miss sara levy the first woman to receive a deiZt'ee from the university is shown 
with the pharmacy graduating class of 1925. 

1934 the first ball ever to be organized by an aub students society. 



1956 the organizing committee of the first middle east pharmaceutical and the opening session. 

1952 vs 1970 
directors of three school first met in 
1952 at west hall (aub), french faculty 
(beirut), school of pharmacy (aub) royal 
college of pharmacy (bagdad). 
in contrast the first group meeting 
on pharmacy education sponsored 
by who at aub comprised represen
tatives of sixteen pharmacy schools 
in the middle east. 

first laboratory class in tablet manufacturing (1953). 
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first Rharmacy seminar in may '62 
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group picture of pharmacy alumni in jordan after the dinner given by the alumni in honor of professors 
haddad and abuchaar at the national hotel in jerusalem on sunday april 3, 1966. 



activities 



pharmacy students society 
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from left : 
charles j. abu-chaar 
(advisor) 
n. antaki (president) 
m. ja'ja 
a. bastermadjian 
l. tayyan (secretary) 
amine f. haddad 
n. hanbali 
m. hakim 
a. dimashkiyyah 
h. kbarpoutlian 

during the reception miss hadgioannou was awarded a prize for best academic performance. 
the first yearers received their pins according to a traditional ceremony. 



iftar dinner 

another traditional social activity is the iftar 
dinner which took place late in october at 
socrate's restaurant. 
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pharmaclause party 

snapshots 
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centennial ball 
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to the class of 1970 
faculty and staff of the school of nursing join me in congratulating you on the attainment of the dilpomas and 

degrees you have earned, and extend their best wishes for success in your chosen career. the diploma you receive at 
commencement is a sign of accomplishment and affirms your readiness to assume the responsibilities of a professional 
nurse in the spirit of dedication and service which has characterized nursing since its founding more than a century ago. 

you possess unique opportunities to influence and shape the direction of nursing in lebancn and the middle east. 
as you assume this task may continued education, exemplary nursing practice and high ideals permeate your every 
act as you devote your efforts to the conservation and restoratt'on of health. with pride and affection, we wish you every 
happiness and success in nursing. 

w. shaya 

assistant director, 
school of nursing. 
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wadad shaya 
.associa~e professor 
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wadad khalaf 
assistant professor 

-nurs1ng 

cynthia mallory 
visit. associate professor 

anahid panjarjian 
instructor 

·nihad hashim, 
instructor 

carol corpany 
assistant instructor 



salwa mak.arem 
instructor 

mary bak.ltalian 
assistant instructor 

arpi shnorhok.ian 
assistant instructor 

randa k.houri 
assistant instructor 

rosalie sadak.ian 
assistant instructor 

layla farhoud 
assistant instructor 

elizabeth zacca 
assistant instructor 
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lorena yammine 
assistant professor 

khanem geadah 
instructor (mental health 
& psychiatric nursing). 
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sossi balian, instructor 

margie howell 
instructor (mental health 
& psychiatric nursing) . 

falak bayhoum 
assistant instructor 

huda abu-saad 
assistant instructor 

astine toughlian 
head resident 

& recruitment counsellor 
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bachelors 
of sciences, 
nursing 

degree III 
class of'73 

degree II 
class of '74 
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suzan havoundjian 
beirut, lebanon 

class representative'68-'7r 
student-faculty advisory 
committee '71-'72 
yearbook 
nursing editor '71-'72 

jureidini, r. 

behekjian, s. 

mahfuz, d. 

mary najjar 
bechmezzine, lebanon 

n.s.s. cabinet '69-'72 
yearbook 
nursing co-editor '70-'71 

kehyayan, v. khoury, a. 

bekele, t. 

malty, s. muller, g. 

kouyoumcJ.jian, k. kurdahi, I. najm, 1. nazarian, p. 

gemeda, a. haddad, s. harik, m. haile, m. 

salloum, f. yayla, z. younes, h. zaydan, m.g. 



degree I 
class of '75 

farah, w. tselentis, d. 

post basic 

ali, b. shifa, b . fallouh, h. 
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nursing 
diploma 

satenig iknadossian 
choir '71- '72 

292 

mary abahouny 
ushering '71- '72 
standards 
committee 

nerses khoudetzian 
cine-club '69-'71 
nss treasurer '70-'71 
yearbook 
committee 

annie chelebian 
yearbook 
commtiiee 
social committee 
n.s.s. president 

'67- '70 
'70-'71 
'71-'72 

hermineh kessoyan 
class 
representative '71 - '72 

elmast kotchounian 

hasmig darakjian 
yearbook 
committee 

silva khachadourian ahmad khatib 
library 
committee 
n.s.s. treasurer 

JOtce kouyoumdji 
folk dance club '69-'70 
sports 
representative 
ushering 
committee 

ferial faddoul 
n,£-p. social committee 
secretary '7 I- '72 
standards committee 
chairman '71-'72 
n .s.s. 
vice-president 

angel melkonian 
cine-club '70-'71 



ohanes bedros 
folk dance club '69-'72 

shouhanig sarkissian 
n.s.p. social 
committee '71-'72· 
a.u .b. folk dance club 
secretary 
n .s.s. social 
committee 

madlen yacub 

'71-'72 

student faculty advisory 
committee '69-'71 
social committee '69-'71 
curriculum 
committee '70-'71 

jomaa sabbah 
class 
representative '69-'70 
social committee '71-'72 
penrose student council 
vice-president '71-'72 

claudine talih 
class 
representative 
a.u.b. choir 
religious 
representative '70-'72 

ovsana zeitounian 
standards 
committee 
religious 
committee 

'71-'72 
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diploma II 
class of '73 

haladjian, m. 

muktarian, a. 

si:Utilian, a. 

tchanchanian, t. 
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keleshian, m. 

sagherian, k. 

shoujah, n. 

abou-aloul, f . 

blabeil, n. (mr.) 

khalaf, n. koutoujian, s. 

shamma, n. sahyouni, m. 

tarakjian, s. rashjian, m. 

wehbeh, s. zueiter, m. (mr.) 

avakdjian, k. avakian, k. awdeh, m. balian, n. 

dagher, h. dokouslian, g. gheshkelekian, s. 

jambazian, s. karam, t . kawash, n. 

manoukian, a. mehyou, h. mekhitarian, m. mufarrij, s. 

«and always keep a hold of nurse for fear of finding something worse.» 
hillane belloc 1870-1953 



diploma I 
class of '74 

muti, a. haddad, a.w .. abu-sawan, n. 

«wives are young men's mistresses; companions for middle age ; and old men's nurses.» 
francis baan 

chadourian, m. 
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activities 
nursing students society 

from left: 
najwa shouja, padria ishac shifa, hermine kersoyan, mary najjar, 
ahmad khatib (treasurer), farid faddoul (vice-president), annie chelebian 
(president), nuhad abu ra'ad (secretary), miss esther moyer (advisor), 
mary sarkis, suzan havounjian. 

standards committee 

from left : 
feria! faddoul (chairman), mrs. waddad shaya (advisor), mary 
abahouny (co-chairman), mary sahyouni, anahid mukhtarian, annie 
mannougian, ozanna zeitounian. 
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student faculty advisory committee 

from left: 
fatouma abu-bakr, lorene yamine, lina kurdahi, miss esther moyer (advisor), 
magida awdeh, alice loshkajian, suzan havounjian (secretary). 

social committee 

standing from left: 
maha al-asa'ad, grace doukozlian, miss lorene yamine (advisor), gail gallo, gha~i 
zaidan, sitting from left: 

tanya bikhayi, nazeli balian, lucy artinian (co-chairman), kinzi mouhammed, 
mrs. sossy balian (advisor), mary sarkis (chairman), shoustik sarkissian, may 

sahyouni, claudine tali, urssulla rizk. 

yearbook committee 

from left: 
perla nazarian, suzan havounjian (chairman), najla khalaf (co-chairman), 
bedros ohannes, mrs. lorene yamine (advisor), hasmig darakjian. 
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christmas party 

m.s.s. & n.s.s. party at mary dodge hall 



reception in honor of the new n.s.s. president 

open house for the recruitment of b.s.n. students 



nurses in hospital 
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public th 



II 



your graduating class represents a variety of national backgrounds reflecting the international character of the school. 
the class furthermore is composed of a variety of disciplines representing the members of the health team needed for 
successful development of national health programs. 

thus on your return you will be able, together with the other health professionals to apply the knowledge and expe
rience gained to the problems of your own countries and jointly ccntribute tc increasingly higher standards of health. 

we will be happy if you maintain professional contact for future advice and guidance you may wish to obtain but 
also to enable us to test the value of ow· educational programs in the light of your experience. 

i wish to acknowledge assistance provided by your governments and sponsors in support of higher education and take 
pleasure on behalf of the faculty and staff in wishing you success in your future careers. we will be proud of your 
achievements. 

- --·· 

louis j. verhoestraete 
director of the school of pub/£c health 
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environ ental 
health 

ghassan talhouk 
technician 

abdallah tu'meh 
research assistant. 

miss nora 
karahagopian 
technician 

aftim acra 
chairman 
assistant professor 

jack ibrahim 
assistant professor 

najmuddin mercant. 
assistant professor. 



public health 
nadim haddad, m.d. 
p.h. administration 
assistant professor ----=====::::: 

said dajani , m.d. 
p.h. administration 
lecturer 

hospital administration, 
·lecturer. 

charles churchill 
p.h. statistics 

--~~-r_o_kssor ------====~========~ 

karim nakkash 
research assistant 
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co 

F 

public health nurses. 

308 

unity health 
practice 

helen razzouk 

,· 

/ 
miss jean dooley 
nursing midwifery 
lecturer 
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tropical health 

john edeson, 
professor 

george frayha, 
assistant professor 

mtanios koussa, 
instructor 

lorne stephen, 
professor 

edward sweatman, 
professor 

john hemo 
technician 

miss v. topjian 
research assistant. 

miss r. rahhal 
technician 
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masters, 
public health 

•taye horo 
ethipia 

ali anjawi 
sanabis, bahrain 

abid khan 
pakistan 

abouhanian meline 
beirut, lebanon 

phss member '69- '72 
phss tress . '71-'72 
wso '?9- '7 1 

safdar zaman 
bannu, pakistan 

tawfik ramadan 
amman. jordan 

sossy altibarmakian 
tripol i, lebanon 

phss v. pres . '69- '70 
phss president '70-'71 
ph student advisory 
committee '69-'71 
yearbook ed. '69-'72 
ushering co mm. '69-'72 

m.z. bashardost 
kandahar , afghanistan 

rehman fazal 
pakistan 

ismail isi 
zarka, jordan 

phss '69-'72 
table tennis club '69-'70 

a.h. shaigan 
afghanistan 

margaret glubb 
london, england 

lilian siman 
bei rut, lebanon 

farahnaz payda 
hamedan, iran 

iranian stu. soc. '68-'72 
phss '70-72 
wso '68-'72 



environmental 
health 
masters, 
parasitologic 

environmental 
health 
class of '74 

public health 
certificate 

numan, z. shawarib, n. 

araj, g. yusuf, j. 

itani, s. shulla, a. 

abidin, a. badawi, d. 

muhammad, a. 

emin, a. 

huti , s. 

haddadin, h . 

muhtasib, r. 

cl~s~ of '73 

hasan, m. kassis, e. 

public health 
diploma 

ansari, a. muawwad, e. 

tarazi, f. 

kayla, f. 

abdulhuseyn, t. stephan, I. 
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abbas, s. burki, a. dostoumian, v. eleyjian, sh. 

lab. technique 
etarian, ar. jubayli, m. khalifah, a. 

khederian, s. naddur, f. ohanian , m. saba, b. shamlan, u. 
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to the class of '72 

the development of a country, of a nation, is dependent upon its educated elite. 
in an era when science and technology are of prim!lry importance this dependence lies heavily on the engineer, 

the architect and the planner. hence the important role they are called upon to play and the responsibility they are 
expected to assume towards the needs of their fellow men in improvement and development. 

the greater this responsibility the more important is the responsibility incumbent upon the centers of learning 
which are entrusted with the education of this elite. 

members of the class of I 972, like your predecessors in this faculty, you have enjoyed the privilege of a professional 
eduation base a on the principle of excellence. your preparation in science and technology is of the highest order. together 
with this we have endeavoured to expose you to an appreciable amount of humanities social sciences and cultural 
understanding. we have also attempted to bu£/d up your moral strength in order to face with more confidence the 
troubled world into which you are mcving. 

we hope that by now we have equipped you to assume your responsibility and your obligations towards your 
fellow man, your country and your nation and to help towards their development with faithful and solid enthusiasm. 
in the fulfillment of this goal you will also be finding your own personal satisfaction. 

may god help you enjoy a long life of service to your country and to humanity. 

raymond s. ghom 
dean, facu{ty of 

engineering and architecture 

.. 
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robert eloaae 
assistant dean 

322 

nlcolas menasseh 
director of post degre proil'am 
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raja fulelhan 
records office 

toufic nasr a wi 

edward sakr 

mohammad shehadeh fuad shweiri 

. . -
. ' ' . ' 

' " .. . - . 

ilyas dauiel catherina kingma amin saliba 



architecture 
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george contavells 
associate professor 

raymond gbosn 
professor, chairman 

francis blaise gUlle 

john hadidian 
lecturer 

samir khairallah 
assistant professor 

khalil kbouri 
lecturer 

tony khouri 
instructor 

malek mahmassani 
instructor 



simon moussali 
lecturer 

friedriche ragette 
assistant professor 

asem sa1am 
associate professor 

vicken yeramian 
instructor 
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architecture '72 

walid el-assaad 
akkar, lebanon 

n.s.p. public relations 
chairman '66-'67 
yearbook 
art director '69- '70 
fine arts society 
public relations '66-'68 

khalil khoury 
beirut, lebanon 

n .s.p. '71-'72 
" lac-lie" architects '71-'72 
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samir boutros 
beirut, lebanon 

architectural group 
chairman '71-'72 
committee of students 
of archiiecture in lebanon 
foundator '71- '72 
" lac-lie" architects '71 -'72 

vassiliki laios 
athens, greece 

a.c.e.m. 
associate editor '70-'71 
greek society '68-:72 
"lac-lie" architects '71 -'72 

hovic khoshafian 
beirut, lebanon 

architectural group 
chairman '71-'72 
eng'g. show 
musical director '69-'70 
music committee 
chairman '69-'70 
"lac-lie" architects '71-'72 

antoine nasr 
ghazir, 

" lac-lie" architects '71-'72 

"no person who is not a great sculptor or 
painter can be an architect. if he is not a 
sculptor or painter, he can only be a builder". 

john ruskin 



rukni suways 
amman, jordan 

architectural group '70-'7 I 
"lac-lie" architects '7 I- '72 

omar take 
mexico-city, mexico 

eng'g yearbook 
committee-advisor '7 I- '72 
architectural group 
vice-chairman '70-'71 
yearbook 
art director '70-'7I 
"lac-lie" architects '7I-'72 

ramzi tali 
beirut, lebanon 

" lac-lie" architects '7I-'72 

bashar ulabi 
beirut, lebanon 

architectural group '68-'69 
chess committee '7I - '72 
"lac-lie" architects '7 I-'72 

abdallah tannir 
beirut, lebanon 

" lac-lie" architects '7I-'72 

muhyi-ddin yassin 
beirut, lebanon 

n.s.p. publication 
chairman '69-'7I 
visual arts 
committee '71-'72 
"lac-lie" architects '7I-'72 

hassan turk 
beirut, lebanon 

1e.s.s. treasurer '7o-'71 
fine arts society 
vice-presid~nt '66-'67 
drama club 
publicity manager '66- '67 
"lac-lie" architects '71-'72 

nazih zakhkhur 
beirut, lebanon 

eng'g. yearbook 
committee '7o-'7I 
al jamii magazine '7o-'71 
"lac-lie" architects '7I-'72 
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architecture '73 

annan, m. farhead, g-a kojakian, s. kusrmilli, s. phastun, m.-y. 

sawwaf, m. shah bokhari, r. 

architecture '7 4 
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architecture '7 5 

barudi, m. hassan, h . jamal, s. 

-- -- -- -= -a -a m ----------

kammourieh, m. markarian, h. najJar, z. 

.. 

"architecture in general is frozen mus1c 
freidrich von schelling 1775 

"i have found among my papers a sheet ... 
in which i call architecture frozen music". 

johann von goethe 1829 

I 
I 

·- I I 
I -·---= = -
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architecture '76 

abu-atmah, 1. amiri, s. 

jami', m. kurdahi, z. najjar, n tora, s. 
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sami abboud-ldink 
associate professor 

assad abdul-baki 
associate professor 

zUheir alami 
senior lecturer 

yegbishe avedissian 
associate professor 

george ayoub 
assistant professor 

raja iliya 
.professor (chairman) 

constantina inglessis 
associate professor 

neddy jouzy 
associate professor 

'baroutune kalayan 
associate professor 

mounir el-khatlb 
associate professor 



theodore khouri 
assistant professor 

mohainmad 
mukaddam 
assistant professor 

jack nasser 
professor 

hratch papazian 
senior lecturer 

terence searle 
assistant professor 
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masters 
of civil engineering . 

salim isid 
beirut, lebanon 
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shahzaman jaghoory 
kabul, afghanistan 

afgani association '70-'72 

abdul jamil 
swat, pakistan 

zafarullah khan 
lahore , pakistan 

chess club '71-'72 
table tennis club '71-'72 
badminton club '70-'72. 

zuhayr nizammuddin 
damascus, syria 

e.s.s. 
ushering 
committee 
syrian society 

'71-'72 

'71-'72 
'71-'72 

nabil khazin 
beirut, lebanon 

photography club '70-'72 
ushering 
committee '71-'72 
modern dance 
club '70-'71 

muhannad sadi 
beirut, lebanon 

photography club '70-'71 



when we build, let us think we build forever 

daqeeq, h-k 

tayyarah, m-i 
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bachelors 
of civil engineering 

ilyas abdu 
jaffa, palestine 

photography club '69-'70 
ball committee '69-'1b 
volley ball team '67-'68 

victor asfur 
jerusalem, jordan 

hasan ansari 
bahrain, bahrain 

athletic committee '71-'72 
football trainee '71-'72 
bahraini students 
association '66-'72 

assaf husam ed-din 
arrabah, jordan 

najib antonyus 
hmays-miziara, lebanon 

basket ball team '68-'70 

rahif atasi 

chess club 
exhibition 
committee 

horns, syria 
'71-'72 



michael abdou atwi 
hadath, lebanon 

chess committee 
chairman '71-'72 
exhibition committee 
treasurer '71-'72 
e.s.s. '71-'72 

bassam dahbar 
yabroud, syria 

ball committee '68-'72 
al jamii magazine editor 

farid jacobo a wad-barb 
la paz, bolivia 

latin american group 
president ' 67-'72 
n.s.p. chairman '69-'70 
property committee 
chairman '70-'71 

hattna dibs 
deir el-ghazal, lebanon 

chess committee '71-'72 
exhibition 
committee '71-'72 

george aydi 
beirut, lebanon 

exhibition committee 
secretary '69-'70 
chairman '71-'72 
ball committee 
chairman '71-'72 
athletics committee 
chairman '70-'71 

vartan getzoyan 
beirut, lebanon 

exhibition committee 
secretary 

labib bardawil 
ch.oueifat, lebanon 

general knowledge 
committee 
vice-chairman '70-'71 
property 
committee '71-'72 
al jamii magazine '70-'71 

issam hage-ali 
nabatieh, lebanon 

e.s.s. '71-'72 

adeeb bayoud 
merjayoun, lebanon 

umar hamady 
beirut, 

e.s.s. 
ball committee 
chess club 

lebanon 
'69-'72 
'70-'71 
'71-'72 

george bikai 
zahle, lebanon 

penrose staff 
counsellor '71-'72 

solomon haroun 
amaret chalhoub, lebanon 
·e.s.s. president '71-'72 
exhibition committee 
vice-chairman · '7o-'71 
student council '71-'72 
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abdul-ghani hilbawi 
beirut, lebanon 
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bassam houry 
beirut, lebanon 

lower eng'g. 
basket-ball 
trip committee 

'68-'70 
'71-'72 

sa'dallah jabri 
damascus, syria 

space science club '69-'70 
syrian society '69-'70 
physics society '68-'69 

marwan kabbani 
beirut, lebanon 

chess committee '68-'72 
property 
committee 
ball committee 

pierre kana'n 

'70-'72 
'71-'72 

,souk-el-gharb, lebanon 
ball committee '68-'72 
general knowledge 
committee '68-'72 
show committee '68-'72 

vahe kokorian 
beirut, lebanon 

photography club '65-'68 

said kadi 
muscat, oman 

e.s.s. 
ball comrn.ittee '69-'70 
publication comm. '69-'70 

.sarkis kargodorian 
beirut, lebanon 

en'ng lowers 
football team '69-'70 
ball committee '70-'71 
athletic committee 
chairman '71-'72 

ghassan mansur 
beirut, lebanon 

exhibition 
committee 



samih samahah 
beirut, lebanon 

cng'g. yearbook 
committee '69-'70 
student - faculty 
committee '71-'72 
ball committee 
vice-chairman '70-'71 

faris muasher 
amman, jordan 

adil sha'ban 
beirut, lebanon 

show committee ' 68-'71 
arabic literature 
committee 
a.c.e ~m. 

' 67-'68 
'70-'71 

rafik muasher 
amman, jordan 

e.s.s. '68-'72 

jacques shammas 
aleppo, syria 

bridge committee 
chairman '70-'71 
chess committee '71-'72 
music club '70-'72 

sad-ud-din nakbkhal 
beirut, lebanon 

· ball committee '69-'70 
athletic committee '70-'72 
archery club '71-'72 

nizam shammas 
beirut, lebanon 

antoine rizkallah 
arbanieh, lebanon 

eng'g. yearbook 
committee 
bridge club 
exhibition 
committee 

'68-'71 
' 68-'72 

'68-'69 

ghassan salibi 
bhamdoun, lebanon 
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abdul-bari, s. 

dalal, m. 

344 

abi-shahin, g. .. 

daniel, i. 

affarah, n. 

dhib, a. 

anani, b . arabian, a . 

civil '73 
ghazal, t. ghusn, h. 



civil '74 

christophides, m. dalu, r. froundjian, h. hani, i. isa, f. 

marashli, z. 

tozcu, h. 

I 

ziyaee, h 
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kanaan kano 
professor, chairman 

sbahwan khouri 
assistant professor 

raweb kul-sabagian 
instructor 

henry madany 
associate professor 

gerald me glotbin 
assistant professor 

essam nasser 
professor 



frank regier 
associate professor 

nassir sabah 
associate professor 

john seeger 
assistant professor 
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ilyas abbud 
zahle, lebanon 

shag sethian 
aleppo, syria 

350 

01ugith adha01 
nablus, palestine 

kannan venkatara01an 
madras, india 

masters of 
electrical 

• • engineering 



"a smell of burning fills the startled air - the 
electrician is no longer there" 

hillaine belloc 

maluf, m.w. mazigi, r . shakra, f . 
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bachelors of 
electrical 

• • eng1neenng 

walid abu sufah 
amman, jordan 

ilyas attiyyah 
beino, lebanon 

bridge committee '69-'70 
publication committee 
treasurer '69-'70 

hagop arslanian 
beirut, lebanon 

nasri bahnam 
baghdad, iraq 

exhibition committee 
vice chairman '71-'72 
trip committee 
vice chairman '70-'71 

george ashkar 
beirut, lebanon 

engineering lowers 
basket-ball team 
captain '68-'70 
engineering uppers 
basket-ball team 
captain 
lebanese league 

khalil buwari 

'70-'72 
'68-'71 

beirut, lebanon 
student-faculty 
committee 
volley ball team 
instructor 
ball committee 

'70-'72 
'68-'72 





electrical '73 

abu-isa kublawi,n. abu-rahmun, m. alami idrisi, a. ~!i-panahi, s. 

ayanian, h. ·aznavour, a. babai, p. bakhus, m. 

barraj, g. hakim, a. hakim, r . hammad, n . 

hasan, n. hawi, h. 

354 
nasr, m. seraydarian, s. setrakian, b. t ibishrani, i. 



electrical '7 4 

habr, r. haddi, m. hafiz b. hanna, g. hubayshi, h. khoury, c. madi, m. matar, g. munayminah, r . 

qayoumi, m.h. sa'd, m sadi, n. silva-sucre, i.r. tutunjian, z. yanacopoulos, j. 
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george abi-rached 
associate professor 

pierre azoury 
associate professor 

moustafa chahine 
associate professor 

joseph clumpner 
assistant professor 

sulayman deeb 
professor, chairman 

nur hawa 
instructor 

robert khalaf 
assistant instructor 

samir klat 
lecturer 



fateh sakkal 
associate professor 

abdallah sfeir 
assistant professor 
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masters 
of mecbanif;al engineering 

rawwas, i . tabbarah, z. tubasi, elie 
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bachelors 
of architecture 

nabil abu-samra 
beirut, lebanon 

ball committee 
treasurer '71-'72 
student-faculty 
chairman '71-'72 
show committee 
script writer 

munir khatib 
dar-el-kassi, 

g.u.p.s. 
student faculty 
committee 
deans committee 

palestine 
'66-'72 

faris. awn 
jdeideh-el-matn, lebanon 
sp_ace science club 
president '71-'72 
exhibition 
committee '71-'72 
athletic instructor '70-'72 

samir mujais 
dhour-el-sb.oueir, lebanon 
summer camp committee 
secretary '67-'68 

charles moaba butros 
beirut, lebanon 

show committee '68- '72 
chess committee '71-'72 
chairman 
e.s.c. 

rashid kamal 
betloun, 

e.s.s . 
civil welfare club 
photography club 

'68-'69 

lebanon 
'68-'72 
'70-'71 
'71-'72 
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wadi, rizk 
antelias, lebanon 

engineering 
football team '71-'72 
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muhammad sadiyyah 
tarshiha, palestine 

engineering 
football team '68-'70 
engineering varsity 
football team '70-'71 
yearbook '71-'72 

kustandi sifri 
bagdad, iraq 

ball committee '69-'70 
trip committee '70-'71 

abdul-karim sulayman 
saffourieh, palestine 

zaven tashosian 
beirut, lebanon 

bridge committee '70-'71 
vice chairman 
bridge committee '71-'72 

noubar takessian 
beirut, lebanon 

ball committee '69-'70 
trip committee '69-'70 
general knowledge 
committee '70-'71 



= mechanical '73 

amizyan hasani, m . 

.: 

shammaah, w. tabbal, s. tarabulsi, s. thomas, d. 
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mechanical '7 4 

malik, r. 

mouradian-shigaher, g. 
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rasi, m. suwayda, n . 



99£ 

engineering class of '75 

abdul-baki, n. abdul-kadir, n. ammar, h. ashkar, r. husayni, s. atallah, m. atamian, k. ,awwad, s. 

haddad, a. haddad, n. hajjar, h. hamati, s. hamidi-sakr, a-k. heshmati, b. hishmah, j. holtian, h. imam, h . 



kyriakides, i. 

mughayyar, n. 
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murr, s. muzayyan, n. 

sayigh, s. 

rizk, a. rizk, g. 

' A L • 
~A ,.,. "" '"' ~o..-, ~ r ' 

"" .. i ~ J 
' · ·j'"" l.j ,,_lj_,, 

shabanmughrabi,h. shakkur-hajj, w. 

zaydan, h. i. 
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society 

committees 

activities 

engineering students society 

368 

cabinet: 

dean raymond ghosn 
advisor 

abdallah khabbaz 
associate secretary 

raffoul sabbagha 
secretary 

joe istfan 
treasurer 

suleiman haroun 
· vice-president 

shafic haddad 
member 

pierre azar 
m~mber 



ball committee 

athletics 
committee 

bridge 
committee 

chess 
committee 
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370 

exhibition 
committee 

gymkhana 
· committee 

cooperative 
committee 



J 
poster 

committee 

property 
committee 
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photography club 

trip committee 
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~===================:::::: taek-won-do club 

. ~ 

foot ball (uppers) 



post degree program 

minister khoury and the minister of transport of 

cyprus visiting th<e school of engineering. 

374 

a group of aub engineering graduates among the 35 engineers and architects who attended the course on 
modern development in mechanical engineering service for building. 

liHI!lt ltl Ci. \f rCJu\ror & FtFCTftiCAL Dtvl 
CO ... PTOIQ AG'liCOLIII D U L.VAN'r 

dr. emile bitar, then mm1ster of public health, with guest lecturers from the united kingdom and mem
bers of the faculty during the opening ceremony of the course on water pollution. 



annual exhibition of 
architectural works 

WESTHALL 
APRIL 18.19, 20.21 ,22. 1972 
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®MEA 

ENGINEERING MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION 

4 -14 MAY AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT - LEBANON 
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trip to russia 
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e.s.s. target . show 
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thanks! 
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on behalf of the faculty and staff of the schocl of agriculture, i extend to you, the graduates of 1972, congratula
tions on the completion of a significant phase of your education. 

never have graduates in any profession faced a more serious challenge or had greater opportunity to ser·ve their 
countries and their people. the gap between world food producticn and population increast:_ still exists, despite the great 
advances made in the past decade. thus, the need is urgent and the goal is clear to avert hunger and to see that the 
whole family of man has enough food and the right kind. 

agricultural development is essential to national and international advancement and basic to the economy. we 
of the faculty believe that you are well prepared, through your education at aub to meet the challenge and to contribute 
to this essential phase of development . you have learned not to be afraid cf making changes, but to make them ra
tionally, exercising carijul and critical judgment. also, you have been armed with the power of technical knowledge, 
and, we are sure, the mqral and ethical character that must accompany such knowledge. 

with you go our! best r»fshes for a successful and rewarding career. 

jw cowan 

acting dea111, j.a.s. 
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joseph khashadurian 
superintendent 
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an's office 

armineh bezdikian 
keghany nalbandian 
eleanor shoueey 

mary kfoury 
hilda moadie 

ramzi khalidy 
coordinator of 
graduate studies 

robert c. paeth 
athletic committe_e 
advisor 

abdul munim talhouk 
advisor - yearbook committee 



agricultural economics 
and rural sociology 

fawzi al-haj, 
associate professor of extension 
education 

br ook a . greene, 
assistant professor of agricultural 
economics. 

ray w. nightingale, 
assistant prof~ssor of agricultural 
economics 

nada s. abou ghanima 
graduate assistant 

salah yacoub , 
assistant professor of rural 
sociology 

hafiz farhat 
graduate assistant 

s. thomas stickley, 
assistant professor of agricultural 
economics 

muhamad kalim qamar 
graduate assistant 
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joseph asmar 
professor of veterinary 
medicine - chairman 

w. richard anderson 
assistant professor of animal 
production 

388 

an· production 
and protection 

nuhad daghir 
associate professor of poultry 

michel uwayjan 
senior research assistant 

frank schwulst 
assistant professor of animal 
production 

ramona fares 
senior research assistant 

asok nath bha!tacharya 
associate professor of animal 
production -

khalil itani 
graduate assistant 





donald w. bray 
associate professor of plant 
genetics and plant breeding. 

abdul munim talhouk 
professor of economic 
entomology 
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crop production 
and protection 

ramzi khalidi 
associate profeSSQ.r of subtropi
cal horticulture 

shaukat a. chandhary 
senior lecturer in taxonomy. 

adib saad 
professor of plant pathology 

hikmat g. nasr, 
assistant professor of plant 
breeding and plant genetics 

, harry d. henderson 
professor of agricultural 
engineering-chairman 

salah abu-shakra 
___ .... associate professor 

of agronomy 

~linton g. bolton 
assistant professor of 
agricultural 

.,18_ mechanization 

heinrich c. weitzien 

visiting professor of plant pathology. 



morteza almassi 
graduate assistant 

sana najjar 
graduate assistant 

jack huraysh 
gnlduate assistant 

mary kimonidou 
graduate assistant 

heinz studt 
research assistant 

THE SKY HAS CLOUDS, AND 
STARS, AND WIND AND RAIN': .. 
THE 51(1( IS USUALLY BlUE ... 

riyad mufarrij 
graduate assistant 

edgar faust 
research assistant 

THI5 DOWN HERE 15 GRASS ... 
GRASS IS USUALLY GRE£N .. : 

~~ 

IT's FULL Of IN6REDIENT5 ! 

eugene alahaydoyan 
research assistant 

I 

mahmud sulh 
graduate assi~tant 
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james w. cowan, 
associate professor of food 
technology and nutrition 

enid g. pascoe, 
senior lecturer in nutrition 
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food technology 
and nutrition 

saHm s. akrabawi 
assistant professor of food 
technology & nutrition 

sona aprahamian 
research assistant 

abdul hamid hallab, 
assistant professor of food 
technology and nutrition 

joseph salji, 
research assistant in food 
technology and nutrition 

raja i. taunous, 
associate professor of food 
technology and nutrition. 

sossy shadarevian 
research assistant in f.t.n. 

t'ita meneshian, 
research assistant ·in f.t.n. 

salman, henry 
graduate assistant. 

hovsep khatchadouriaTJ 
research assistant 



g. donald sherman, 
professor of soils-chairman 

alexander silahian; 
research assistant. 
butros mattar 
graduate assistant 

from left: 
ghassan m. hamdallah 
graduate assistant 
adib abdel baki 
graduate assistant 
isam bashur 
graduate assistant 

soils and irrigation 

nicola atallah, 
assistant professor of irrigation 

salim w. macksoud, 
professor of irrigation 

robert c. paeth, 
assistant professor of soil 
conservation 

armig mihranian, 
research assistant 

michel ghulam 
graduate assistant 
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masters 
of sciences, 
agriculture 

mamun abbasi 
jerusalem, palestine 

horticulture 

mohammad nawaz 
as ghar 

lahore, pakistan 
food technology & 
nutrition 
s.a.s. 
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muhammad abdallab 
khartum, sudan 

agriculture economics 

mumtaz ahmad awan 
multan, pakistan 

agronomy 
badminton '70-'72 
cultural committee '71-'72 

abdullah 
abu-mohammad 

comilla, pakistan 
horticultUre 

pir mohammad aztzt 
balkh, afghanistan 

soil 
s.a.s. '70-'72 
s.a.s. '70-'72 

«the land is a mother that ·never dies ,» 
maori i 

nada abou-g~ma 
beirut, lebanon 

rural sociology 
agriculture colloquiom 
President '71-'72 

ghassan azkul 
zahle, lebanon 

animal productiQJl 

morteza almas si 
dezful, iran 

agricultural 
mechanization 
iranian society '70-'72 
s.a.s. '7o-'72 
basket ball team '71-'72 

ghulam mohammed 
bahram 

kabul, afghanistan 
agriculture economics 
s.a.s. '70-'71 

laurent andrawus 
beirut, lebanon 

horticulture 

is am bashshur 
safiita, syria 

soil 
s.a.s. member '70-'72 
yearbook '69-'70 



muhammad Iatif. bashir ahmed ioannis chimonides prem lal chitrakar zulfiqar khan talat dada 
bhatti chaudhry nicosia, cyprus kath mandu, nepal chowdhary beirut, lebanon 

lyalpur, pakistan lyallpur, pakistan animal production extension education quetta, pakistan 
agronomy poultry production n.s.s. secretary '70-'71 horticulture 
s.a.s. '70-'72 p.s.a. '70-'72 n.s.s. president '71-'72 
p.s.a. s.a.s. '71-'72 s.a.s. '70-'72 
vice president '70-'71 

ghulam dastgir hada aumit muhammad rafiq razak ahmad kama I haddBd munir halawi 
lahore, pakistan beirut, lebanon fazal ahmed ghulam mohammad abey, lebanon barouk, lebanon 

animal production food technology & lyallpur, pakistan sailkot, w. pakistan poultry ·production horticulture 
p.s.a. member '70-'72 nutrition soils extension education harvest committee '68-'69 s.a.s. '66-'72 
s.a.s. member '70-'72 badminton club '70-'71 s.a.s. '71-'72 cultural committee '67-'70 yearbook member '66-'69 
chemistry society '70-'71 vice-president '71-'72 p.s.a. '70-'72 agriculture 

s.a.s. '70-'72 judo club '70-'72 football team '66-'69 

ghassan hamdallah butrus hattar mohammad mazharal daud hussain faqir hussain ghulam hyder 
qalqilia, jordan amman, jordan huq lahore, pakistan lahore, pakistan hussain bakhsh 

soils soils comilla, east pakistan animal production animal production pakistan 
s.a.s. '70-'72 s.a.s. "70 entomology p.s.a. '70-'72 s.a.s. ' 71-'72 

s.a.s. member '70-'71 s.a.s. '71-'72 p.s.a. '70-'71 
badminton club '71-'12 folk dance club '70-'71 
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muhamad mukhtar 
hamidi 

kabul, afghanistan 
soils 

selcuk kayimoglu 
ankara, turkey 

agriculture economics 

mubashar saeed mian 
gujrat, pakistan 

animal production 
p.s.a. '70-'72 
s.a.s. '71-'72 
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maurice isi 
amman, jordan 

agricultural economics 

mohammad amir khan 
pakistan 

muhammad qamar 
lyallpur, pakistan 

extension education 
badminton club '70-'71 
s.a.s. cultural 
committee 
p.s.a. 

mohammad Ismail 
khan 

pakistan 
agriculture 

mohammad azam 
khan 

gujrat, pakistan 
agriculture economics 
s.a.s. '70-'72 
trip committee '70-'72 
tennis club '71-'72 

muhammad bashir 
qureshi 

bannu, pakistan 
animal production & 
protection 
s.a.s. '70-'71 
executive committee 
p.s.a. '70-'71 
badminton club '70-'71 

mohd anis-ul-haq 
ahmed jamaluddine 

lyallpur, pakistan 
soils 
p.s.a. 
s.a.s. 

karim bakhsh malik 
lyallpur, pakistan 

agronomy 
s.a.s. '70-'72 
badminton club '70-'72 

asif rabbani 
lahore, pakistan 

poultry production 
s.a.s. '71-'72 
badminton club '71-'72 
pakistan society '71-'72 

hasan javed 
nawabshah, pakistan 

animal production 
s.a.s. '71-'72 
b.s.s. '71-'72 
p.s.a. '71-'72 

mushtaq ahmad malik 
w. pakistan 

soils 

siddiqur md. rahman 
horticulture 

comilla, e. pakistan 

muh'd nabil karkanawi 
aleppo, syria 

food technology & 
nutrition 
chess club 
chemistry society 
badminton club 

'67-'68 
'70-'71 
'69-'70 

mohammad jawad 
masri 

soils 
s.a.s. 

nablus, jordan 

sayad kazem sadr 
chom, iran 

agricultural economics 



mohammad sharif 
mandi-baha-u-din, 

pakistan 
plant protection 
cdtural cqmmittee '71-'72 
s.a.s. '71-'72 

khayruddin uwaydat 
irbid, jordan 

entomology 

noor hussain sipraw 
lyallpun, pakistan 

agricultural economics 
badminton club 
secretary 
chess club 

'70-'72 
'71-'72 

jamil ahmad siddique 
lahore, pakistan 

extension education 
badminton club 
secretary 
tennis club 
s.a.s. 

'70-'72 
'70-'72 
'70-'72 

mahmud sulh 
sidon, lebanon 

agronomy 

syed syedaziz-ul-haque 
peshawav, pakistan 

agronomy 
s.a.s. 
pakistan society 

'70-'72 
'71-'72 

fahri unsal 
ermenek, turkey 

agricultural economics 
yearbook 
agriculture editor '69-'70 
s.a.s:officer at large '69-'70 
agriculture football 
team captain '69-'70 



graduates, 
agriculture 

ghilzai, a. ghulam, m. 

huraysh, j. hussain, s. 

quresbi, g-h. rashid, k. 
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abdul-baki, a. afridi, r.-s. 

~nsari, a. 

gupta, n-p. 

iqbal, j. karuddin, f . 

rashid ismail, h. sadi, s. 

alahaydoyan;· e-k. al-ukur, s. 

gursoy, e. habibi, a. hashmi, a. hassan, g. 

·khan, a. khan, k-r. khan, m-a. khan, r. khan, s. 

salman, h. sapkota, r. shah, s-h. smith, j . takruri, h. 





bachelors 
of sciences in agriculture 
& ingenieur agricole 

400 

animal 
production 
& protection 

alulu muhammad 
agadir, morocco 

animal production & 
protection 
s.a.s. officer at large'71- '72 
football team '70-'72 
volleyball team '70-'72 

agricultural 
• economics 

& rural 
sociology 

mehmet aktay , 
ankara, turkey 

animal production & 
protection 
s.a.s. vice president '70-'71 
football team '69-'72 
basket ball team '69-'71 

ahmad aytimi 
rabat, morocco 

animal production & 
protection 
penrose trip 
committee '67-'68 
penrose football 

· team '67-'68 

aram kourkejian andar ru 
nablus, jordan u.s.a. 

animal production & agriculture 
protection 
yearbook -agriculture 
co-chairman '70-'71 
chairman '71-'72 
football team '69-'71 

kobra mehrmanesh 
tehran, iran 

agricultural economics 
& rural sociology 
a & s society '68-'69 
s.a.s. '69-'72 
bowling club '68-'70 

salim shumaylah 
zliten, libia 

agricultural economics 



crop 
prod:nction 
& protection. ' 

~· . 

,, :· .. -.'-;;. 

food 
technology 
& nutrition 

may kurban 
beirut, lebanon 

food technology 
& nutrition 

s.a.s. 
n.s.p. 
agrfculture 
s()dal com~ittee '71-'72 

aziz ammar 
merjayoun, lebanon 

crop production & 
protection · 
s.a.s. treasurer '70-'71 
photography club '70-'72 
agriculture 
volleyball team '70-'72 

may basila 
beirut, lebanon 

food technology & 
nutrition 
biology society 
s.a.s. 
w.s.o. 

mary jeanne 
mihranian 

'69-'72 
'69-'72 
'69-'79 

beirut, lebanon 
food technology & 
nutrition 
w.s.o. 
s.a.s. 
cine club 

'69-'70 
'69-'72 
'70-'71 

yasin kamal 
kuwait, 

crop production 
protection 

kuwait 
& 

jack hanna 
zahla, lebanon 

crop production & 
protection 

s.a.s. '69-'72 s.a.s. 

angele boyadjian 
beirut, lebanon 

food technology & 
nutrition 

diana shamieh 
amman, jordan 

food technology & 
nutrition 
murex hall 
president '71-'72 
s.a.s. secretary '70._'71 
s.a.s. social committee 
co-chairman '70-'71 

volleyball team 

agop djoumboushian 
beirut, lebanon 

food technology & 
nutrition 
s.a.s. '69- '71 
chemistry society '67-'69 

tateos chouljian 
beirut, _ lebanon 

agriculture 
s.a.s. 
basket ball team 
agriculture 
yearbook 
committee 

'69-'72 
'69-'72 
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general 
agriculture 

soils 
& irrigation 

asmatullah yakuby 
afghanistan 
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yusuf kashshu 
aley, lebanon 

general agriculture 
social committee 
chairman 
s.a.s. 

salam abi-samra 
beirut, lebanon 

irrigation 
s.a.s. '69-'72 
social committee '71-'72 

khalid najjar 
beirut, lebanon 

agriculture I 
representative '69-'70 

nizar azar 
el-monsif, lebanon 

soils & irrigation 
s.a.s. president '71-'72 
student council '71-'72 

walid suki 
choueifat, lebanon 

general agriculture 
s.a.s. '69-'71 
cultural committee '70-'71 

muhammad bayughlu 
beirut, lebanon 

soils 

51-tE SAID SHE WM GOINS 
10 CORE ME OF THE HASIT 
~E" ANO F~ ALL 50 ~E 

BORIED M'l 6LANkET! 

mahir jubayli 

soils 
judo club 
chess club 
agriculture 
team 

saida, lebanon 

'69-'72 
'68-'69 

volleyball 
'69-'72 

said ubayd 
aley, lebanon 

general agriculture 
s.a.s. '69-'72 
social committee '70-'71 
yearbook '71-'72 

najibullah malik 
kabul, afghanistan 

soils & .irrigation 
a. & s. society '67-'69 
n.s.p. '71-'72 
c.w.l. '69-'70 





agriculture II 

dimnati, n. fakhuri, m-t. 

tuzun, y-t. 

404 

zatari, ll· 

I'M NOT 5URE IF THE'f ~. BUT 
I THINK IF YOU BELONG 
TO ''4H~ YO<J'RE ENTITLE() 

TO ALL YoU WANT ... 

saadah, a-m. tannir, 



agriculture I 

milki, a. 

specials, 
agriculture 

said, m. sakr, c. 

cbudih, m. 

kar;1m, f. 

sarkis, h. skaf, 1. sughayyar, m. s~ar, a. wardek, rn-a .. 

husayn, h. wassimi, n .. 
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l• I 

interior of the egg, ninth day 

interior of the egg, tenth day 

interior of the egg, twelfth day. 

interior of the egg, sixteenth day. 

allantois, eighteenth day 

the chicken on the eighteenth day 

leg, twentieth day 

the twenty first day. 

internal view of the egg 



thl" egg is open. the chicken pulls itself out of 

the broken shell and collapses, exhausted. 

;tfter a quarter of an hour's rest it raises its head, 

pulls itself up, and squ~ts on its legs and tail. 
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society of 
agriculture students 

social committee 

yearbook 
committee 

aram kourkejian diana shamieh 
chairman coordinator 

mona sukari 
secreyary 
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tateos chouljian 
photo_&rapher 

mohammad alulu 
officer at large 

zuhayr khatib 
vice preseident 

salam abi-samra 
officer at large 

dr. nuhad daghir 
advisor 

nizar azar 
president 

gita dewan 
secretary 

ahmad aytimi 
officer at large 

michel ghulam 
graduate representative 

jurjus razzuk 
treasurer 

yusuf kashushu 
chairman 
ramzi khatchadourian 

nizar azar 

hanna abi-asi 
coordinator 

mahir jubayH 

muhammad fayid 



aggie reception 
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international dinner 
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sports autumn cup 

football team 

413 



volleyball winners 

414 



aggie olympics 

415 



snapshots 

416 
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aggie day 

418 





the new guernsey shipment 
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THE4''R£ so OUM6 .. .THE'r''RE NO MATTER Wf.IAT THE WEATHER 
ALWA'<5 STANDIN6 AROUND · IS LIKE, THE'( JV5TSTAND1HERE 
LU(£ TI-l~ STARIN61N10Sf>ACE 

~·------"' c:::> 

I CAN'T THINK Of AN'r'THING 
MORE 51Uf>ID TAAN STANDING M 
IN A PA5TURE (li{IL£ IT~ RAININ6! ' ...... a. 
.. , r ~~ ' !:,· atMyi }i:: : ;' : 'I ' ; "J . ,. ( . : ; •: . 

·II-i I! ' i li ', ·,. '1il,i I' 'I 
. :1\j !/\'.1 :· ' , I· \!I / : ; ~ 
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athlctiCI 





physical exercice is not only the most important key to a healthy body ;it is the basis of dynami cand creative intellec
tual activity. the relationship between the soundness of the body and the activity of the mind is sure and complex, 
much is not yet understood. but we do know what the greeks knew, that intelligence and skill can only function at ·th'e 
peak of their capacity when the body is healthy and strong, and that the hardy spirits and tough minds usually inhabit 
sound bodies. forms of exercice for fitness are many at a.u.b. and every where you g:J. 

balanced diet is another important key to healthy living. overweight is a form of body degeneration. it is a univer
sal problem for those over· thirty. exercice is not enough to overcome it. what you eat controls it. few people can break 
the 2000 calorie line safely. eat varied food stuffs. eat only when you are hungry and stop before you get satisfied. 
a balanced diet and daily exercice areessential for an abundant ltfe. 

abed tarabulsi, 
director of athletics 
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women athletics 

tennis classes 

physical fitness 
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sophomores basketball team volleyball team on play 

independents basketball team agriculture volleyball -team 

medical sciences volleyball team freshman basketball team 
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a.u.b. varsity teams 

varsity basketball with arab university varsity volleyball 

varsity football varsity tennis 
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engineering uppers football team 

sophomore football team 

school teams 

agriculture football team 

general athletics 
the thorough organization of varsity teams, intramural teams 

on class level, society level and dormitories during the first semester 
made the second semester a fat complement for the year. training 
games, cup matches and championship matches kept many boys and 
girls on the run many hours during the second semester. the varsities 
played 74 games (record up to date) against many clubs, colleges and 
universities . we made it a point to keep the tradition of playing against 
beirut college for women, college protestante, american university in 
cairo, the military academy, arab university and french university 
for maintaining our good public relations . the program went off daily 
including saturdays, sundays and well into the nights. a giant trip to 
cairo with all our varsity teams, lnen and women, was carried out 
successfully during easter. thanks to the dean of students and his 
assistants. 

the intramural teams were specially enthusiastic this year, and 
the championships of football, basketball and volleyball ended in 
more than one tie. the many decisive matches added color and spirit 
to the season. victories were spread fairly among our faculties of 
engineering, agriculture, medicine and arts and sciences. the lion's 
shue of medals naturally went off to the arts and sciences. 
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• • swimming 

diving 

430 

for life saving and swimming 

I JUST LEARNED HOW 
TO SWIN.! I CAN ~WIM 

FOUR FEET ! 

the traditional a.u .b. life saving class, based on american red cross 
technique, was conducted this year under the supervision of a medical 
student life guard and a pharmacy student instructor. land drills and 
exams were held during april and may. the class is essential to the 
the running of our heavy swimming season safely. about forty students 
joined the course this year. 

swimming is an all year round sport at a .u .b. a very good percen
tage of the student body and staff do take advantage of our Io,ooo 
square meters beach. of course, during the winter the season lulls, 
but just the same about 100 men and women did keep it up during 
the sunny calm days of winter. this spring more than one thousand 
were turned bronzy on our sunny beach. 

WELL. i'M GLAD TO HEAR 
THAT, LINUS ... CONGRATU!A'Tq-IS .. 

YES. 51R .. . IF IM EVER ABOARD 
AJi. OCEAN LINER, AND IT SINKS 
FOUl< FEET FROM SHORE, I WON'T 
HAVE A IHING TO WORR</ ABOUT ~ 



archery classes 

tennis classes 

judo classes 

I F£EL llk:'E IM STAIJOINGINTHE 
MIOOt£ Cf THE ROMf.J COl05SEUM! 
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· autumn fielday 
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american university v/s arab university 
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a.u.b. v/s a.u.c. in beirut 
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athletics instructors 

suham sidani 
life-guard examiner 
university diving office 

yusuf yamut 
football referee 
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rashid baddurah 
life saving mauager. 

costi flouty 
basketball 
volleyball referee 
women varsity basketball 
coach 
freshman basketball ins
tructor 

muhamad badawi 
volleyball instructor 

badi mansour 
basketball instructor 

roger abboud 
volleyball referee 

michel fawaz 
physical fitness, Instructor 

abdogedeon 
volleyball referee 

nabil shouayri 
physical fitness 

rabi shatila 
football instructor 

pro£ henry madany 
varsity football coach . 



spring fieldday 

results of the a.u.b. 78th annual fieldday sat. may 20, 1972 

event 

100 meters 
rst. i. nassar 
znd. a. na'mani 
3rd. s. andary 
javelin 
rst. b. hankash 
znd. m. sughariar 
3rd. k. roz 
400 meters 
ISt. b. hibri 
2nd. s. zeki 
3rd. t. burmt 
shot put 
rst. k. kiryakou 
2nd. n. nader 
3rd. b. hankash 
8oo meters 
rst. m. alulu 

2nd. s. zekl 
3rd. c. camel toueg 
high jump 
rst. g. atweh 
2nd. w. salam 
3rd. k. kiryakou 
discus 
rst. j. khouri 
2nd. b. hankash 
3rd. n. mavreas 
zoo meters 
low ·hurdles 
rst. t. burmt 
2nd. s. kalaf 

time or team 
distance 

11.7 sec. engg 
a&s 
a &s 

43.63 M. a &s 
agric 
a&s 

54·4 sec. a &s 
a&s 
a &s 

11.49 a &s 
med 
a &s 

2min. 
13.2 sec. agric 

a&s 
a&s 

1.70 m a &s 
a&s 
a &s 

35.08 m. engg 
a&s 
a &s 

28.2 sec.. engg 
a &s 

men 
event 

long jump 
1st. a. kamaruddin 
2nd. k. kiryakou 
3rd. s. khalaf 
archery 
1st. n. affarah 
2nd. g. karout 
3rd. f. bakciash 
football kick 
1st. a. kamaruddin 
2nd. a. allush 
3rd. k. roz 
200 meters 
1st. i. nassar 
2nd. a. na'mani 
3rd. s. andary 
softball throw 
rst. b. hankash 
2nd. a. kamaruddin 
3rd. m. sughayyar 
hop step & jump 
1st. k. kiryakou 
2nd. s. khalaf 
3rd. a. kamaruddin 
1500 meters 
1st. r. paeth 

2nd. J.t. ·yaghnam 
3rd. k. mughabghab 

time or team 
distance 

6.34 m. engg 
a&s 
a&s 

91/100 points engg 
engg 
engg 

51.70 m. engg 
a&s 
a&s 

2'4.2 sec. engg 
a&s 
a&s 

67.85 m. a &s 
engg 
agric 

12.49 m. a &s 
a&s 
engg 

4 min. 
22.6 sec. a &s 

a&s 
engg 

high point winner (ties) 
boulos hankash 23 Points a &s 
ahmad kamaruddin 23 points angg 

I 
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the student council 

mohammad matar 
first vice-president 

basim sayigh 
second vice-president 

zou-el-faqar chaudhaey 
secretary 

mohammad dajani daoudi 
president 

adnan abla 

najib antaki 

rabi'al-asir 



nizar azar 

amir bibi 

leila chaheed 

annie chelebian 

raja cortas 

ali hammaf;l 

samir hannoush 

suleimaD' haroun 
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, sinan sinanian 

fadi takieddine 1 

georges araj 

varsy afarian 
administrative secretary 

adil zantut 

imad kaddura 

ibrahim khalil 

shadi rifai 

not photographed: 

safa rifka 

maher masri 

samir meoushie 

adnan kaysi 



press correspondants at b a.u .. 

and many more ... 443 
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cine club 
cabinet : 

artun hamalian, vice-president; 

vahe kiljian, treasurer; 

hovhannes keoylian, president 

ramzi a6u-ajram, advertising 
manager. 

not photographed: 

fidaus bassam, Jecretary; 

vartkes karaguezian, publications 
manager 

folk dance club 



christmas party 

-

murex hall house council 
from left 
katarina fessa, barbara gveek, 
miss ihsan ibish, sara hani, haifa 
shahin (secretary), dina shamieh 
(president), huda sa'i, suad huti. 

christmas party 

lchtus league ' 

guitar night 
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work camps. 
in abaye, 

in 

Cabinet 

sitting from left : 
hussein sirrieh; sirin shehabi, secretary; rabi' al-asir , 
president, abla zuraykat; zaki nusaybah; treasurer, tala! 
akasheh, advisor; raja khouri . 

standing from left : 
nazih dahdah ; abdus-salam kamal, vice- president ; 
emmanuel fakhouri . 

civic welfare league 

bake sale 

,_ 
tag day for south lebanon 



visit to south lebanon 



anti-imperialism week 
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nicely outbreak 
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photography club 

winners of «the most photogenic girl» contest 
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I 3 

2 

1. nariman fattuh 
photo by george bashir 

2. christine pillot 
photo by joe saadeh 

4 

3· nada karam 
photo by rashad dindo 

4· lucy axtel 
photo by riyad shurbaji 
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speakers' corner 

452 
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hallit corner 
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november 2, balfour declaration 

silent march against the iranian occupation of the arab 
islands 

454 

al sana' satire sketch on the administration 

silent march to support ·the students of egypt 



engineers burn «outlook» 
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indeed chairs have another use ... 

lecture by john m. synge. 
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armenians march in protest against the turkish 
«massacres» of armenians 

taek-won-do show 
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speach ralley on accademic freedom. 

458 

for professor halim barakat 

panel between monah solh, pro
gressive intellectual and former 
a.u.b. professor sadek al-azm. 



new student council's elections 

yearbook comm1ttee visits the aero club 
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l& A ROCJ..8>-tlP ~ .. 
THATS THE BEST IJJAI( ... 

.from left: 
jalal saad, student advisor and namir kurtas, 
editor-in-chief. 

basim jarrar, activities editor. 



IT OOE5 TEND, HOWEVER, TO 
GI'IE ONE A RATHER DI$TORTED 

VIEW OF THE ~~S! 

mark johnson, journalistic consultant. 

arabic page editors: 
raja khoury, nabil al-imad and rabi' al-asir. 



university yearbook committee 

back row , from left : 

fawaz c. najia 
faculty advisor 

najib azzam; basim ziadeh, engineering and architecture editor; sana takla, administration and activities editor; aram 
kourkejian agriculture editor. 

second row: 
setta kaloustian, pharmacy editor ; ida alamuddin, art director ; randa khalifah, secretary; sossy altebarmakian, public 
health editor. 

first row : 
suzan houvanjian, nursing editor; micheline sughayyar, sports editor; jacqueline massoud, administration and activities 
co-editor ; posing: ziad taky-decn, <."J nor-in-chief. 

not photographed: 
) 

joe saadeh, photography editor; john rubeiz, advertising manager; habib badr, copy editor; usama sader, circulation manager; 
amal zayn, arts & sciences editor; faysal mudarris, medicine editor; jumana nuwayri, executive secretary. 

photo by peter harrison smith 
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photography in campus '72 
professor peter harrison smith, fine arts department, took the photos of the opening pages of all 

the schools. · 
he also took all the portraits of the president, deans and directors . 
many of the miscellaneous pictures were atso taken by him. 
so, for him we send our sincerest thanks and appreciation. 
mr. munir mujais, was kind enough to give us the x-ray of the tulip photo, taken by ilford. 

some of the photos were taken from photography books, supplied to the committee by the 
art director, mrs ida alamuddin diab . 

peanuts in campus '72 
the committee was authorized to publish peanuts in the yearbook after officially requesting a 

permission from the united press international, new york, u .s.a. who owns the copyright. 

finally, i wish to extend on behalf of the yearbook committee my sincerest thanks to all those 
who helped bringing about campus '72 . 





ramzi zaydan 
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yearbook advertising sub-committee 

charles camel-toueg 

' 

the advertising section has witnessed this year a tre
mendous increase in income. for the first time in the history 
of campus, the figure of 1.1. 21.145 has been reached. 

also, this section includes 25% of new ads. this shows 
the confidence that the advertisers have in the ability of 
campus 72 to convey their message to all its readers. 

i would like to thank all those who advertised in campus, 
all those who helped in reaching this figure. 

john rubeiz 
advertising manager 

campus '72 

munjid khouri 
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abahouny, marie 293 
aba-husayn, munirah 
abawi, ghulam farouq 
abbas, jabir 226 
abbas, khamis 69 
abbas, nasir 404 
abbas, nermin 
abbas, sad 
abbas, said 
abbasi, aziz-ul-rashid 
abbasi, mamun 394 
abbud, abbud 
abbud, amir abbud 
abbud, fayiz 
abbud, huda 
abbus, ilyas 
abbud, ilyas y. 
abbud, kamil 
abd, asad 74 
abdallah, abdul-fattah 161 
abdallah, awni 
abdallah azzam 
abdallah, eugine 
abdallah, fahim 
abdallah, hiyam 104 
abdallah, muhammad · 394 
abdallah, nazih 
abdini, roland 330 
abdu, ilyas 340 
abdud-dayim, ahmad arwad 355 
abduh, ibrahim 299 
abdul-al, hind 
abdul-al_ khalil 
abdul-al, salwa 
abdul-aziz abu-mahanna, 

yusuf 130 
abdul-aziz, ghulam muhammad 
abdul-baki, adib 398 
abdul-baki, nabih 365 
abdul-baki, tarik 
abdul-bari, shakib 344 
abdul fattah, a.b.m. 121 
abdul-ghani, abdul-hamid 
abdul-ghani, jasim 163 
abdul hadi, a. 121 
abdul-hamid, muhammad 224 
abdul-husayn, thurayya 
abdul jalil, anisa 168 

abdul-kadir, faruk 130 
abdul-kadir, jihan 227 
abdul-kadir, nazih 365 
abdul-kadir, uthman 
abdul-karim, ghassan 
abdul-karim, steve 
abdul-khalik, ali 230 
abdul-khalik, nabil 
abdul-khalik, wajdi 
abdullah, abu-mohammed 394 
abdul-masih, salwa 
abdul-munim, muhammad 
abdul-mu'ti, ahmad 295 
abdul-nour, jane cooper 
abdul-wahab, munis 61 
abdul-wahab, umar 156 
abdul-wahab-hindi, abdallah 
abdun-nur, ·christiane 299 
abdun-nur, george 
abdun-nur, ingrid 
abdun-nur, milhim 
abdun-nur, nabil 121 
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abdur-rahim, muhammad 
abdur-rahim, radman 
abdur-rahman, bahjat 
abdur-rahman, farihan 
abdur-rahman, layla 
abdul-rahman, rashida 
abdur-razik, muawiyah 
abdur-razik, nuhad 
abdur-razzak, yusuf 
abela, jacques 
abela, samih george 
abi-aad, sami 
abi-abdallah, sa'd 
abi-antun, yusuf 
abiasi, hanna 
abid, lutfi 
abidi, hasan 
abidin, attiyyah 
abidin, raif 
abi-farah, nuhad 
abi-habib, laila 
abi-hanna, laila 
abi-hashim, john 
abi-haydar, suhayl 
abi-muslih, johad 
abi-nader, elie 
abi-rafi', suhayl 
abi sa'b, isam 
abi-samra, salam 
abi-shahin, george 
abla, adnan 
abla, ainal 
abouhainad, gisela 
abouhanian, meline 
abrahamian, gamik 
abras, ilyas 
abras, joseph 
absi, Ina'mun 
abu-ajram, rarnzi 
abu-alul, fathi 
abu-aslah, muna 
abu-atinah, labib 
abu-bakr,fadumo 
abu-dahir, sami 
abu-diwan, robert 
abu-diwan, tawfik 

165 
161 

268 

230 
76 

165 
22.8 

98 
405 
141 

90 
232 

84 
63 

339 

402 
344 

63 

165 
228 

69 

294 

abu-ghaniina, nada · 394 
abu-ghazalah, salim 365 
abu-ghazalah, salma 164 
abu-ghazalah, yakub 165 
abu-hamra, salim 
abu-hamzah, adib 
abu-hanna, kamil 90 
abu-hasabu, isam-ud din 142 
abu-haydar, isa 78 
abu-haydar,rina 133 
abu-baydar,samir 407 
abu-husayn, abdur-rahim 
abu-isa, umar 165 
abu-isa kublawi, nazih 354 
abu-ismail, suhayl 363 
abu~isnaynah, rubhi 
abu-jamus, george 
abu-jamus, pierre 
abu-jawdah, alissar 135 
abu-jawdah, antoine 
abu-jawdah, tony 
abu-kbadra, nabil 165 
abu-khadra, najwa 146 
abu-khadra, nuha 156 
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Les enfants l'admirent,les grands l'apprecient 
Les produits sanitaires Lecico ont tous les suffrages. 

Salles de bains belles,fonctionnelles et aux coloris gais; 
avec 

leeieo 
C'est le confort a Ia portee de tous. 

abu-khalil, amal 
abu-khalil, basil 78 
abu-khalil, joseph 
abu-khayr, fuad 
abu-khuraybi, fatimah 
abu-khurma, khalil 164 
abu-kurah, muhammad 
abdul-ghanam, bani 
abul-hajj, sahir II5 
abul-hasn, kama! 78 
abul-hisn, isam 363 
abul-husn, rafi' 
abu-lisan, mustafa 74 
abu-lughd, samirah 165 
abu-middain, katherine 
abu-miri, ilham 
abu-murad, carlo 
abu-murad, naji 
abu-nassar, george 67 
abu-nassar, yusuf 
abu-nasr basatni, adib 
abun-nasr yafi, amr 127 
abu-rahmun, muhib 354 
abu-rashid, jihan 104 
abu-raslan, walid 
abu-rishah, rif 
abu-rizk, nikula 299 
abu-sa'd, walid 
abu-safiyyah,yusuf 74 
abu-said, wajdi 161 
abu-samra, nabil 361 
abu-samrah, magi 74 
abu-sawwan, nassar 295 
abu-sayf, fatbi kalim 101 
abu-shadid, charles 76 
abu-shakra, maha II3 
abu-shakra, sad 
abu-shakra, salim 106 
abu-shalasb, jacqueline 78 
abu-sha'r, gbassan 78 
abu-sbar, janine muna alex. 84 
abu-sha'r, mary 104 
abu-shushah, sami 
abu-sufah, waliJ 352 
abu-sulu, muhammad 339 
abu-taha, suhayl 163 
abu-takah, uthman 138 
abu-talib-sayrafi, sami 
abu-yarid, elie 78 
abu-zahr, huda 
abu-zahr, muhammad nabi1364 
abu-zahr, yusuf 78 
abu-zayd, isam 161 
abu-zayd, muhatr..mad mahir 74 
abu-zayd, nabihah 91 
abu-zayd, siham 130 
abu-zayn, fadi 
abyad, sami 
acet, ahmet 
ackley, ollie 
adamian, yeghia 74 
adham, faruk 
adham, mughith 
adhami, riad 
adjemian, alex 
adra, muhammad nabil 76 
afana, faraj 
affarah, hani 76 
affarab, nasri 
afif, emily 135 
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afif , mary catherine Io6 
afram, joseph 228 
afridi, rahim shah 398 
aftimus, salim 224 
afyuni, wahib 
agarwal, roshanak 
agba, ahmad 
agha, bassam I33 
agha,nahid I33 
aghazarian, albert I42 
aghazarian, sarkis 268 
aghjanian, adour 78 
agrotou, argyroulla 
agulian, samuel 
ahad, abdul qader 299 
ahady, anwarulhaq I46 
aharonian, sirvart terfanda I27 
aharonian, vicken john 228 
ahmad, abdul-azim 101 
ahmad, amir 168 
abmad, mian iftikhar 
ahmad, nabil 146 
ahmad, raana 
ahmad, riyad I6I 
ahmad, rubina 
abmadi, kbalid I65 
ahmad-musa, izzud-din 
ahmad-sadik, muhammad 
ahmar, bana 149 
ahmed, babaruddin 
ahmed, fazal 83 
ajabna, al-mubarak 
ajemian, hrair 363 
ajjawi, mahmud I I I 

akar, ibrahim 142 
akarjalian, vartkes I I9 
akashah, talal 69 
akhras, joseph 354 
akhras, muhammad ayman 72 
akbtar, bashirahmad I63 
akik, aida 
akil, huda 
akil, randa 
akil, sarnir 76 
akilian, apkar 
akkad,george 268 
akkad, muhammad nabil 104 
akl, karnal 226 
akl,nadya 164 
akl, samir-
akl, samya farid 63 
akmakji, welma 
akra, zahi 
akrabawi, muhamrnad 142 
akrabawi, salim 
aksoylar, ugur 339 
aktay, melunet 400 
alacam, tulin 146 
alabaydoyan, eugene-kevork 398 
ala-haydoyan, ida rose-marie 
alam, samir 224 
alarnah, jeancsette 
alamgir, anwar fazal md 121 
alarni, faysal 
alarni, nuha 
alarni, suhayr 
alami idrisi, abdul-ilah 354 
alamuddin, bushra 95 
alamuddin, bani 76 
alamuddin, hind 90 
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alamuddin, ida 115 
alam-ud-din, may 
alamuddin, muhammad 299 
alamuddin, nura I56 
alamuddin, walid 95 
al-assaad, maha 290 
alauddin, fathi 
alauddin, shadiya I64 
alawin, abdul-hadi I37 
aldemir, mehmet ceyhan I42 
alecozey, nasar ahmad 405 
ali, abdallah I6I 
ali, ahmad 295 
ali, badriyyah 29I 
ali, banan II I 

ali, muhammad 
ali, muhammad 
ali, syed sadiq I68 
ali-panahi, shahram 354 
allen, jacqueline erna 
allie, kazim 90 
allush, ahmad 113 
almassi, morteza 394 
almawi, maryam 268 
almaz, suhayl 78 
altebarmakian, varoujan 
altibarmakian, sossy 
aluf, yusuf 
alulu, mohammad 
alwani undernomall, indur 

kumar 90 
a'ma, antoine 69 
amassian, ashod I 58 
ambur, jack 230 
amin, salim ~30 
amir, suad 
amir, yusuf 
amirah, amin 279 
amiri, suad 332 
amizyan husani, muhammad 363 
ammar, aziz 40I 
ammar, elie 355 
ammar, husayn 365 
ammar, zalfa I63 
amyuni, tawfik 
anani, bassam 344 
anastasiou, stephen 228 
anastassiades, akis 84 
an bar, tamam 
andari, sad 9'5 
andonian, alice 
andonian, hroupsime 
andrawus, laurent 394 
andrawus, nada 
andrews, charles bryce 
anid, robert 
anis, riyad 90 
anjari, muna 
anjawi, ali 
ankari, jawhara 
annan, midhat 330 
annan, ra'fat 
annus, muhammad usamah 
ansari, abdul-majid 
ansari, arif 398 
ansari, hasan 340 
ansari, muhammad 
aritaki, farid I33 
antaki, najib 
antaki, salim 84 

antakli, tony 63 
antipas, aristo misel I65 
antipas, joseph I35 
antipas, yola artimis 70 
antounian, fran9ois 228 
antanikian, gharabed 78 
antunyus, najib 340 
apcar, carlos 
apelian, berj 
apelian, vahe 230 
apkarian, nubar I49 
aposhian, shogher 72 
arab, mustafa 
arab, nasri 84 
arabian, antranick 344 
arabian, raffy 
arafah, bahauddin 299 
arafat, nur-ud-din 
araj, george 
arakji, nada 230 
araman, samir 119 
arasughli, aida 
arasughli, isam 72 
ardati, kasim 227 
aref-adib, massoud 
arida, antonio jose domingo 98 
arida, carla maria 
aris, bulus 90 
aris, muhammad ali 
arki, ahmad I04 
armaleh, claudia 
armanazi, ayman 
armuti, mazin I42 
armuti, sultan 76 
arnau't , bana 78 
arnaut, muhammad amin 227 
arnaut, raja 
aroyan, kirkor 
arrabi, kasim 6o 
arsala, mangyalay 
arsenian, arda 
bisharah, hamati 
arslanian, hagop 352 
arslanian, silva 78 
artinian, ara 
artinian, garabed 74 
artinian, lucy 294 
asad, antunyus 95 
asad, bassam 
asad, ibrahim 
asad, maha 
asad, naim 299 
asad, walid 328 
asali, abdur-rahman 63 
asali, khalil 69 
asfar, nadim 
asfar, naji 
asfur, fatina 
asfur, lina 404 
asfur, victor 340 
asghar, mohammad nawaz 394 
asghar, muhammad rafiq 84 
ashdjian, takouhy 
ashkar,fahim I33 
ashkar, george 352 
ashkar, nabil joseph 
ashkar, nabla 295 
ashkar, rashid 365 
ashkar, riyad 
ashshi-abu-shushah, amal 
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ashshi abu-shushah, muhammad 
ashu, nadya I42 
ashuh, amador 
ashur, naim 78 
ashur, umar I39 
asi, farid IOI 
asi, jamal 
asim, mohammed hakim I30 
asir, muhammad rabi 
asir husayni, sami 365 
aslami, tahera I68 
asmar, basim 226 
asmar, musa 
asrawi, ghazi 
assaf, ali 90 
assaf, antoine 78 
assaf, husam-ud-din 340 
assaf, zaki 344 
assarian, osanna 
aswad, amal 295 
aswad, nawal II I 
ata, ibrahim I49 
atallah, antun III 
atallab., asad 
atallah, emily marlene 
atallah, ilyas 
atallah, marcelle 76 
atallah, mikhail 365 
atamian, krikor 365 
atasi, ahmad rahif 340 
ataya, adnan 
ataya, fadwa 78 
ataya, imad I65 
atfah, muhammad 69 
athaminah, mahmud I6I 
atik, samir 70 
atikian, anahid 
at iyyah, albert 9I 
at iyyah, aman 
at iyyah, bisharah 
atiyyah, edgar 
at iyyah, hamid 
atiyyah, ilyas 352 
atiyyah, michel I6I 
atiyyah, sabah 78 
atiyyah, salma 
atrash, bani 229 
attaie, rahmatullah I65 
attar, muhammad 226 
attar, rashid 78 
attiyah, rima 
atwah, george 78 
atwah, gbassan 67 
atwah, mikhail 34I 
atwah, nabil 76 
atwah, ramzi 344 
atwah, samir 227 
atwah, william 
audeh, mona I27 
avakdjian, krikor 294 
avakian, koharig 294 
avedian, diran 95 
awad, farid 34I 
awad, flavia salma 69 
awad , gabi 364 
awad, ismail 63 
awad, racliid 90 
awad, rita 6I 
awadallah, faysal 9I 
awadat, khalid 
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awad-harb, fadwa frida 
awad barb, semie 
awad harb, susen 
awadi, ahlam 
awadi, muhammad amin 
awadi, najat 
awadi, shatikah 
awad-karram, maha 
awan, muhammad fazil 
awan, muntaz ahmad 
awar, ghassan 
awar, munir 
awar, suhayl 
awar, ziyad 
awartani, nihayah 
awdah, adnan 
awdah, amal 

153 

166 
16~ 
166 

142 
104 
394 

78 

awdah, mahir 224 
awdah, majidah 294 
awdah, sami 165 
aw~i, andree 
awdi, claude 
awfi, sulayman 78 
awn, albert 84 
awn, faris 361 
awn, in;tad 
awn, nada 
awn, raji 
awn, samir 
awwad, akl 
awwad, bella 
awwad, michel 
awwad, sadik 
awwad, samir 
awwad, sharbil 
axtell, lucy deborah 
ayanian, hrach 
aydi, george 
ayid, nailah 
aylabuni, nabil 
ayobzai, torpekay 
aytimi, ahmad 
ayuel, abelaluong 
ayyad, mustafa 
ayyas, husni 
ayyash, raja 
ayyash, yusuf 
ayyub, inam 
ayyub, may 
ayyub, michel 
ayyubi, hala 
azad, farzin 
azadian, maida 
azar, basim 
azar, christiane 
azar,fatin 
azar, george 
azar, maliha 
azar, nailah 
azar, nizar 
azar, pierre 
azar, sami 
azhar, sayed jan 
azim, mohammad 
azizi, pir mohammad 
azkul, ghassan 
azm, farid 
azm, karlus-william 
azm, lamya 
aznavour, antranig 
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354 
341 
290 

74 

226 
163 
x6I 

166 
x66 
268 
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9I 

II3 
149 
402 
355 
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I4I 
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394 
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a:zZam, antoine 
azzam, azzam 141 
azzam, bassam 279 
azzam, henry 130 
azzam, ibrahim 118 
azzam, kabalan 
azzam, najib 
ba'aklini, fadi 365 
baaklini, george 
baaklini, nazir 
baaklini, jamil 91 
baalbaki, ramzi 
ba'amir, muhammad 121 
baarah, husayn 
baarmah, awatif 
baasiri, muin 404 
babai, parviz 354 
babikian, krikor 230 
babikian, vera 
badawi, ahmad 104 
badawi, faris 
badawi, husayn 
badawi, nabih 76 
badawi, dafallah, asma 
baddour zaghlul, david 227 
baddurah, rashid 
baddurah, walid 229 
badiozamani, bahram 
badr, ali 
badr, ghassan 364 
badr, habib 135 
badran, jamil 91 
badran, raja 
badran, zuhayr 
badre, leila 164 
baf, marwan 76 
bafakih, abbas 
qaghdadi, abdul-kadir 404 
baghdadi, ghada 
baghdadi, muhammad tarik 76 
baghdadi, warka' 146 
baghdassarian, zaven manoug 
bahadar zaman, safdar zaman 
bahar, abdallah 295 
bahar, walid 164 
bahbahani, fuad 
bahij, abdul-wahid 405 
bahlul, raja 
bahnam, bahnam 
bahnam, nasri 352 
bahr, faysal 
bahr, jurj'us 
bahram, ghulam mohammed 394 
bahu, ramzi 227 
bahuth, saba 365 
bahuth, suleiman 279 
baidya, bal gopal 168 
bajk, george 
bajunayd, abdallah 169 
bajwa, ghulam mustafa 104 
bakalian, anny 158 
bakdash, bassam 229 
bakdash, fuad 363 
bakdash, talal 365 
baker, doyle curtis 142 
bakewell, gvant mcneill jr. 
bakhsh, miran 
bakhus, antoine 
bakhus, michel 354 
baki, nihal 405 
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bakir, ghulum 
bakir, maha 
bakr, abroad 
bakri, hind 
baksami, adnan 
bakuni, george 
bala', bilal 
balaban, antoine 
baladi, myriam 
balian, hrairi 
balian, nazeli 
balian, obannes 
ballas, zuhayr 
baltaji, badi 
baltaji, fatin 
baluch, ghulam b. 
bamebriz, ilham 
bana, sana 
banat, wasfi 
banbuk, nazir 
banda, ramzi 
bani, imad 
hanna, abroad 
hanna, hamid 
baradii, samir 
barakat, amir 
barakat, elias 
barakat, bani 
barakat, jalilab 
barakat, nasir 

r66 

294 
155 
227 
133 

84 
104 

r68 
95 

166 

166 

121 
158 
98 

nicholas barakat, philip george 
baramakian, avedis 
baramki, alexander anwar 
baramki, wadad 

355 
III 
r66 
156 babir, esma nadine 

barbir, mahmud 
barbir, marwan 
barbir, sawsan 
barbur, elie 
bardawil, ilyas 
bardawil, labib 
bardizbanian, barkev 
barghut, bassam 
barghuti, ala'uddin 
barnett, andrea 
barnett, gordon 

76 
76 

90 
341 
227 
341 
r66 

baroody, jr., theodore alexander 
barraj, abdul-karim 78 
barraj, gbassan 354 
barraj, laila 
barraj, nada 
barratt, judith 
barratt, richard hughes 
barsoumian, krikor hratch 
bartamian, leon 
barron, karen lee 
barua, pramatha nath 
barud, sarnir 
barudi, bahij 
barudi, brigitze 
barudi, jurjus 
barudi, muhammad 
barudi, nabil 
barudi, salim 
barudi, samir 
baruni, jawad 
baruni, taha 

70 

279 
331 

72 

basamah, muhammad 90 
bashardost, mohammad zahir 
bashi, hisham 78 
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bashir, jurji 
bashir, rifat 227 
bashshur, is am 394 
basila, may 401 
basmadjian, madeleine 
basmadjian, nishan 98 
basna, diana 151 
bassam, abdul hamid 98 
bassam, f irdaws 
bass am, suad 
bastermadjian, antoine 268 
batal, abdul-hamid 365 
batarisah, layla 67 
bawji, alexandros 
baydas, husam 65 
baydun, bariah 146 
bayhum, amal 
bayhum yusr 
bayir, ayshegul 106 
bayir, hulya 
bayir, mehvesh 142 
baylouzian, sara 69 
bayrakdar, samir 365 
bayruti, michel 
bayughlu, muhammad 402 
bayyud, adib 341 
bayyuk, ghada 268 
bayyuk, nasri 76 
baz, na'amat 
bazalgette, frances evelyn 
bazirji, bani 139 
bazirji, majidah 149 
bazzan, ahmad 
bazzi, muna 
bazzi, tarif 
bazzy, alia 78 
bechakjian, salpi 
bedigian, sona 295 
bedoyan, h.ratch 141 
bedrossian, manuel 78 
begum, raoshian ara 101 
begum, towfeeqa 101 
behesnil 'an, dzovinar 295 
behnam, hassan 
bekele, tezerasb. 
berberian, patrick 
berberian, shake 
berejikian, mesrob 355 
beshlian, jean 76 
bessos, hagop 76 
betian, waha 
betros jr., norman george 106 
bezdjian, krikor 
bezdjian, zohrab 67 
bezirdjian, diran roger 228 
bezirdjian, . rodrigue 76 
bhatti, mohammad latif 395 
bhatti, muhammad aslam 104 
bibi amir 84 
bibi, michel ~65 
bibi, rabi' 90 
bibi, salah-ud-din 224 
bigdeli, mohammad ali 70 
bikai, george 341 
bikdash, nada 
bikbazi, adil 98 
bikbazi, ghassan 
bikhazi, nikula 
bikhazi, randa 
bikhazi, rula 
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bikhazi, siham 
bikhazi, tanya 
bikhazi, zenah 
bilabid, ibrahim 
billah, gracy 
bilmahdi, abdul-latif 
bin-salim, salim 
bin y36in, usamah 
bird, charle 
bisat, huda 
bisat, mustafa 
bisat, subbi 
bisharah, bulus 
bisharah, emile 
bisharah, mufid 
bisharah, nahla 
bisharah, nizar 
bishti, fuad 
hiss, fathi 
bistany, carl 
bitar, adib 
bitar, aida 
bitar, edward 
bitar, bayfa 
bitar, jihad 

405 

161 

268 

161 
268 
I 58 
279 
133 
226 
142 

bitar, muhammad n. 
bitar, samir 139 
bitar g., joseph 
bitar-ghanim, george 
bizri, bassam 
bizri, hana 

142 
72 

bizri, muhammad fayiz 
bizri, salma 

95 

blaibeil, n. 
blackburn, allan edward 
blackburn, deborah ann 
boanah n. 

294 
130 

161 
232 
228 
139 

bogharian, krikoris 
boghossian, elizabeth 
boghossian, shaghig 
boolghoorjian, aram 
bosnoian, kanarik 
bouldoukian, rita 
bowker, hilary jane 
bowman, sylvia 
boyadjian, angele 
boyadjian, setrak 
boyadjian, sylva 
boyadjian, sylvia 
boyajian, ara 
boyajian, jirayr 
branch, mark ray 
bridgwood, charles 
bridi, george 
bridi, habib 
bronozian, harout 
brown, cynthia 
brown, john f. 
bsisu, shadya 
bu-awjah, abdallah 
buayjan, manal 
bu-ayyash, ibrahim 
bu-azzah, muna 
bubis, hassan 
bubis, huzamah 
bubshayt, fuad 
buchanan-wollaston, 

mary 
buckle, jean craig 
budayr, fad yah 
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156 
156 

156 
401 
142 
III 

268 
78 

135 
67 

graham 
279 
279 
70 

123 

98 
279 
91 

christiane 
104 
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budayr, hanan 
budayr, mahdi 78 
budayri, said 
budih, muhammad 405 
bu-fayyad, joseph 78 
buffum, aima 
buhsaly, hasan 
bu-ismail, hasan 
bujayri, muhammad 
buland, abdul-jalil 
bulaybil, ali 
bulaybil, nabil 
bulbul, muhammad 78 
bulbulian, ardem 
bulus, marun 91 
bulus, naila 
bulus, sami 364 
bulus, suzanne 
bulus, ziyad alan 
bu-nasif, afif 
bu-rad, nuhad 290 
buraysh, abdul majid 
buri, ghassan 84 
buri, siham 
burji, rula 158 
burki, ali 
burnu, talal 365 
burton, james t . 
bu-said, naji 132 
bu-said, samir 
bu-samra, jibrayil 404 
bushnak, samia 164 
bushwar, abdul-ghani 105 
bushwaykir, faruk 
bustami, muna 105 
bustani, ilyas 365 
bustani, nabih 146 
bustani nadir marwan 
busuttil, mary carmen 169 
butaji, lina 
butaysh, therese 290 
butros, charles moaba 361 
butrus, bani 
butrus, samir 328 
buwari, khalil 352 
buwayri, elie 161 
buwayri, samir 
callahan, carol st. maron 
camcigil, muhammet kerem 98 
carim, ayse 156 
carpenter, john patrick 153 
casewa, pranav 
chadarevian, gabriel 76 
chahim, abdul-jalil 
chamut asserian, randa 
changizi, katayoon 143 
charalambides, georghios 164 
charalambous, andreas 365 
charilou, andreas 
chaudhri, mob.ammad 

basheer 163 
chaudhry, bashir ahmed 395 
chaudhry, jamil ahmed siddiq 
chaudhry, nazeer ahmad 101 
chelebian, annie 293 
chiati el, dina 156 
chimonides, ioannis 395 
chitrakar, prem lal 395 
chodhry, ghulam ahmad 
chohan, muhammad 
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siddique 398 
cboudhary, mobammad 

idrees 398 
cbouljian, tateos 401 
cbowdhary, zulfiqar ali khan 395 
cbristidis, theodore 
christodoulidou, maria 91 
christophides, marios 345 
christophides, promitbeas 365 
christou, john 
cbristou, paulina 
clark, john frank 
clymer, linda 163 
colley, rhona ann 
confer, barbara 
confer, barbara 
confer, w. andrew 
concklin, ernest emery 
Constantinides, adonis 104 
costantinos, n. 166 
contemeniotou, elenitsa 164 
cook, mark james II3 
colley, eugenies 
corsette, donald 
couja, sadek 
coussidis, nicholaos 124 
crawford, robert cordesc. 
crow, bruce frederick 
crow, douglas sloan 
crowell, phyllis lorraine 83 
dabagbe, emanuel felipe 

. dabbagh, ·aminah 166 
dabbagh, shermine 
dabbas, adnan 161 
dabbas, mazin 
dabbas, richard 95 
dabbus, ahmad 344 
dabbus,fadi 76 
dabbus, fadil 
dabbus, nawal 
dab bus, samir 229 
dabdub, abdallah 72 
dabiri, bomayoon 363 
dabut, bisharah 98 
dabit, nikula 
dada, fuad 
dada,randa 268 
dada, talat 395 
dadian, raffi 91 
dadourian, zepur 90 
dadush, nawar 
daftari, husayn 
daghash, ina'm 
daghir, aida 
dagbir, claude 
dagbir, ghassan 228 
daghir, helen 294 
daghir, buda 
daghir, jacqueline 
daghir, john 
dahbar, bassam 341 
dahdah, nabil 
dahdah, nazih 
dahir, gbassan 
dahir, khalil 365 
dahir, samya 
dajani, ahmad walid 
dajani, aida 166 
dajani , bassam 130 
dajani, muhammad nuhad 
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lajani, muhammad umar 344 
dajani, muhammad-w. 98 
dajani, nur 
dajani, suad 158 
dajani-dawudi, muhammad 127 

dakduk, ghazi 
dakkak, rafat 74 
dakkak, raghida 
dakkash, michel 76 
dakur, lubna a. II3 
dakwar, mahmud 295 
dalal, mahmud 344 
dalal, tawfik 76 
dalati, fahmiyyah 146 
dalati, mahmud jabir 405 
dale, gloria 
dallul, kamal 
dallul, marwan 166 
dalu, radwan 345 
dana, hani 
dandashi, daygham 155 
daniel, ilyas jurjus 344 
dannan, ghazi 76 
dantziguian, garbis 
dantziguian, b.rayr 
daqeeb, hakim khan 339 
dakarjian, armine 
dakarjian, hasmig 293 
darakjian, nazareth 139 
darghawtb., bisharah 118 
darwazah, salam 
darwazah, talib 158 
darwish, abdallah 365 
darwish, adnan 70 
darwish, mary 295 
darwish, najwa 84 
darwish, salih 84 
das, kalyan 85 
dastgir, ghulam 395 
daud, abdallah 
daud, antoine 
daud, ibrahim 74 
daud, jalal 
daud, john 
dauk, ahmad 85 
dauk, imad 98 
dauk, mahir 404 
dauk, nadim 352 
dauk, shirine 
dauk, usamah 
daw, nabil 
daw, raymond 78 
dawalibi, hisham 
dayian, joseph 
dean, lillian 
dediu, joshuad 
deffa, arthur edward 
de frayj, jean 
de grand pre, enrique guillermo 
dekmezian, armenag 
dekmezian, roupen 
demetriades, ioannis 
demirdjian, betty 
demirdjian, rita 
denman, christopher 
denq, yithaya 
de oliveira, nancy ferreira 149 
de panghe~ ann 156 
derakshani, shamira 
deraney, fred george 
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der karabetian, aghop I49 
der krikorian, hagop 228 
der ohanessian, alazan 
der-sahaguian, azadouhi 90 
der torossian, varoujan 
dervartanian, ovsanna 
der-yeghiaian, tavit 138 
devis, nora 
devletian, agnes 
dewan, gita 404 
dhahabi, muna I49 
dhawk, zuhayr 72 
dhib, anwar 344 
dhibah, ilyas 
dib, elie 
dib, gbassan 
dib, mary 158 
dib, matilda 
dib, nada 
dib, nabla IOI 
dib, nelly I46 
dib, roger 
dibannah, andre 9I 
dibs, fuad 
dibs, ghassan 
dibs, hanna 341 
dibs, nadya 
dibs, pierre 
dibs, raja 166 
dibs, robert 
dibs, salma 
dibs, shakir 
dibu, amal 146 
dibu, samia I63 
dibus, samirah I01 
dietz, louise-marie anne 
dikaios, tania 124 
dikidjian, khajag 95 
dilanian, armine 
dimashkiyyah, abdallab 268 
dimashkiyyah, abmed ramiz 143 
dimashkiyyah, ghassan 9I 
dimashkiyyah, muhammad s. 98 
dimasb.kiyyab, mutasim I38 
dimnati, naman 404 
dindu, rashad 229 
dirgham, roger 78 
dirgbam, sami 90 
diryan, denise 76 
diryan, muhammad amin 
diryan, samir 
diya, hayfa I64 
diyab, muhammad sarnir 
diyab, norma 149 
diyap, iskender I31 
djenderedjian, armen baroutioun 
djeredjian, diran 
djinbashian, drejouhi 132 
djoumbousbian, agop 40I 
dokouzlian, grace 294 
dold, adrienne elizabeth I I I 
dold, charles henri 
dostoumian, lena 290 
dostoumian, varsen 
doummar, blanche 
douzdjian, vergin 
douzdjian, shake 
dragatsi, george I68 
dubaybu, nuhad 365 
due, henri pierre 
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dughayli, yusuf 166 
dulaymi, talal 
dumit, emile 352 
dumit, george 
dumit, hada 395 
dumit, karam 
dumont, marianne 
dunsworth, marguerite joyce 
duranai totakhil, ahmad slia 332 
durham, joanne hoda 91 
durr, lewis bruce 
duwaydi, munir 98 
dyck, asil 
ebrahimzadeh, ziaoddin 98 
eftychiou, petrakis 
egan, donna elaine 
egret, ruth shippen 
eghia, verkin . 295 
eginli, hratch 
ehresmann, beverly ann 
ekchian, agop 363 
ekizian, rafi 
eleyjian, shake 
elias, hadieh 332 
ellezian, lena 
elliston, shelly florence 101 
elmajian, anahid 
elmajian, shake 265 
elmasian, sarkis 149 
ely, shraine cury 
emin, ahmet rashit 
emiyan, ardemis 101 
erdekian, bedros 76 
erenguc, sabin selcuk 
esphahani, hoda 164 
etarian, araxi 
eurdekian, seta 
evereklian, vicken 
evereklian, viviane 
ezakel, vazken 
fadavi ardekiani, jalil 85 
faddul, firyal 293 
fadel, saleem george 112 
fadil, antoine sami 365 
fadil, nuriyyah 161 
fadil, therese 295 
fadlallah, yusuf 63 
fahd, sharbil 76 
fahmi, amin 
fabm i-al-hajj, gabriel 224 
fahum, nuha 131 
fahum shaykh, sawsan 
fakhri, ahmad 
fakhri, tarik 76 
fakhru, adi1 78 
fakhru, dana 
fakhru, layla 
fakhru, samir 365 
fakhry, salma 
fakhuri, abdallah 91 
fakhuri, emmanuel 118 
fakhuri, hanan 
fakhuri, joseph 143 
fakhuri, kifah antun 
fakhuri , muhammad n. 78 
fakhuri, muhammad talal 404 
fakhuri, muhammed 
fakhuri, usamah 405 
fakih, shawkat 398 
falah, muhammad 295 
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falluh, hana 291 
famelis, andreas 164 
fannush, faruk 164 
faqheri, mohammed rassoul 
far, jamilah 
far, samir 
farah, dunya 133 
farah, jicky 
farah, joy ramzi 224 
farah, michel 
farah, nadim 78 
farah, philip 
farah, sami 90 
farah, usamah 
farah, wafa 291 
faraj, frank charles 
farajallah, alyan 61 
fares zavarei, mina 163 
farhad, asadullah 143 
farhah, abdul-masih 229 
farhah, aida 
farhah, majid 345 
farhah, said 72 
farhana, charles 
farhana, ronald 96 
farhat, fran9ois 
farhat, hafiz 
farhat, hala 
farhead, gl:>ulam ali 330 
farhud, antoine 76 
faris, habib 
faris, jihad 
faris, lina 
faris, usamah 
farisi, layla I 12 

farjadi, sima 
farooqi, mohammad ishaq 168 
farra, falak II3 
farra, marwan andrew 90 
farra, muna andree 132 
farra, nuha 156 
farraj, roger 
farris, noble 164 
farrukb, abdallah 229 
farrukh, imad 78 
farrukh, linah 132 
farrukh, marwan 339 
farsun, miChel 
farun, bassam 164 
far'un, nayla 
farun, sami 90 
fassoli, rozina-denise 
fatafitah, abdur-rahman 76 
fathallah, imad 
fathallah, xenia 
fathallah, ziyad 
fattah, a.b.m. abdul 
fattah, suhayla 
fattuh, george 
fattuh, nariman 91 
fattuh, walid 265 
faur, muhammad 78 
fauri, alya 90 
fawwaz, amin 
fawwaz, hasan 
fawwaz, jalaluddin 355 
fawwaz, ramzi 
faydi, yahya 233 
fayid, mahmud 268 
fayid, muhammad 405 
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WITH THE ·COMPLIMENTS 

of 

THE WORLD'S FIRST CHOICE 

ESSO Standard ( Near East) Inc. 

VISIT THE MOST UP-TO-DATE SPORTS SHOP 

IN LEBANON FOR ALL YOUR SPORTS ARTICLES 

• Ski Sale and Rental. 

• Beach ·and Underwater Articles. 

• Tennis Equipment. 

• Camping and Scouting Articles. 

• Full Ra nge of Sports Wear, 

( Wrangler, Levi 's, Lee, lril, 
Wilson, Fred Perry, etc ... ) 

JEANNE D'ARC st. - BEIRUT 

P. 0. Box 792 - Tel. 341940 

Charade 



KETTANEH FRERES GROUP 
CONSTRUCTION 

GENERAL VIEW 

AL-KHOBAR DES1\LTIN6 P:tANT ·- ·SAUDI ARABIA 

1·5 1\IGD CAPACITY PLANT AND A DISTRIBUTION 

PIPELINE IN ASBESTOS CEMENT PRESSURE PIPE 65 KMS LONG. 

PLANT 

CONSULTANTS FOR THE PROJECT ARE ITAL
CONSULT-ITAL AN D IT IS BE ING CARRIED OUT 
IN JOINT VENTURE WITH SIEMEN S-BAUU N ION 
OF MUNICH - WEST GERMANY. 

INTAKE BRIDGE 

fayiz, malak 164 
faynan, samir II9 
faysal, muhariunad husni 228 
fayyad, fayiz 
fayyad, fuad 
fayyad, huda 127 
fayyad, mahir 355 
fayyad, mary marlene 232 
fayyad, nada 
fayyad, salam- 166 
fazal ahmed, muhammad 
rafiq 395 
faze!, mohammed akram 63 
fermanian, ara 364 
ferro, mary josephine pievce 
fesdekjian, nerses 265 
fidawi, walid 
fighali, george 
fighali, joseph 
fighali, joseph j. 
finj,.muhammad amir 90 
firatli, ali cetin 
firnayni, michel 85 
firouzabadi, amir mansour 332 
fiuzat, abbas-ali 
fletcher, jean 76 
fletcher, madeleine 67 
fodoulian, aznif 279 
folias~ christos 166 
foujourian, vrej 295 
farhmand, mir abbas 398 
fram, edgard 
francis, ilyas 
franjiyyab, nabil 
franjiyyeh, robert 91 
frayba, mayya 169 

_ frayh~~ bu,~n 76 
froundjian, hagop 345 
fulayhan, nabil 76 
dustuk, naji 
gaffney, jane catherine 
gaiser jr., david wesly 
gallo, gail ruth 290 
gallo, jean 
garabedian, ara alexander 150 
garabedian, raffi 139 
garabedian, vanig 363 
gardezi, mohammad asef 404 
garmirian, assadour 
gash, david dak 164 
gaube-kicherer, gerhild 
gavriel, ourania 268 
gavrielidou, glafki 164 
gazarian, kaspar 
geaney, jacqueline 
gebenlian, setrak 83 
gebizli, ilham 91 
ged salem, yvonne 98 
gemeda, aster 290 
george, saadah 229 
gerousis, vassilios 355 
getzoyan, vartan 341 
geutcherian, rita 132 
gharbil, suhayl 
ghalayini, khalid 
ghalayini, sbukri 85 
ghalib, emile 228 
ghandour, ghassan 164 
ghandur, ghassan 
ghandur, hilmi 
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ghandur, inayat 
ghani ahmadzai, mobammad 

ashraf 
ghanim, dalal 
ghanim, joseph 
ghanma, majda 
ghanma, manbal 
gbannam, musa 
ghannum, mahmud 
ghantus, ayyub 
gharaballi, saud 
gharabli, mustafa 
gharazuddin, walid 
gharghur, gracia 
gharzuddin, mahmud 
gharzuzi, gabriel 
ghasibi, butrus 
ghasub, may 
gbattas, ilyas 
ghattas, kamilya 
ghattas, nazih 
ghavam, bahram 
ghavami, kbosrow 
ghawi, nabil 
gbazal, tumab 
ghazarian, anahid 
ghazzawi, rafik 
ghazzawi, sami 
gheshkelekian, sossy 
ghilzai, abdul lateef 
ghubril, samira 
ghul, hassan 
ghulam, michel 
ghulam mohammad, 

abroad 
gbunaym, abdallab 
ghunaym, said 
ghurayyib, andre 
ghurayyib, salim 
ghusayn, amal 
ghusayn, amal 
ghusayn, george 
ghusayn, mutazzbillab 
ghusayn, randa 
ghushab, dhul-kifl 
ghusn, hani 
ghusn, hanna 
ghusn, muna 
ghusn, najia 
ghustim, salim 
ghustin abi nasif, elie 
gbustine, tannus 
gill, naimat ali 

161 
78 

90 

141 
164 
344 

90 
61 

294 
398 

razaq 
395 
143 
295 

166 

Il9 

161 
143 
344 
163 
166 
78 

230 

gizabi, mohammad akram 405 
glubb, sharon margaret 
glymer, pearl 
goenjian, hasmig 
gokakis, panayiotis 
gokce, ata 
gokce, ata 
gokceyan, kirkor 
goksel, gungor 
goldman, fanny m. 
gostelow, martin frank 
al-gosaibi, fawzia 157 
gougassian, raymond georges 
gourjian, vabik 146 
gowing, marcia mason 
grant, david allen 
green, thomas irvine 
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More time on his hands ... but less vigor to put it to good use. Good reason for him to receive the benefits of GEVRINE. 
GEVRINE helps you steer a balanced treatment course in the nutritional and metabolic 

management of your older patients. It provides beneficial androgenjestrogen supplementation 
(without undue stimulation of the prostate). It supplies all of the known essential vitamins and 

minerals required for sound nutrition. GEVRINE can retard organic and functional 
decline, by -helping to prevent asthenia, atrophy, and osteoporosis. 

GEVRINE* Capsules 
Geriatric Vitamins-Mineral s- Hormones Lederle 

helps treat the manageable deficiencies of aging in men and women alike 

~LEDERLE LABORATORIES· CYANAMID INTERNATIONAL -=r:::;:•:;:::·~~-~-II .. ·~ 
• Tradema rk 



CAMEL-TOUEG 
Founded in 1890 

AUCTIONEER - VALUER 

FURNITURE - RUGS 

OBJECTS OF VERTU 

EXPERT 

PAINTINGS 

. 
The Oldest Firm of Auction Sales 

in the Middle East 

Phone 350945 

AMERICAN EXPORT 
ISBRANDTSEN LINES . -

Direct service from U.S.A. north- atlantic ports 
BEIRUT and vice- versa. 

FREIGHT OFFICE, 
Marseillaise Street, P.O.Box 2279, Beirut 

Tel. 221378, 250526 ( 4 Lines) 
Passenger office. A v. des Franc;ais Tel. : 249316- 249317- 294828 

General Agents: 
RODOLPHE SAADE & CO ~-~ .S.A.L. 

to 

gregg, barbara 
gregoriades, calliopie 67 
griswold, gillian 
cross, betsy louise 
cross, linda 
gudenus, gordean 
guerguerian, sarkis 
guetsoian, silva 
guevherian, hovhannes 
guiligian, annie 156 
gulbenkian, berj 85 
gulesserian, sarkis 
gulumian, krikor 

139 

gulumian, mairam 232 
gpta, narsingh prasad 398 
gursel, cengiz 83 
gursoy, erol 398 
gursoy , oktay 
habash,' .sana 268 
habayib, ilham 166 
habbal, fawwaz 137 
habbal, muhammad samir 
habbal, muhammad zuhayr 
habib,amal 158 
habib, andrawus 83 
habib, antoine ghali 
habi~, bani 405 
habib, jubran 
habib, nadim 
habib, nihad 161 
habibi, abdul zahir 398 
habibi, samuel 
ha.bis, moun a 
habit, alain 
habli, khalid 
habr, ricardos 
habr, robert 355 
habra, marie-lina 146 
habukh, amirah 161 
hadbayi, kusay 
haddad, aida 166 
haddad, aida 
haddad, antoine 365 
haddad, carlos 91 
haddad, fadi 
haddad, fadi n. 352 
haddad, fadya 
haddad, fuad 
haddad, gabriel 226 
haddad, george 85 
haddad, gisele 156 
haddad, hind 268 
haddad, isam II8 
haddad, ispiridun 
haddad, joseph 224 
haddad, kamal 395 
haddad, maggie 
haddad, tnarun 
haddad, muin 72 
haddad, muna 146 
haddad, nadim 365 
haddad, nuha 268 
haddad, raghidah 67 
haddad, ramiz 268 
haddad, robert 76 
haddad, sami 
haddad, sami 78 
haddad, sami 
haddad, shadyah 290 
haddad, shafik 364 
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haddad, Wlllid 
haddad, walid m. 
haddad, yusuf 
haddadin, hind 
haddad-zaruhi, sulayman 
haddi, muhammad 
hadid, zahar 
hadidian, eileen 
hadidian, vazken 
hadjian, garabed 

355 
127 
115 

IOi hadjihambis, panos 
hadjioannou, styliani 
hadjistylianos. polychronis 166 
hadji-thomas, jamil 
haeri, inge 
haffar habbal, amir 
hafiz, aminah layla 
hafiz, bashir 
hafiz, khalid 
hafiz, nazir 
hafiz, walid nadim 
hagopian, edward 
haile mariam, mamitu 
hajj,ahmad 
hajj, antoine 
hajj, bassam 
hajj, bassam 
hajj, hiyam 
hajj, imad 
hajj, labib 
hajj, lawrence 
hajj, layla 
hajj, sana' 
hajj, yusuf 
hajj ali, isam 
hajjar, hanna 
hajjar, ramiz 
hajjar, samya 
hajj-asad, lutfi 
hajj}, najat 
hajj-ismail, haydar 
hajj-ubayd, diya' 
haju, shadya 
hakim, antoine 
hakim, john robert 

91 

355 

76 
78 

115 
124 
228 
341 
365 

132 

354 

hakim, muhammad marwan 
hakim, ramzi 354 
hakim, said 
hakim, salah 
hakkak, salih 
hakuz, rima 
halabi, hatim 
halabi, munir 
haldjian, mary 
halahil, tarik 
halawani, nuha 
halawani, umar 
halawi, ghadah 
halawi, muhammad 
halawi, munir 
halawi, said 
halazun, shadin 
halimah, tawfik 
hallah, huda 
hallah, muhammad 
hallak, elie 

nabil 

hallak, layla 
hallak, samir 
hallit, zakhariyya 
halverson, kathleen lin 
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395 
143 
98 

133 
156 
161 
265 
268 

kuWait 3Jnsurance C!o. ~.~.k. 
P. 0. BOX 769- KUWAIT 

.v.(.J e;dL;...U ....::-::-.41 ~ 

A Leader In The Arab World . 
First In The Field Of Insurance In Kuwait 

Life, Marine, Motor & General Accident 

Capital 
Technical Reserves 

KD 525,000. 
KD 743,000. 

Head Office: Abdulla Salem Street - P. 0. Box: 769 KtJ.wait. 
Cable: Taminco, Kuwait - Telex: Kwt/2104. 

Branches: Beirut, Abu Dhabi, Dubai, 
Hodaydah (V.A.R.), Dammam, 
Riyad & Jeddah. 
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SIEMENS 

Siemens et les projets de grands 
immeubles 
Siemens est une des plus grandes entreprises electriques du 
monde et des plus diversiliees. Le nombre de ses employes 
depasse 240 000 repartis dans tous les principaux domaines 
du genie electrique. Les activites de Ia societe couvrent le 
developement et Ia recherche, ia production de haute 
qualite, !'etude, Ia planification et !'execution de projets 
compl6ts. 
Les produits standard de Ia Siemens, par exemple, sont un 
atout important pour les techniques de Ia construction . 
moderne. Tout I' equipement electrique et Ia cablerie 
necessaire aux projets de grands immeubles tels que blocks 
commerciaux, h6pitaux, h6tels et banques, etc . . sont 
produits en masse dans nos fabriques. 
Des groupes electrogtmes complets, des transformateurs, 
des tableaux de distribution et appareils d' eclair age sont 
des produits standa rd de Ia Siemens qui s'adaptent impecca· 
blement entre eux. 
Si des questions ou des prob/emes se dressenf devanf vous 
dans fouf domiJ ine e/ecfrique, confacfez · nous ef nous 
serons heureux de vous aider. 

SIEMENS • AG . BERLIN • ERLANGEN 
Bureaux , . lmmeubleFATTAL Tel , 221 180 B.P. 242 

Magasins de vente : • RUE GOURAUD Tel : 258675 • 226951 
( Face Ollice Electricite de Beyrouttl ) 

hamadah, faysal 
hamadah, muhammad 
hamadah, muhammad rashid 
hamadah, nabil 90 
hamadah, najah 
hamadah, nuha 
hamadah, raja 
hamadah, rima 
hamadah, umar 
hamadah, wafa 
hamadah, zuhayr 
hamadani, hayfa 
hamalian, anke 
hamalian, artoun 
hamalian, sossy 
hamarnah, basimah 
hamati, sharbil 
hamayan, else victoria 
hamdallah, ghassan 
'hamdan, said 
hamdan, samir 
hamdaQ, usamah 
hamdy, gary jameel 
hameed, mohamed 
hamid, mohammad 
hamid, rashid 
hamid, usamah 

127 
341 
166 

150 

hamidi-sakr, abdul-karim 365 
hamidzada, wali ahmad 105 
hammad, ali 
hammad, nizar 
hammad, wail 
hammoudien, berjouhi 
hammud, usamah 
hammudah, muhammad 

wahabah 
hampartzoumian, silva 
hamra, badri 
hamud, hamid 
hamud, kamal alexandre 
hamzah, husayn 
hamzah, maha 
hanizah, wahib 
hanash, samir 
hanbali, najwa 
hani, ilyas 
hani, sarar 
hankash, bulus 
hanna, chrustina adele 
hanna, faris 
hanna, ge.orge 
hanna, jack 
hanna, samir 
hannun, ,ayman 
hannush, samir 
haque, mohammad 

muzammel 
haque, s.m. enamul 
harakah, fuad 
harawi, naji 
harawi, rina 
harawi, sami 
harazallah, muhammad i. 
barb, omar 
barb, suhayl 
harik, may 
hariri, mustafa 
hariri, sayyid ahmad 
harp, albert 
harran, george 
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354 
227 
294 
405 

166 

345 
150 
143 
279 

78 
355 
401 
405 

91 
330 

102 
83 

290 
133 
70 

151 



harun, naji 
harun, salumun 
hasan, amal 
hasan, bilal 
hasan, ha'tJib 
hasan, hasan 
hasan, hatim 
hasan, muhammad amin 
hasan, muhammad majdi 
hasan, nada 
hasan, naman 
hasan, said 
hasanayn, ghanim 
hasan hatk, riham 
hasani, abdul-jalil 
hasan lutfi, muhjab 
hasban, ahmad 
hashem, may 
hashim, nihad 
hashishu, riyad 
hashitani, carol linda 
hashmi, abdul moeed 
hashwah, mahir 
hashwah, nahlah 
hassan, ghulam 
hasselbring, paula lee 
hassunah, usamah 
hatim, maya 
hatlani, ahmad 
hattar, butrus 
hatum, ghassan 
hatum, rima 
havandjian, viken 
havoundjian, suzan 
hawi, hamid 
hawi, may 
hawi, suhayl 
hawilah , munah 
hawit, suhayl 
hawrani, hisham 
hawrani, mukbil 
hawrani, ramzi 
hawrani, samia 
hawrani, walid 
ha~ abdu 
h~~a elvira 
ha'YWa, michel 
hay!:ili, adil 
hayari, rima 
hayat, lamya 
hayat, nahidah 
haydar, ali y. 
haydar, husayn 
hayek, frederick charbel 
hayes, sandra 
hayik, antoine 
hayik, david 
hayik, fadi 
hayik, hans 
hayik, ilyas 
hayik, marwan 
haykal, adil 
haykal, adil 
haykal, george albert 

226 
341 
85 

163 
331 
166 
295 

354 

161 

18 

124 
143 
395 
76 

150 
293 
354 

227 
18 

227 
344 
91 

121 

166 

79 
139 
67 

135 

haykal, bani 79 
haykal, muhammad radwan 228 
haykal, pierre 64 
hayward, judith a. 
hazarabedian, jack 
hazim, diana 
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••• LEATHERGOODS BOUTIQUE 

readywear, handbags 
belts and other 
hand made leathergoods 

Hamra, Abdul Aziz St., facing Fontana 

P. 0 . Box 6271 - Tel. : 3 4 1 7 5 6 
Cable : C I T I C - Beirut, Lebanon 

OMEGA TISSOT 

JOith the Comp~iments 

OHAN 
Watches & .Jewelry 

Abdul Aziz st. 
Daouk bldg . - Beirut, Lebanon Phone 345449 

I 
0 



THE ARAB BANK LTD. 
ESTABLISHED 1930. 

Increased Backing of Arab Economy. Continuous 
Assets 

Growth 
Total 

and 
about t,500 Million lebanese Pounds. 

ARAB BANK LIMITED 
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31st. DECEMBEil_, 1971 

1971 1970 197 1 
ASSETS )D )D LIABILITIES )D 

Cslt in H~nd .and at B~nlu . 79,748,15:J. 78,018,664 Dq>asits & OtLtr Acrounts . 125,501,119 

Bonds (Govomm<nt & OiL<r) 9,894,414 5,884,924 C.p;bl Autboriz.d & Fully p,;d ' 

Investments 550,000 Sb..ucs ( JD tO P"' .bare) 5,500,000 

( lnclud;ng Subs;d;•ri<>) . 2,049,218 1,830,937 
Sbtutory Q.eKrVc • 2,770,000 

Bills Discount«< 5,150,271 5,885,554 

lc»ns to Customcn 88,352,883 
Volunury R.cserve 

37,504,882 
1,004,887 

Ban" Premises (Ins J,fw«Udio.) 1,228,886 1,184,269 Sp<ci•l ~""" & Jl."""' . 
for f'ossiblc Loan Loss« . 

Fumiture & F.quipm~t (lm k~Nti.tiM) 469,880 459,346 
6,000,000 

Otbcr Assets 4,778,812 
Ntt Profit (j.Ji~tri'"'*) 

5,219,744 
886,500 

Customers' Liability oh Gwr.1ntecs, Gu.u.antecs, Credits 

Credits & Acc;tptanc« ( ~, ,..,,.; • 29,159,696 20,318,001 & Acceptaaces (fw"tMtr"). 29,159,696 

TOT At ASSETS 170,821,712 ~ 
TOTAL UABILIT~ 170,821,712 

JD IILLIOI CASH AND BONDS DEPOSITS & OTHER ACCOUNTS 

·197.0 
JD 

114,879,911 

5,500,000 

2,610,000 

741,205 

5,850,000 

886,886 

20,818,001 

AJV.B BANK (O .. .,us) Lro. 

BALANCa 8HIEKT, S1.t. O&CaMa&R 1871 

ASSETS 

CASH IN HAND lr AT BANKS 

LOANS . 

WORTGAGf!5 

SE~ -: 

OlliER ASS~ · 

TOTAL ASSI:I'S . 

CUSTOMERS' WBlUllES 
. ON GUAJ\ANT[ES 
& CREDITS (per co.tn) 

UABIUTIES 

Dfl'OSITS .' ; 

1971 .... 
4.73,583,931 

-~·648,768 
39,724,172 

16,742,362 

1,002,328 

IV/0 
S.h. 

441,24fi,St3 

4,9 tO.o74 

32,4.91,242 

900,000 

5,902,762 

1,269,567 

495,354,107 447,380,678 

2,717,215 2,316,160 011lER UAIIIUI1!S 

CAPn'AL (fully p.idl 

LEGAL R!SERVE . 

SPECLU. 1\ESER.VB . 

. . . ~.400,000 26,400,000 

BAlANCE CARIUID FORWARD : 

TOTAL llAIIIUI1ES . 

GUARANTEES a, CRIDnS 
(perCNtn) , . 

ASSETS 

3,500,(XX) 3,250,000 

9,000,(0) 7,000,000 

730)39 375,620 

~~ 

~~ 

JD IILLIOI 

150------------ -----------------=---+150 

100-----------------t-lt-t--- --------t--t--tr-t-+100 

ASSETS AND DEPOSITS 
Total Assets increase4 by 13 % over the previous 

year, from L. L. 1;320 mi11ion to L. L. 1,600 million. 
Deposits reached a new record figure of L. L. 1,098 
million which represints an increase of 9 % over last 
year's figure of L. L. 1,005 million. 

LIQUIDITY 
The maintaining of a high liquidity ratio (Cash I 

Deposits ) is an established · policy of the Bank. This 
ratio was 63 % at the end Of 1971. If the · balaaces of 
Government bonds and shares which are considered 
liquid assets are added to cash, the liquidity ratio would 
increase to about 70 %. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

CHAIII,JJAN 

ABD\JL HAMEI!rT~ROMAN 

DEPUTY CHAIII,MAN 

ABDUL .MAJEED SHOMAN 

MENBEII,S 

SULEIMAN TANNOUS 

KAMAL RASHEED JABRE 

MUHAMMAD YASSIN TALHUNI 

KHALID SHOMAN 

AMIN SHAHIN 

ABDUL WAHAB SHEIKH 

MAHMOUD M. BEYOOUN 

BADR KHALIO ALMBADR 

SECII,ETAJtY 

RATIO DARW AZEH 

EARNINGS AND PROFITS 
Earnings totalled the equivalent of L. L. 80 million 

in J971. Net Profit amounted to about L. L. 13.6 million 
of which an amount of L. L. 6 million was allocated....to 
the various reserves and L. L. 7.5 million was distribu
ted as dividends to the shareholders ( at the rute of 
16 ~; of the share nominal value). 

NEW RECORD FIGURES IN LEBANON 

The Bank continued its progress keeping 

its position as the leading bank in lebo non . 

In spite of sharp competition, its deposits 

reached l . l. 500 million. 

AR.AB BANK LTD. BR.ANCHES 
AR~IAN GULf· 

AtU ' 'D'HA..-1 : ' Jt~; All! DHABi: 

IA.HRA.IN : MANAMA. 

OUIAI : DEII,A, DUIAI. 

QATAR: OOHA. 

lAS AlltHAIMAH : J;AS ALKKAIMAH. 

SHARJA.H : SHAJ;JAH. 

JORDAN : AMMAN, NAHATTA STJ;EET 
( A .. _ ), LUWEIIDEH ( "- ), 
AQAJA , II.IID, ZEJ;, KA , 
HUltON ,• JENIN,• JEilUSAUW,* 
NAIL US, • ltAMALLAH , • 
TULKAlM.• 

LEBANON : IEIIUJT, ll.U...I!IJ;UT, Tl.IPOU, 
IA.I TAIIANEH (Tri,..;), 
IHAMDOUN. 

MOROCCO : CASABLANCA, IAIAT. 

PALESTINE : GAL\.• 

SAUDI ARAliA : jlDDAH, ALKHOIAJ;, DAWWA.hC, 
WICCA, QATIP, IIYAD. 

TUNISIA : T\JNIS. 
Y!M(N ARA.I RIPUIUC : HOD£1DA, SAN' A. 
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NEW BRANCHES 
Early in 1972 two new branches were opened for 

business in San'a and Hodei<l.a (The Yeinen Arab Repu· 
blic). Two other brancbes will be opened in April, one 
at Ajman and the other at Ras AI Khaima (Besides the 
one already operating there) 

BRANCHES TO BE OPENED SHORTLY 
OMAN : Muscat 

UNITED KINGDOM : London 

ARAB lANK (Overseas) Limited, Swille~ond 
Total Assets of our S~iss sister institution at lhEl 

end of 1971 were. over SFr. 500 million, an increase of 

10.4 96 over,. the. pre.viou's y,ar. The balance of NJt 
Profit reach~ af>eut -~ti- '.a ·q.fll,i~~ . o·f which SFr. 2.26 
million · was·' allocated to reserves and the remain~r 
balance was carried forwp.rd to 1972. 

ARAB BANK (N•••.,•) Lro. 
NIGEIIA , LAGOS, KANO, AI'APA 

A~AB BANK A G. 
WEST GEJ;MANY : FJ;ANKfUIT ( WAIN) 

A~AB BANK (O""n.u) Lro. 
SWITZEJ;UND , ZUJ;.lCH, GENEVA 

PHONES • BEIRUT : 

I 
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hazu, tuma 
heghinian, sylva 
henderson, randy danner 
henderson, sandra june 
henkle, craig douglas 
hertz, martin 
heshmati, behnam 
hessami, mir suleiman 
hibri, basim 
hibri,nadi 
hijab, juman 
hijab, nadya 
hijab, omar 
hijazi, hutuf 
hijazi, nariman 
hila!, nabil a 
hila!, na bil s 
hilbawi, abdul-ghani 
hilu, hayfa 
hilu, kaysar 
hilu, khalil 
hilu, marun 
himadah, najla 
himmu, sakina 
hinai, khattab 
hinai, muhammad 
hinai, waddah 
hinai, yakzan 
hindi, hani 
hindi, suhayl antoine 
hirmiz, dalal 
hirmiz, samir 
hishmah, john 
hissu, zakariyya 

II8 

166 
.164 

166 
365 
344 
91 

226 
166 

166 
II5 

137 
70 

342 
163 
76 

226 

166 

hitchon, patrick william 227 
holines, j.a. 169 
holtian, hagop 365 
homidi, mohammad mukhtar 
hooshmond, dariush 102 

hopkins, kathleen 
hopper, adriana 
horo, taye 
hossain, iq bal 
hotaki, yasin 91 
houghton, lois 
houghton, worthffigton chapman 
hovaguimian, vahe kevork 364 
hovhannessian, ara giragos 65 
hovsepian, movses 
howard, ian keith 
howley, dennis cadwallader 169 
hubaykah, hubaykah 
hubayshi, hasan 
hubeny, laura theresia 
hubayli, michel 
hultmann, ronaldo 
humaydan, majid 
humaydi, lulwa 
humsi,amal 
humud, khitam 
hunaydi, farizah 
hunaydi, hani 
hunaykati, may 
hunaykati, samya 
hunaynah, fuad 
hunaynah, tarik 
hunayni, muna 
hunt, karla 
hunt, mathew george 

355 
II2 

72 
405 

79 

huq, mohammad ammeerul 142 



huq, mohammad mazharal 395 
huraysh, jack 398 
huri, bassam 342 
huri, sa'd 
hurst, mark william 
husami, mahmud 79 
husami, nabil 224 
husami, nada 
busami, tarik 79 
husan, salab 
busayn, gbaniyyab 143 
busayn, husayn 
husayn, sbihadab 
busayni, hanan 113 
busayni, hanan 
busayni, bazim 
busayni, husamuddin 67 
husayni, rafik 
husayni, rasba 
busayni, sami 227 
bush, georgette 164 
hush, jubran 
hushar, marion 
hushaymi, nabib 
busny, george 
husri, eugenie 
husri, umar 
buss, husam 158 
bussain, daud 395 
hussain, faqir 395 
hussain, mallick mofakber 168 
bussain, sabir 398 
bussain bakhsb, gbulam 

hyder 395 
but, badil 79 
but, hala 268 
hut, muhammad a. 79 
huti, suad 
ibrabim, abmad 294 
ibrabim, majid 
ibrabim, nimr 
ibrahim, nuhad 
ibrabim, samir 
ibrabim, samira 69 
ibrabim, shafik 
ibrabim, sayf, isa 166 
id, ilham 155 
id, nabib 79 
id, yusuf 130 
ida, nazib 344 
idab, nizar 90 
idarous, mobammad 
iddi, emile 
idris, adla 
idris, imad 
idris, muhammad walid 224 
idris, najwa 
idriss, s. 63 
idriss, nura 
idsinga, karim anne 
iknadiossian, satenig 293 
iliyya, afif 79 
iliyya, butrus 123 
iliyya, ilyas 
ilnisky, william 
ilyas, basim 
l lyas, farid 224 
ilyas, ghaya 
imad, nabil 
imam, haytbam 365 
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IN CANADA IT'S TII:DEN 
Rent·• ·c•r 

HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE -

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL 

WITH THE RIGHT CARS FOR YOU. 

OPEL BY GENERAL MOTORS 

Ride with us and be number 1 .r't.O ~ ~ ~' 

SAVIN PHOTO COPIER 

AGE~~T. MALl FER CORPORATION S.A.L. 
(MALIK IAN FRERES) 

Khan Antoun Bey - Tel. 251740 

inati, adlet 
ingo, koll 
inja, nariman 
intabi, muwaffak 
ioannou, michael 
iq bal, javed 
irani, anne-mary 
irani, claude 
irshad, shaheen 
is, adil 
isa, faruk 
isa, nabil 
isa, nada 
isa, radi 
isbir, maha 
ishak, rene 
ishak, yusuf 
ishkanian, allen 
ishtaklif, nabil 
isi, ismail 
isi, maurice 

85 

345 
74 

121 
76 

295 
123 

isid, salim 338 
iskandar, mikhail 86 
iskandar, monette 
iskandarani, marwan 76 
iskandarani, ramadan 
iskandarani, sa'd 230 
iskandarani, ziyad 79 
iskenderian, nora 124 
ismail, nuhad 79 
ismail, sabih 366 
ismail, zahir 
ismail khan, mohammad 396 
ispiridun, ghassan 
ispiridun, nabil 76 
istanbuli, banah 143 
istfan, dad 132 
istafan, hanna 132 
istfan, joseph 363 
istfan , michel 228 
istfan, nawfal 76 
isu, jumanah 72 
itani, abdur-rahman 132 
itani, abus-salam 
itani, ahmad 
itani, amal aminah 
itani, amal m. 
itani, bassam 
itani, ibrahim 404 
itani, khalil 
itani, muhammad 229 
itani, muhammad rashed 
itani, salih 76 
itani, sarnir 366 
itani, sana 
itani, uthman 
itani, ziyad 90 
izz-ud-din, raghib 155 
izz-ud-din, zakiyyah 265 
jabaghtchourian, sarkis 96 
jabaji, jumanah 
jabarah, ilyas 354 
jabasini, muhammad tahsin 232 
jabban, human 345 
jabi, ayman 
jabir, awni 268 
jabir, julia 146 
jabir, suriya 268 
jabir, yasin 90 
jabir, ziyad 
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jabr, salim 
jabr, sana 
jabri, sadallah 
ja'far, muhammad 
jafari, mehdi 
jaghoory, shahzaman 
jahilian, ani 
jahshan, adil 
ja'ja', joseph 
ja'ja', maryam 
ja'ja', samir 
jakaman, henry 
jakman, lina 
jalabi, ali 
jalabi, rad 
jalaluddin, muhammad s. 
jalbut, nadim 
jalghum, khalil 
jalil, yusuf 
jallad, nasir 
jallul, ismail 
jamal, ahmad 
jamal, fatimah 
jamal, sani 
jamaloddin, sayed 
jamaluddine ahmed, 

anis-ul-haq 
jambazian, shoghig 
jambi, philip 
james, charly 
jamhour, joseph 
jami', muhammad 
jami', najib 
jamil, abdul 
jamil, adil 
jammal, hind 
jammal, norma 
jammal, yusuf 
jamus, ghalib 
jan, nasrullah 
janbak, hana 
janbak, shirin 
jandu, udishu 
janin, yves 

moh. 

139 
158 
342 
79 

354 
338 

133 
265 
161 
166 

72 

91 
279 
143 
230 
331 
405 

396 
294 
III 

229 
332 
366 
338 

168 

156 
123 

janjigian, houry 279 
karikji, umar 
jarjur, abdul-fadi 
jarrah, tahsin 131 
jarrah, tawfik 6r 
jarrah, taysir 226 
jarrar, basim 90 
jarrar, samir 
jarudi, randah 404 
jarufe, maria-luz 
jasir, muharnmad 
jasir, nabil 226 
jassar, aisha 166 
jatul, samirah nadya 76 
javed, hasan 396 
jawad, inam 
jawad, suad 
jawdar, mul1ammad 
jawdat, rakan II5 
jayyusi, muhammad bilal 
jaziri, walid 79 
jerahian, ashod 352 
jewett, magde mcgrew 
jibrayil, ghassan faris 
jibrayil, juliette 
jidawn, george 366 
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Ll-·~ Iegrand The leading international 
manufacturer in the field of 
electrical fittings 

. 

[j 
• • • ll • ;o .. ~ 

~ \...:..,_ ~ ·- j • ·-

. . , • • 
.....::.- \...:::... 

COMPLETE ELECTRICAL FITTING FOR YOUR HOME 
Electrical fittings, a necessity in your home, may also be decorative. 

Legrand, the .leading international manufacturer in the field, have solved your problem . We are 

quite ready to discuss your requirement with your architect and electrician. 

You may now choose from this modern and elegant range of fittings and accessories to suit your 

own taste and surrounding. 

Ll- Iegrand Postal address- P. D. Box 50314. Furn El Chubbak- Lebanon 

Address of offices : Hazmieh, Damascus Road, Abdel Fattah Bldg. - Tel. : 28 88 48 



ALL YOUR WATER PROBLEMS 
RESOLVED BY 

NIJABRE 
e SOFTENERS e FILTERS e CHLORINATORS 

Equipments for 
hospitals, hotels, 

- Household installations 

Filtering and 
heating of 
private and 
public swimming 

pools 

schools, restaurants, etc ... 

FREE STUDY AND OFFERS 

NIJABRE S. A. L. Water Conditioning Dept. 

Tel: 221700 

jidawn, paulette zubaydah 
jidawn, raymond abduh 
jidejian, ·denise 169 
jiha, aida 
jiha, george 
jiha, katherine 268 
jiha, munah 102 
jiha, said 76 
jiha, salah 
jijawi, muhammad nabil 
jindan, khalid 142 
jiryis, amal 166 
jishji, adel 230 
jishshi, basim 224 
jiz, ilyas 90 
jobe, holly melana 
johnson, dianne 
johnson, mark charles 
jonaid, lutfurahman 
joukowsky, martha content 
jubayli, mahir "402 
jubayli, muhammad 366 
jubayli, muhammad majid 
jubayli, muhammad muin 
jubayli, munah 366 
jubayli,zahra 104 
jubran, sylvia 151 
judum, jannette 164 
jumayri, salman 161 
jumayyil, munir 363 
jumayyil, nabil 
junblat, bassam 366 
junblat, ghazi 
junblat, majid 146 
junblat, walid 143 
juraydini, georte 86 
juraydini, hanna 230 
juraydini, rabab 290 
juraydini, raid 67 
juraydini, wadi' 132 
jurayj, nuha 6o 
jurayj, wasim 366 
jurbaji, riyad 115 
jurdak, nadi 
jurdi, dalal 74 
jurdi, hatim 
jurdi, ismat 366 
jurdi, juhaynah 268 
jurdi, raja 166 
jurdi, walid 77 
juri, nadim 
jurji, hanna 8(i 
jurjus, abduh 65 
jurjus, hanna 79 
jurjus, kama! 84 
juwaynat, ibtihaj 
kaba, nawwaf 366 
kabalan, abdul-jalil 
kabalan, nabil 
kabalan, nafez II3 
ka'bar, taha 
kabbani, marwan 342 
kabbani, munir 72 
kabbani, raifah 72 
kabbani, raja 265 
kabbarah, asma 158 
kaddumi, ghada 61 
kaddurah, · ibtihaj 268 
kaddurah, imad 
kaddurah, muhtaram 90 
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kadduran, wafik 
kadi, adnan 
kadi, amal 
kadi, nazih 
kadi, said 342 
kadi, samir 345 
kadi, wadad 
kadiri, issam 
kadri, nazih 161 
kafina, samir 
kahil, marwan carlos 
kahvedjian, nazenig 
kaidbey, muna 
kaidbey, ramzi 
kairuz, morris 98 
ka'ki, abdul-aziz 
ka'ki, hisham 
ka'ki, muhammad 
kakvi, syed haider imam 168 
kalamuni, faikah :ltl2 
kalantari, jashim 164 
kalash, suhayl 
kalfayan, sona 
kaliff, rosinne 
kalinjian, valche 
kalis, emile 119 
kalisi, ali 161 
kallas, riyad 165 
kalloghlian, avedis 2 32 
kaloustian, setta 266 
kamal, abdus-salam 118 
kamal, kamal 
kamal, yasin 401 
kamaruddin, ahmad 345 
kamaruddin, muhammad 

ghassan 72 
kamaruddin, muhammad walid 
kamaui, bismellah 404 
kamil, andree 
kamiltuways, khalil charles 166 
kaminker, bernard 157 
kaminker, roger m. 166 
kammuriyyah, muhammad 331 
kammuriyyah, nafisah 86 
kana'an, salim 366 
kanai, badr 
kanan, adil 
kanan, amal 
kanan, kamil 79 
kanan, pierre 342 
kanawati, isa 166 
kanawati, nabih 146 
kanazi', shawki 
kandah, olivia 106 
kandalaft, joseph 
kandalaft, nikula 
kandalaft, rima 
kandil, samir 
kandur, nancy 
kansao, kaled 
kaprielian, arakel 
kaptan, faysal 
kaptan, munir 
kaptan, sa'd 
kapterian, hagop 96 
karadjian, krikor 266 
karagueuziim, knar 104 
karaguezian, vartkes 90 
karakashian, missak 90 
karakashian, ohannes 
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7Uilh the @a-~t.t 

a-t 
BACHE & CO. (Lebanon) S.A.L. 

REPRESENTATIVES 

BEIRUT STARCO CENTER NORTH BUILDING- MEZANNINE FLOOR 

TELEPHONES: 240 090 - 250 270 - 252 290 

TELEX NUMBER : BACH CO 20858 LE 

CABLE ADDRESS: BACHCOLEB - BEIRUT 

A GOOD MEAL 

IS ALWAYS Charad~ 

SIGNED 

ELISSAR 



WHETHER YOU ARE 
ARRIUIDii OR LEAUIDii KUWAIT I 

[All 00 US FOR ... 

• Money Transfers all over the world. • Travellers Cheq ues. 
• Egyptian Pound transfers through the National Bank of Egypt for 

Egyptians and tourists. • Purchase and sale of Currencies & Gold. 
• Purchase and sale of Foreign Cheques. 

We assure you prompt service and very competetive rates. 
For guidance or assistance please conta ct : 

Ali AI Salem Street, AI- Mehri Bu ilding, P. 0 . Box : 1208, KUWAIT 
Tel. : 425284/ 425266/425222 - Cable: UNTRO UP - Telex: UNTROUPEX 

karakhanian, hagop u8 
karaki, sarni 366 
karam, anwar u8 
karam, carmen 
karam, dianan 295 
karam, elie 
karam, fadi 
karam, fadi 
karam, george b. 
karam, george 363 
karam, jack 
karam, joseph 86 
karam, joseph fuad 86 
karam, malik 163 
karam, munir 79 
karam, nada 
karam, nadim 77 
karam, najib 98 
karam, paulette 
karam, riyad 353 
karam, sami 
karam, samir 
karam, shadi 155 
karam, siman 
karam, therese 294 
karam awn, nikula 
karawani, george 
kardan, nawriz u8 
kardas, hassan 
kargodorian, sarkis 342 
kargoezian, yenovk 295 
karilian-konyalian, garo 279 
karim, mohammed abdul 
karim-ud-din, abdallah 102 
karkana,wi, muhammad 

nabil 396 
karnik sarkissian, fahed 
karuddin, fazluddin 398 
karuni, aida 98 
katuni, lamya 
karut, george 363 
karyuti, samih 
psatli, nada 70 
kasatly, nailah 
kas-elias, heddy 
kashlan, rafik 226 
kashshu, yusuf (jose) 402 
kasim, may 
kasim, munirah 
kasirni, muhammad 79 
kasimi, saud 
kasir, atiyah 164 
kasir, najat 143 
kasparian israelian, hagop 
kassab, kamilah 161 
kassab, mirza 98 
kassab, nada 
kassab, naim (tony) 
kassab, samire 
kassab, yusuf 366 
kassarjian, garabed 86 
kassarjian, zohrab 77 
kassas, mouna 
kassemdjian, vatche 96 
kassim, mohammed 345 
kassis, edma 
kassis, iskandar 226 
kassis, nabil · 137 
kasuf, said 161 
katibah, aida 98 



katibah, walid 
kattan, antun 95 
kattan, jane II3 
kattan, sami 
kattan, samir 366 
kattuah, najwa 233 
kavazandjian, hratch 77 
kawar, ghasub 131 
kawar, isa 363 
ka'war, raja 405 
kawash, farid 
ka'wash, muhammad 295 
kawash, nizar 294 
kawasimah, abdur-rahim 67 
kawkash, maysa 
kawwa, amal 279 
kawwa, hassan 
kawwa, imad 74 
kawwam, wafik 
kayayan, mikayil 
kayimoglu,. erendiz 
kayimoglu, selcuk 396 
kayla, fatimah d. 
kaylani, atallah mufid 232 
kaylani, tawfik 86 
kaypekian, jirair 84 
kayruz, emile 98 
kays, salih 
kays, wasim 131 
kaysi, adnan 
kaysi, ghalib 164 
kayyalah, gisele 96 
kayyali, sawsan 166 
kazaleh, mary sue 
kazandjian, alice 149 
kazazian, nishan 
kazazian, sosy 
kazimi, diya 86 
kazma, nuha 
kazzi, george 
kebabjian, dalida 279 
kebejian, garabed 227 
kenyayan, vahe 290 
keleshian, mannig 294 
kellerman, marylin 
kemkerian, ara 405 
kendir, antiranik I 24 
keosseian, varoujan 344 
keotahlian, missak 
keovilay, sengdara 
keoylian, hovhannes 150 
kessoyan, hermineh 293 
kettaneh, nizam peter 65 
keuroghlian, sarkis david 98 
keushguerian, george 
keushkerian, leon 
kevork, haroutune 
kfuri, antoine 
kfuri, huda georgette 
khabbaz,abdallah 344 
khabbaz, hanna 86 
khachadourian, silva 293 
khacherian, annie 65 
khadr, fuad nabil 
khadr,haytham 366 
khadr, muhammad 72 
khadra, hind 268 
khadra,samir 366 
khaffaf, abbas 121 
khajah, abdur-razzak I6I 
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YORK 
M.E. REGIONAL OFFICE : 
P . 0. BOX 5246 
BEIRUT, LEBANON 
CABLE : YORKAIR 
TELEPHONE : 347723/ 4 

DIVISION OF BORG-WARNER CORPORATION 

BDRGXWARNER. 

AIR 
CONDITIONING 

and 
REFRIGERATION 



. 

·wiTH THE COMPLIM_ENTS 

9 MI!RRILL LYNCH, "'II!RCE, 

TELEPHONE 250-770 
~ I"\..OA,STARCO NORTH 

f> 0 1!1 1531e, I!IIDRUT, LLISANON 

FENNER a BMITH 

NAME 

GLOBUMAN BERNA 

MORUMAN BERNA 

PARUMAN BERNA 

TOSUMAN BERNA 

VACUMAN BERNA 

TETUMAN BERNA 

RHESUMAN BERNA 

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 

BERNA GAMMA GLOBULINS 

DESCRIPTION PACKING 

Polyvalent Human Gamma Globulin 320 mg /2 ml 

Human Anti - Meas~es-Giobulin 400 I. U. /2 ml 

Human Anti-Mumps-Globulin 2ml 

Human Anti-Pertussis-Globulin 320 mg/2 ml 

Human Anti-Vaccinia-Globulin 
1000 U. l. /1 ml 

500 U. l. j0,5 ml 

Human Anti-Tetanus-Globulin 250 I. U./2 ml 

Anti - D Globulin (Anti-RHo Globulin) 200 mcgj2 ml 

SWISS SERUM & VACCINE INSTITUTE - BERNE 

Tel. 251425-6 

khajah, yusub 150 
khal, tarik abdallah 
khalaf, claud 
khalaf, najla 294 
khalaf, rima 
khalaf, sulayman 157 
khalfan, muhammad 166 

khalidi, azizah 67 
khalidy, wefack 
khalifah, adnan 
khalifah, henry 344 
khalifah, hind 157 
khalifah, nasir 
khalifah, randa 86 
khalifah, zenah 132 
khalifah, zuhayr 86 
khalifeh, salman 161 
khalil, fatimah 155 
khalil, firyal 86 
khalil, ibrahim 405 
khalil, ismail 224 
khalil, Iaurice 
khalil, muhsin 
khalil, sana' 
khalil, talat 
khalizad, zalmay 143 
khamis, atik 
khamisi, johnny 72 
khan, abdul-rashid 
khan, abid ali khan 
khan, adam 398 
khan, dilshad muhammad 
khan, hasan budruddin 101 

khan, khalid 354 
khan, khalil-rahman 398 
khan, mahmud ali 168 
khan, mohammad amir 396 
khan, mohammad asghar 398 
khan, mohammad azam 396 
khan, mohammad hanif 
khan, rafiullah 398 
khan, saifullah 398 
khan, saleem 398 
khan, zafar ullah 338 
khani, munir 
khaniguian, nora 113 
khanji, rajai 113 
khanlian, ardashes 
khanlian, khosrov 279 
khannak, ala 72 
khansa,hasan 131 
khansa, suhad 91 
khanu, david dura 
khanzoghian, aline 
kharabian, mikael 
kharafi, nabilah 
kharpoutlian, hagop 279 
kharsa, george 77 
kharshafdjian, karabet 364 
khasawinah, zayn 268 
khashadurian, ramzi 405 
khatchadourian, arthur 228 
khatchadourian, hovsep 398 
khatchadourian, maral 295 
khatib, abdul-hamid 
khatib, ahmad 293 
khatib, ali 
khatib, fatimah 295 
khatib, isam 77 
khatib,iyad 119 
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khatib, jumanah 
khatib, leena diana badira 
khatib, munir 361 
khatib, thana 245 
khatib, ~ 69 
khatib, zafir 
khatib, zuhayr 
khattab, hinai 118 
khattar, camille I I3 
khatun, ali 
khawaja, sarkis 
khawli, lesli 
khawli, raja 79 
khawwam, edmund 
khayr, wail 
khayrallah, kamal 
khayrallah, nabil 
khayrallah, walid 
khayri, asim I43 
khayri, suhayr 
khayyaJ, faizah I02 
khayyal, khalidah I5I 
khayyat, muhammad adnan 
khayyat, salman 366 
khazaz, mustafa 1 I 3 
khazin, emile 9 I 
khazin, jihad 
khazin, nabil 338 
khazmu, jack 72 
khederian, sossy 
khiyami, halah 
khlat, tawfik 
khoren, herarpy 268 
khoshafian,ohannes 328 
khoudetzian, nerses 293 
khoury, patiala 
khowlie, salam 
khudr, walid 98 
khuja, ayman 
khuja, isam I64 
khulusi, basimah 
khulusi, bassam 79 
khumasi, fahim 7Z 
khunji, thurayya 
khurafi, husayn I 44 
khuraynu, ali 
khuri, afaf 
khuri, afifah 290 
khuri, aida 164 
khuri, alfred kanshlou 
khuri, claude 355 
khuri, edmond I44 
khuri, farid 72 
khuri,fuad 
khuri, fuad 
khuri, gabriel 
khuri, ghada 
khuri, ghadah 
khuri, ghassan 229 
khuri, ghassan r66 
khuri, habab 
khuri, habib 
khuri, ibrahim 
khuri, ilyas 35I 
khuri, jibrayil 
khuri, khalil n. 328 
khuri, layla 77 
khuri, maha 
khuri, rnarun 
khuri, marwan I I9 
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F 

WELCOME 
R E S H 

IONEER 
WHERE PROGRESS NEVER 

liONEER GIVES YOU THE CHANCE 

T O PRACTICE WHAT YOU ENJOYED 

liONEER DOES NOT ONLY PAY 

SALARY AS A START BUT WE 

CHALLENGE AND ENJOYMENT ON 

STOPS 
TO PUT 

STUD Y ING 

A GOOD 

ENSURE 

THE JOB. 

liONEER I s T H E IDEAL PLACE FOR YOU 

BECAUSE JIONEER USES THE 

RESEARCH SALES 

STUDIES PURCHASE 

MOST MODERN 

FORECASTING 

MOTIVATION 

TECHNIQUES. 

PRODUCTION 

ANALYSIS 

MARKET 

WORK 

COST ACCOUNTING PRODUCTION SCHEDULING ETC 

SECURE 
START 

YOUR 
RIGHT 

FUTURE 
NOW 

AND 

WITH lioNEER 

liONEER K N 0 w s H 0 w TO APPRECIATE 

AND MAKE USE OF YOUR PRECIOUS 

KNOWLEDGE. CONTACT 270651 PERSONNEL MANAGER. 

SOCIETE INDUSTRIELLE DES PRODUITS PIONEER JABRE S. A. L. 

- MEMBER OF THE EDWARD NASSAR GROUP -

Chocolate - Biscuits - Wafers - Sweets - Macaroni 
Vermicelle- Halawah - Tehine- Loucoum- Cocoa Butter 
Corrugated Carton - Polythelene Bags - Empty Tins 



Do you know 
what KUWAIT 
means ... 
H means literally, 'little fort'. And probably 
half a millenium ago that was all there was. 
But today that little fort has grown into 
a city of over half a million people . One of 
the~ichest and most modern cities in the 
Middle East. 

It's sense to do business in Kuwait 
· Consult the local bank with the largest 
published assets- the bank w ith a netw ork 
of branches to serve you anywhere in 
Kuwait- The National Bank 
of Kuwait S.A.K. 

~.YJ~#Jd. 
The National Bank of Kuwait SAK 
Capital and Reserves : K.D. 20,682,500/ -
Total Assets: K. D. 346,126,808/ - (1 K.D. - £1 .167) 

Head Office : P.O. Box 95, Kuwait Telephone 422011 (20 lines) 
I 

Telex : National KWT2043 Telegrams : National Kuwait 

Associates: Un ited Ban k of Kuwait. London *The National Bank of Dubai, Dubai * Rif Bank, S.A. L., Beiru t 
Fra b Bank International, Paris * The Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait, B.S.C., Bahrain. 

khuri, michel 
khuri, michel 79 
khuri, michel yusuf 163 
khuri, munjid 86 
khuri, nabil 405 
khuri, nabilah 79 
khuri, nabil iskandar 
khuri, midya II2 
khuri, najib 
khuri, nazih 366 
khuri, nizar 
khuri, philippe j. 224 
khuri, radwan 
khuri, raja 164 
khuri, roben 364 
khuri, sal amah 
khuri, salwa 161 
khuri, sami 96 
khuri, sami 132 
khuri, sami 79 
khuri, samir n. 344 
khuri, shawkat 
khuri, suad 77 
khuri, suad 
khuri, suhayl 
khuri, suhayl 
khuri, tony 
khuri, walid 
khuri, zenah 268 
khuri, butrus, rajai 229 
khuri-nasir, sana 
khursheed, nasreen 67 
khurshid, ghazi 
khurshid, said 79 
khuwayri, dolly 
khuzami, victor 
kidess, libby 
kidi, sulayman 404 
kik, wajdi 227 
kikhya, amin 
kikhya, mansur 144 
kiledjian, hrair 366 
kiljian, vahe 
kimonidou, mary 398 
kittanah, charles s.f. 
kittanah, nabil 86 
kiwan, may 
kiyamah, samir 
kleinjan, mary alice 
kleopas, christodoulos 102 
klimoff, alexis 
kodjaian, garabed 
koftikian, nora 
koftikian, shahe 67 
koftikian, zohrab 86 
kojakian, soureyn 330 
koja-oghlanian, varoujjan 90 
kokorian,vahe 342 
kolandjian, vreige 91 
korey, ceasar 
kotchounian,elmasd 293 
kouchayan (keosheyan) 

sargo (sarko) 
kouiroukian, ohannes 74 
koumas, alkis 
kourkejian, aram 400 
kourri, irini 164 
koury, rose amin 87 
koutoujian, sona 294 
kouyoumdji, joice 293 



kouyoumdjian, oksen 366 
kouyoumdjian, sossy 163 
kouyoumji, hampartsoum 
kouyoumjian, kevork 290 
kouyoumjian, mary 
kouzoudjian, vartan 366 
kozadjian, raphy 332 
krajian, berjouhy 
kramvi, ekaterini 131 
krikorian, anahid 90 
krikorian, haiganoush 130 
krikorian, johannes 124 
krikorian, robert 
krummacher, sybille dorothea 77 
krunful, muhammad 
krunful, nabilah 228 
krunful, nuhad 228 
krunful, ziyad 
ktenas, georgios 266 
kubayn, nabla 144 
kubbah, muhammad 
kublawi, basim 91 
kublawi, nadya 
kublawi, raghib 
kubti, samirah 70 
kubursi, bisharah 230 
kubursi, hanna 87 
kudam, jamil george 352 
kudaysi, maha 
ku'dul, ilham 404 
kuju, amal 
kukali, george 138 
kukuzaki,kalim 90 
kulaylat, ibrahim 351 
kulaylat, mahmud 
kulbashian, vahe 
kul-sahagian, raweh 
kumbarji, sami 
kumbarji, samir 91 
kupelian, vahaku 
kupti, awni 79 
kupti, nabil 366 
kur, marlene 166 
kurani, ronald-frederic 225 
kuraydiyyah, muhammad 
kuraydiyyah, nazim 79 
kurban, may 401 
kurban, nabil daud 112 
kurban, safi 79 
kurdahi, lina 290 
kurdahi, zahi 332 
kurdian, hasmig 
kurdian, khatoun 
kurfali, yusuf 69 
kurkjian, hilda 
kurkjian, raffi 268 
kurtas, namir 144 
kurtas, raja 79 
kusaybi, fadia 
kusaybi, fawziyyah 
kusaybi, fayiz 
kusrmilli, simone 
kustantin, sami 228 
kusus, mazin 119 
kusus, saba 
kutami, khawla 
kutami, najwa 
kutami, wafa 146 
kutb, salma 
kutran, aida 
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YOU CAN BE SURE IF IT'S 
Westinghouse 



3M Overhead Projector 
adds visual impact to 
lessons. shows clear. 
bright images in a fully 
li ghted classroom. lets 
teacher face th e class. 
Projection transparencies 
are low in cost. easily 
prepared using a 
3M Dry Copier. 

3M creates new 
products for your 

ehool& 

School schedules. tests. 
study materials can be 
copied in seconds from 
books. magazines or flat 
sheets w ith the 3M Dry 
Photo Copier. Machine is 
simple to operate. makes 
excellent copies-even of 
difficult- to-duplicate 
photos or art work. 

3m 

3M Brand X- Ray 
Phantoms are valuab le 
teaching aids in medical. 
dental schools and 
laboratories. Ph antoms 
are selected human bones 
set in tissue-equivalent 
plastic. 

"Scotch" Brand Magic 
Tape mends music. maps, 
books-any paper
permanently and invisibly. 
Tape does not discolor. 
may be wri tten over with 
pen. pencil or ballpoint. 

For more information about these or any 
of 3M's 35.000 products, call 

.J._,. . ._;. '"'~I. J..c._,.. i _.,l~~l~.?~ 

mi NNESOTA [3m) miDDLE EAST. S.A.L. 
BEIRUT, LEBANON · P. O. BOX :2460 - l£l : 340001 • O.BLES: TRIM I NCO 

what won't they 
think of next? 

kutran, alexi 
kuttab, marlein 
kuttab, maurice 
kutteh, muna 
kuzah, kama! 
kuzma, fuad 
kuzur, michel 
kyprianides, katherine 
kyriakides, ioannis 
kyriakou, kyriakos 
kythreotou, athanasia 
lababidi, abdallah 
labban, nahida 
ladah, firyal 
ladki, yahya 
lahham, safiyyah 
lahham, talat 
lahhud, george 
lahhud, huda 

II8 
228 
144 
366 
147 
II2 

161 

laios, vassiliki 328 
Iakhani, sher mohammed 64 
lakhmiri, muhammad 364 
landerghini, susanne elissa 
lans, willen 
larsen, kirsten margrethe 
lathee~ mohamed 
lati, aida 
Iatif, abdul 
latta, catherine 

161 
lattuf, elizabeth 
lavassani, houria s. 
lawn, abdul-karim 
Iazarou, maritsa 
leisman, gary bruce 
lekhak, hemraj 
Iengyel de bagota, 
lerois, nicolas 
liassidou, kleo 

69 
104 

jacqueline 
131 

libbus, fida 
libbus, fuad 
Iichtenwalner, craig s. 
lieb, hans-thilo 
liedstrand, dennis alan 
liepmann, dirk 
liggons, rose marie 
lind, gary 
liouing, natasha 
loizides, charis 
long, susan virginia 
loshkajian, albert 
Ioshkhadjian, alice 
lubani, awad 
lucas, thomas 

102 

354 
295 
87 

lughmani, abdul-malik 
lukili-hasani, fawziyyah 
lukili-hasani, muhammad I 12 

II2 

lunt, gloria 
lunt, zeinah bernadette 
lutfi, amanullah lutfi 
lutfi, lubna 
lutfi, samya 

163 
161 

lylozian-hratchia, kevork 366 
lyman, valarie 
Iyster, daniel lee 
mabsut, tawfik 
macadam, henry innes 
madanat, fadi 
madanat, faris 
madanat, suhayl 141 
madanie, ghulam homed 146 
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madari, muhammad 
madback, badiha 
madi, alfred 
madi, george 
madi, michel 
madi, nabil 
madi, usamah 
maduh, faysal 
maduh, karimah 
magrath, doaglas ray 
mahbod, bahram 
mahbubian, mohammad 
mahfuz, diana 
mahfuz, hanan 
mahfuz, imad 
mahir, samir 
mahjub, wahib 
mahmasani, mutasim 
mahmud, fatimah 
mahmud, muhammad 
mahmud, rasmiyyah 
mahmud, yusuf 
mahshy, khalil charly 
mahyub, najib 
majdalani, michel 
majd zarringhalam araghi, 

77 
355 
87 

167 

139 

77 

61 

mhd. javad IOI 
majeedi, a. rashid 
majlish, amir ali khan 
majzoub, monica 
makarim, may 
makarun, michel 
makdisi, mary 
makhalian, baydzar 
makhluf, marie-adma-carla 
makkawi, hala 
makkawi, muhammad id 
makkiyyah, tahir 
maktabi, perween 
makzume, semir 
makzumioglu, erol kamal 
malak, mUin 
malakar, sunita 
malek, ejaz ahmed 
malek, fadia 
malgian, marlette 
malgonkar, dushyant 
malhami, gerard pierre 
malhami, raymond pierre 
malhas, abdul-ilham 
malik, ghulam farid 
malik, ilyas 
malik, karim bakhsh 
malik, mushtaq ahmad 
malik, najibullah 
malik, nikula 
malik, rene' 
malik, zuhayr 
malikzay, rafiodin 
mallak, kathleen elizabeth 
malti, samir 
maluf, anne 
maluf, edmond 
maluf, edward 
maluf, layla 
maluf, lina 
maluf, mikahil walid 
maluf, nasim 
maluf, odette 
maluf, riyad 
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79 

I68 
104 
164 

127 
ISO 
35I 

Bisolvon® 
N-Cyclohexyi-N-methyl
(2-amino-3,5-dibromobenzyi)amine 
hydrochloride 

bronchosecretolytic 

Boehringer 
lngelheim 

liquefies tenacious 
bronchial secretion 
facilitates expectoration 
has a secondary 
antitussive effect 

Tablets 
Solution 
Ampoules 
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maluf, salim 
maluf, walid 
maluf, yusuf 
maluli, fuad 
maluli, nadim 
mamar b., dalal a. 
mamarbashi, aida mary 
manandhar, minerva 
mananian, serpouhie 
manassa, elene 
manassah, antunyus 
manassah, ilyas 
mani, fatimah 
manolis, takis 
manoogian, irene kate 
manoukian, anni 
manoukian, krikor 
manoukian, varoujian 
mansur, abul-hafiz 
mansur, faraj 
mansur , ghassan 
mansur, joseph john 
mansur, michel 
mansur, muhammad 
mansur, muhammad z. 
mansur, naji nikwa 
mansur, samir 
manturah, claude 
manuelian, ara 
manugian, vivian lucy 
marar, walid 
marashli, usamah 
marashli, zaki 
marashlian, shahan 
march, randal e. 
mardalli, muna 
mardalli, naamat 
mardam bey, amin 
mardam-bey, tarik 
mardini, sami 
mardinian, sonik 
markarian, hovsep 
markarian, yeghia 

79 
228 
79 

163 
74 

168 
157 

77 
366 

104 
lo6 
294 
91 
79 
90 

342 
144 
229 
79 
79 

363 

345 
364 
345 
345 

228 

225 
167 

331 
72 

martinos, mary 112 
marun, sabah 
masabni, antoine 98 
masad, abduh 366 
masad, helen 
masannat, khalid 161 
masarrah, thana 
mashini, . feryal 
rnashini, ibrahim 
mashini, layla 131 
maskati, adil 79 
maskati, nabil 366 
maskay, chiranjibi kumar 161 
maskay, nayan tara 
maskey, jaya prakash 
man singh 168 
masri, hana 
masri, mahmud 132 
masri, marwan 75 
masri, muhammad jawad 396 
masri, muhammad usamah 
masri, paul 
masri, sad 
masri, zahi 147 
masriyyah, ·isa 144 
masturi, adil 279 
masud, jacqueline 115 
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masud, joseph 
masud, jUlJi 
masud, nayif 69 
masumj, sayed abdullah 
matar, aida 
matar, ali ~27 
matar, ghassan 355 
matar, muhammad 135 
matar, muhammad 364 
matar, nabil 
matar, nada 
matar, naji 
matar, sad 96 
matar, tahiyyah 279 
matar, yusuf 
matta, gabriel 
matuk, fadi 
ma'tuk, fayruz 225 

mavreas, nicolas athanasios 139 
mybud, susan joan 164 
mayla, michel 96 
mazbar, sami 167 
mazigi, rodolph 351 
mazlouniian, baydzar 295 
mazmanian, viken 
mazrui, ghanim 146 
mccage, ann 105 
mcdonald, ann laura 
mcdonald , joseph g. 
mclaren, gavin stewart 123 
mcwherter, judy irene 158 
mehra, anita m. 164 
mehrmanesh-tehranipour, 

kobra 400 
mehrpore, abdul rauf 1o6 
mehyou, h. 294 
mekhitarian, madlen 294 
melikian, vatche 
meliksetian, dikran 366 
melkonian, angel 293 
melkonian, armen 

· melkonian, nerses 
melkonian, vartouhie 135 
mendenhall, gordon 129 
meola, maddalena 230 
merdjanian, garabed 
merrill, barbara 
merzo, laila 
mesrobian, hrair g. 79 
messerlian, ashod 
meyercord, kenneth frederick 
mgerditeh panossian 225 

mian, mubashar saeed 396 
michael, ralph peter 
michaelides, alexios 147 
michaelidou, maria 
midfa', mutasim 161 
midltij , daud 147 
migheul, carlos 
mihranian, mardiros 228 

mihranian, mary jeanne 401 
mihyu, huda 
mihyu, marwan 79 
mihyu, muhammad 366 
mikati, nabil 
mikati, randa 
mikhail, jad 
militariu, alexandra 
milki, afram 405 
milki, a.k.m. giasuddin 398 
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Wonderful things con happen to you when you ore 

surrounded by the serene mood she creates wherever 

you fly in the world of Japan Air lines. Worm things, 

thoughtful things-the treasures of a simple femininity 

that hove been cultivated in a lifetime of devotion to please. 

Her g rocious welcome- and the good feeling of Japan that 

travels with her-makes flying with JAL more than just another 

trip on a plane. Next time you fly, you con shore this good 

feeling -to 38 cities in 24 countries, or all the way 

around the world, on JAL. 

The feeling of Japan 
goes everywhere with us. 

JAPAN AIR 

BEIRUT : Eldorado Bldg . . Hamra St. Tel. : 34 06 201112 
DHAH RA N INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT . Room 293 -B Dhahran airport . Te l. : 5151 1 3124 

GENERAL SA LES AGENT IN KUWAIT : AL RASHED TRA VEL BURE AU . Tel.: 39771 1 335 29 



THE NATIONAL 
INDUSTRIES CO. 

(S.A.K.) 
Authorized and Paid uh Capital : K. D. 1.800.000 

Established 1960 Cbmmercial Reg. 8392 

KWT Cable: INOUSTRICO 

milki, mimi I 59 
milki, randa 
milligan, meg I 57 
minkarah, afaf 
mir, liagat taki 
mir, sidney 
miraftab, farshad (zahra) I6I 
mir akber kan, ihsanullah 398 
mirhi, j. najwa 
mirshak, arif 339 
mishakah, marie colette 75 
mishlani, philip 
mishalani, henry 
misk, najla 
miskawi, muhammad r. 
missirian, ohanes (jean) 228 
mitri, hala I02 
mitri, karim 69 
mitri, tarik 
mizhir , khalil 
mizhir, mizhir kg. 98 
mizrib, ezra 87 
moatamedi, seyed 
mohammad II9 
mochon, hilary ann 
mohammad, khairoonissa 
mohammad, kinzi 29 I 
mohammadi, chahrokh 
mohammadi, susan 96 
moheb-isfahani-nejad, 

gholam h. 353 
mohyuddin, ghulam I04 
moline, judith ann 
momand, abdul-qayuem I64 
monnier, lorraine 
moody, david clay 124 
morin, guy jean louis 65 
mouradian shigaher, gregoir 364 
mouro, gladys 
movses, arpy 
movsessian, karekin I I9 
movsessian, mary 279 
moyie, edward anthony 63 
muakkasah, kamil 227 
muakkasah, sahar 
muakkasah, samar 72 
muakkasah, wail 229 
muallim, hind 
muammar, hissah 75 
muashir, faris 342 
muashshir, ghadah ISI 
muashshir, marcelle I II 
muashshir, rafik 342 
muashshir, ramzi 
muashshir, suhayl 229 
muawwad, antoine x6x 
muawwad, eva 
muawwad, marie christiane 87 
muawwad, mary 
muawwad, nora 79 
muawwad,rafik 227 
muawwad, roland 
muawwad, said 67 
muawwad, sayid 266 
muayyad al-azm, muhammad s. 
muayyid, nabil · 64 
muayyid , sabah 
muayyid, samya 147. 
mubarak, butrus 
mubarak, freddy 77 
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mubarak, philip 77 
mubarak, raymond 279 
mubarak, victor 72 
mudarris, khalidah jinan 123 
mudarris, muhammad 

faysal 226 
mudawar, andre 
mudawwar, faruk 
mudawwar, fuad 227 
mueller, paul bernard 
mueller jr., robert louis · 146 
mufarrij, amjad 229 
mufarrij, imad 77 
mufarrij, karim 
mufarrij, khalil 
mufarrij, nabil 
mufarrij, riyad 398 
mufarrij, salam 294 
mufarrij, walid 226 
mufti, aida 
mughabghab, kamil marwan 

fatik 366 
mughabghab, salim 138 
mughanni,gabi 167 
mughanni,gabi 167 
mughayyar, nasri 366 
mughrabi, shadya 
mugrditchian, sona i. 
muhajir, shahan 
muhammad, farkad 
muhammad, fathi 161 
muhammad ali, fatima 230 
muhammad ali, mahdi 161 
muhammad husayn, mustafa 121 
muhammad sadikwali, aishah 
muhanna, amir 15r 
muhawi, samir 
muhawwi, george 225 
muhtar, hanibal 398 
muhtasib, rifkah 
mujais, salim 79 
mujais, sami 77 
mujais, samir 361 
mukaddam, suhayla 72 
mukallid, tamir 
mukbil, elie 61 
mukbil, mirella 
mukdad, ghassan 
mukhaybir, hadi 
mukhtarian, anahid 
mukhtarian, john 
mukhtarian, mary (mimi) I 12 
mulla, nabilah 
muller, daizy 124 
muller, grace 290 
munassir, abdur-rahman 
munayminah, bilal 
munayminah, marwan 77 
munayminah, rima 
munayminah, riyad 355 
mundhir, antoine 225 
munla, ghassan 96 
munla, muhammad fadi 163 
munla, muhammad s. 
munla, muna 
murabit, imad 167 
murad, abdul-hamid 
murad, asghar 79 
murad, hiba' 70 
murad, joseph 133 
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BANOUE DE L'INOUSTRIE ET DU TRAVAIL 
Capital : 10.000.000 Lebanese Pounds fully paid 

e All Banking Transactions 
e Hiring of Safes 
e Deposit Accounts 

Correspondents throughout the world 
Member of the Lebanese Bankers Association 

Head Office & Main Branch : 

B. I. T. BUILDING Rue Riad Solh, P.O. Box 3948 
BEIRUT Tel. 297290-1-2 & 291935-6 
Cables: BANKANSAF Telex : 20698 BANKAS 
Branch in Has-Beirut: 
GEFINOR CENTER Tel: 341290-1 

Branches : 

e SA IF I Rue El Arz • Tel. 25100113 
e FURN CHEBBAK Rue de Damas, Tel. 285120t21 
e RUE D"ALGER lmm. Homade, Tel. 241496 
e ACHRAFIEH Station Nasra, Tel. 240980 
e GEFINOR CENTRE Rue Clemenceou - Tel. 34129011 

REX OPTIC 

All Types of 

SUN MEDICAL GLASSES 

CONTACT LENS' FITTING 

bliss street 
shoueri building 
opposite a.u.b. 

----•PHONE: 342005 



Socia I isolation 

typical source of emotional 
depression 

limbitrol -' Trade Mark 

Restoring harmonious relations 

the aim of all therapeutic 
endeavours 

The manifestly competitive society of today 
emphasizes discrepancies between ambition 
and achiev.ement and makes them a frequent 
source of disharmony in the group. Fear of 
losing social stature prompts antisocial behav
iour, which in turn cannot be tolerated by 
society. 

Events. persons. objects and activities acquire 
an exaggerated significance ; they activate psy
chodynamic processes resulting in pathological 
behaviour patterns, such as emotional depres
sion , anxiety, tendency to abuse of alcohol. etc ., 
and psychosomatic disturbances. 

• 

<"Limbitrol> 
relieves emotional depression 

< limbitrol> is indicated for the treatment of all 
depressive conditions marked by anxiety, includ
ing the frequently occurr ing masked forms. 
It is particularly useful for insomnia of depressive 
origin . 
Because of the anticholinergic effect of amitrip
tyline,< limbitrol >is contraindicated in glaucoma . 

<limbitrol> is given to outpatients according to 
individual requirements in a dosage of 2-6 cap
sules daily ; the main dose should always be 
given in the evening . 
For hospitalized patients. the above dosage 
may be doubled . 

F. Hoffmann-La Roche & Co. Ltd, Basle. 
Switzerland 

murad, subhan 
murad, suha 
murad, tala! 
murad-radwan, sami 
murakkadah, munir 
murakkadah, raja 
murani, najiyyah 
murib, ahmad 225 
murib, nahid 151 
murkus duwayhi, paul 67 
murr, Iaurette 112 
murr, salim 367 
murray, carol louise 124 
murtada, rashid 
murtada, tala! 
murtada, yusuf 367 
muruwwah, ahmad mukhtar 91 

muruwwah, michel 67 
musa, fayiz 229 

musa, george 75 
musa, mahmud 163 
musa, musa 268 
musa, shihadah 155 
musallam, cynthia 
musallam, halah 
musallam, hanan 
musallam, imad 
musallam, joy II3 
musallam, munjid 
musallam, raja 75 
musalli, amin 
musalli, elie 
musalli, henriette 
musalli, john 
musaHi, layla II5 
musalli, rafik 
musalli, sami 
mushahwar, george 77 
mushantaf, shafik 
musharrafiyyah, sana' 226 
musi, jean 345 
muskati, adilah 161 

musli, tala! 
muslih, muhammad 144 
mustafa, lutfiye munevver 167 
mutasim, diya 79 
mutasim, mutasim 
mutasim, randa 
mutawwa, dia 
mutawwa, nida' 
mutran, fadi 79 
mu'ushi, samir 354 
muzayyan, nasha't 367 
nabali, jihad 
nabil, narmin 229 
nabulsi, lulu 404 
nabulsi , sabah 
naddur, farid 
nadir, bassam 72 
nadir, jihad 90 
nadir, nabil 268 
nahabedian, arakel 79 
nahapetian, vahe 
nahhas, andre 
nahhas, malakah 
nahhas, raghid 67 
naik-khwah, bashir ahmad 398 
naim, butrus 
naim, freda 
naim, jacques 
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nai.me said, anuar 
nai.m fahham, naman 
naja, muhammad ali 
najarian, eva 
najemy, thomas philip 
najiyya, khalid 
najjar, akram 
najjar, hisham 
najjar, karim 
najjar, khalid a. 
najjar, khalid f. 
najjar, marwan 
najjar, mary 
najjar, mitri 
najjar, najwa 
najjar, ramzi 
najjar, rima 
najjar, salma 
najjar, sana 
najjar, taghrid 
najjar, ziyad 
najm, hamid 
najm, layla 
najm, najm 
najm, wadie 
nakfur, bassam 
nakfur, salam 
nakhkhal, sad-ud-din 
nakhkhul, nasri 
nakhkhul, nijad 
naki, khadijah 
nakib, hamid 
nakib, luay 
nakib, najla 
nakib, suha 
nakkash, abdul-karim 
nakkash, albert farid 
nakkash, kama! 
nakkash, paul 
nakkash, pierre 
nakova, tatiana 
nakuzi, kamil 
naman, abdul-jalil 
naman, usamah 
namani, anwar 
na'mani, bassam 
namani, huda khanum 
na'mani , may 
nammur, helen t . 
naqvi, hasan mehdi 
narvaez-melo, ignacio 
nashashibi, amal 
nashashibi, ghani 
nashashibi, rima 
nashif, hala 
nashif, rawdah 
nasif, ilyas 
nasif, kama! 
nasif, lilian 
nasif, nabih 
nasif, nuhad 
nasif, ramzi 
nasir, kamil 
nasiruddin, talal 
nasr, albert 
nasr, amin 
nasr, antoine 
nasr, arab 
nasr, bassam 
nasr, id 
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70 

77 
91 

164 
79 

77 
163 
91 

141 

113 
331 
373 
290 

79 
123 
279 

6o 
70 

344 
229 

~ ~.4/;.__/1))1 !0 .. .. -

/(uwaii8Jij;fiin'} Company ( s.AK) 
FOUNDED BY EMIRI DECREE IN 1965. PAID UP CAPITAL KD .3.000,000 

REGULAR EXPRESS- SERVICES .,- FRO-M : 
A-MAIN EUROPEAN AND U.K. PORTS 

Two sailing every month. 

B-MAIN JAPANESE PORTS,HONGKONG&SINGAPORE 
One sailing every month. 

C-MAIN U.S.A. East COAST PORTS 
One sailing every month . 

D-MAIN AUSTRALIAN PORTS 
One sailing every three months . 

TO KUWAIT & THE ARABIAN GULF PORTS 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT : 

KUWAIT SHIPPING CO. (S.A.K.) 
P. 0. Box 3636 - KUWAIT 

TEL: 438195 

-

THE LARGEST FLEET IN THE MIDDLE EAST 



at fontana there is something for everyone ••• 

REIEil 
II 

A 1 0% DISCOUNT FOR A. U. B. STUDENTS 
. HABILLEMENTS POUR LES JEUNES DE 7 A 77 ANS 

RUE WEGAND-TEL: 238720 

nasr, imad 
nasr, marwan 
nasr, nasr 
nasr, roger 
nasr, samia 
nasr, suad 
nasr, suhayl 
nasr, walid 
nasra, nathalie 
nasrallah, freddy 
nasrallah, henry 
nasrallah, muna 
nasrallah, nuhad 
nasrallah, samuel 
nasrallah, walid 
nassar, anis 
nassar, bassam 

72 
354 

227 

77 
225 
144 

77 
144 

nassar, goerge 405 
nassar, hiyam 
nassar, ibrahim r. 
nassar, kamil 75 
nassar, khayriyyah 161 
nassar, nada faridah 
nassar, nahhi 268 
nassar, rimsyn edward 
nassar, sami 
nassar, suhayl 123 
nassar, suhayl 167 
nassif, issa, rose 132 
nathanael, antis 
natut, muhammad ali 229 
nawfal, antoine 
nawfal, sami 
nawwar, emily 123 
nayifah, fadya 105 
nayir, rose gulnar 
nazarian, antranig 1o6 
nazarian, perla 290 
nazarian, veralynn 167 
nazemi, said 

' nazir, saib 
neat, patrick ludwig 
neocleous, costantinos 
nercessian, berj 75 
nercessian, hermine eileen 90 
nercessian, john 353 
nercessian , sossi 
nersoyan, nerses 398 
nielsen, jorgen schler 
nigo, oliveraligo 
nikula, ilyas 225 
nimah, ahmad 147 
nimah, jurjus 90 
nimah, marun 91 
nimah, nadim 228 
nimah, richard 363 
nizammuddin, zuhayr 338 
nohos, constantina 
noorbaKhsh-esfahani, mansour 
norrish, howard kenneth 69 
nujaym, jurman 
nukhkhu, nikula 
nukhkhu , ramzi 
nukhkhu, roger nimah 168 
nukl, khadr 167 
numan, pearl zarah 
nur-allah, mahmud riyad 
nurallah, mimif 405 
nuri, aida 
nurudctin-yusuf, aisha 164 
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nusaybah, zaki 
nusayr, marwan 
nusayr, nabil 
nusayr, najla 
nushahrli, sami 
nusuli, abdul-wadud 
nusuli, ghazi 
nusuli, imad 
nusuli, marwan 
nusuli, rima 
nusuli, sadallah 
nusuli, tarif 
nuwayhid, hind 

127 

344 
87 
79 
79 
6r 

268 

numayhid, mamun 63 
nuwayhid, nazihah 65 
nuwayhid, rabiah 77 
nuwayri, fayiz 133 
nuwayri, jumanah 127 
nuwayri, khayriyyah maysam . 
obaidi, lutfullah 161 · 

· obermeyer, judith ann 
odishu, hanna: h. 
ohanian, mayda 
ohannessian, garabed 
oka aro, jairo mabil 
okhannes, bedros 
oliver, charles edward 
orjanian, zabel 
orphali, shahe leon 
oshagan, emma 
ossepian, haigaz 
ourfalian, peter 
ousta-karayan, mary 
ozbay, tarik 
ozkayya, minas 
pacchiarotti, marcella 
paeth, robert clyde 
palanciyan, vayel 
palengaris, pavlos 
pambakian, robert 
pamboukian, pierre 
panayiotou, stella 
panossian, mgerditch 
panov, valentin 
pantelides, irene 
pantelidou, themis 
pao, simpson k. 

79 

67 
279 
367 . 
226 
268 
268 

144 
147 

papadopoulos, platon khoury 75 
papaioannou, photoulla · 105 
papastavrou, andreas 104 
papazian, agopic 135 
parikh, manju 
parker , david ray 
parseghian, hagop 
parwaz, nazir ahmed 
payda, farahnaz 
pazirandeh, mohsen 
peckmezian, !orris 
peerwani, nizamuddin 
pesce, mariapia 
petridou, joanna 72 
phashton, mohammad yosof 330 
phessa, katerina 106 
phinios , demetrakis 163 
pieridou, maria 72 
pilikian, gohar 163 
pilikian, sirvarte 63 
pillot, christina 64 
pireddou, mario II 3 
pirkul, tarik 
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THE BRITISH BANK OF 

THE MIDDLE EAST 
(A Member of 1he Hongkong Sank Group ~J" ~ ~~ _,...;&} 

J~,.,~~\ 
• 
• (.SA..,5-~\ 

Head Office 20, ABCHURCH LANE, LONDON, E.C.4 
Y~J ...J;I . ....ll J)L.:... ~ ~ ~4 ~ 1...,; 4.JI .JY."~ JJ ._911 ..:..bt;;')'l, ..:..I~WI C;~ j~ J~l ~-

- : <,;';I ~'}1..,)1 j i~.P-"_,1.1 .J...J ~I J .rJI .,i~ _,JI.!.l:.,JI t J) ~ ~J\j.: I i;~l J!.iJ ;t' f 
All the help and advice you may require in connection with any problem related to Banking, 
particularly the movement and finance of Foreign trade, can be obtained from the branches of 
The British Bank of the Middle East established in the following countries: 

INDIA (BOMBAY) MUSCAT OMAN .JI..r .!&A-

BAHRAIN SAUDI ARABIA ~~,._JI 

QATAR JORDAN iJ~;~I 

ABU DHABI LEBANON .J~ 

DUBAI TUNIS 

SHARJAH SWITZERLAND 
..,.;_,; .r.J 

~_,... u;i.!JI 
YEMEN ( Hodeida & Taiz) Y. A. R. ~I ~_roll ~.;~1 (_;..;_, -~~1) ~I 

ALL BANKING SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE 

AT OUR ASSOCIATE BANKS 

THE BRITISH BANK OF THE LEBANON - BEIRUT 

THE BANK OF IRAN AND THE MIDOLE EAST - IRAN 

THE CYPRUS POPULAR BANK Ltd- CYPRUS 

THE BRITISH BANK OF THE MIDDLE EAST - MOROCCO 



ETH I co N,LTD. 

BANKHEAD AVENUE, EDINBURGH EH11 4HE SCOTLAND 

*Trademark © ETHICON Ltd 1971 

ETH ICON 

si~i-:.i~~ 
ST f. ft.. Nf.f.Ol.f.S 

planker, pamela 
plummer, hazel maria 
poochikian, margaret 268 
poochikian, vicken 75 
popal, azimullah 
pratt, elizabeth mabel whalen 
pratt, john eastman 
preisler, barry edward 
prewit, edith 
prothro, dorothy verena 
prothro, martha carol 
puzantian, silva II2 
pyrros, antonios 
qamar, mohammad 396 
qayoumi, mohammad 
hymayon 355 
qureshi, ghulam hussain 398 
qureshi, muhammad bashir 396 
raad, rudwin 72 
rabah, may 149 
rabbani, asif 396 
rabbat, ismat 
rabbat, rima 
rabbat, shawki 345 
rabbat, widad 157 
rabih, adam 104 
ra'd, amir 
ra'd, ra'fat 
rad, rima 
ra'd, siryne 
radi, salma 
radwan, faruk 91 
radwan, layla 
radwan, muhammad zuhayr 232 
raed ahmad 151 
rafful, michel 98 
rafique, saiyid muhammad 168 
rafiqzad, khalilullah 163 
rahbani, naim 
rahbu, fakhri 367 
rahhal, joseph 90 
rahhal, jumana Il3 
rahil, jibrayil 75 
rahim, basil 
rahim, khalida 
rahimi, asria 104 
rahman, habibur 
rahman, md. siddiqur 396 
raja, b. 98 
rajabi, muhammad rifai 77 
raja!, nailah 
rajan, roy chacko 158 

_ _,. ramadan, ahmad 
ramadan, fuad 77 
ramadan, tawfik 
ramadan, wadiah 268 
raschka, marilyn eva 
rashid, kamal 
rashid, khalid 398 
rashid, nayifa 295 
rashidi, fadya 64 
rashidi, shadman 167 
rashid, ismail, bani 398 
rasi, george 
rasi, marcel 
raslan, mazhar 
rassam, jack 
rassi, dereyoush 
rawdah, marwan 
rawdah, tarik 
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rawi, shahda 
rawi, sharifah 
rawwas, dalal 
rawwas, imad-ud-din 
rawwas, itidal 
rayyis, faddul 
rayyis, rula 
razaqpur, abdul-ghani 
razian, mustafa 
razzuk, faris 
razzuk, iliyya 
razzuk, jurjus 
razzuk, michel 
razzuki, darar 
razzuki, hind 
razzuki, hisham 
razzuki, nadya 
rehman, fazal 
reichert, jenelle ruth 
riche, claudia jeanne 
rida, alya 
rida, hisham nasir 
rifai, hanan 
rifai, hassan 
rifai, huda 
rifai', ihasan 
rifai, nawal 
rifai, shadi 
rifai, shadya 
rifai, muhammad 
rifka, ghadah 
rifka, safa' 
rifki, fatih 
rihan, nayla 
rihan, nuha 
rihani, ramzi 
rikabi sukkari, ghayda 
rishani, daud 
rishani, ismat 
rishani, khalid 
rishani, samir 
riyad, rafik 
riyashi, walid 
riz, khalil 
riz, nabilah 
rizk, antoine 
rizk, claude 
rizk, george 
rizk, george 
rizk, george 
rizk, jihad 
rizk, johnny 
rizk, khalil 
rizk, naji 
rizk, ursula 
rizk, wadi' 
rizkallah, antoine 
rizkallah, munir 
rizkallah n., Iaure 
robertson, rohi 
roche, jlan 
rodosthenous, christini . 
rogers, ronald· 
rohani, seross 
ru, andar 
ruaydi, gaby 
rubayz, elizabeth 
rubayz, iliyya 
rubayz, john 
rubayz, samir 
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67 
344 

404 
139 

104 

97 

139 
290 

343 
8o 

j2· 
400 
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THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER Co. 

WHEREVER 

MONEY IS HANDLED 

OR RECORDS 

ARE KEPT 

TH~RE IS NEED 

FOR AN 

Tel: 251280 

P.O.Box .1l85 

NCR 
PRODUCT 

Ph cenicia Street - Ain Mraiseh 

Beirut - Lebanon 

SALON STRAND 
FOR MEN 

- Modern Hair Styles - Specialists from Paris 

- Dying and Hair Straightening 

- Wigs for Men. 

For reservation: Tel. 349863 

Hamra Street, Strand Bldg., 1st floor . 

SURPRISE : 
2o% DISCOUNT FOR ALL A. U.B. STUDENTS. 



dpiee 
SHAVE LOTION 

Enjoy the freshness 

ot@&&ke 
After Shave Lotion 

Afte:J; you've shaved shake a few drops 
of Old Spice After Shave Lotiort into 
your hands and smooth it on your face. 
At once you'll feel alive and masculine 
fresh! 

Choose Old Spice Original-masculine, 
fresh! And Old Spice Lime- cool, wild ! 

SHU L TON NEW YORK· LONDON· PARIS 

rugh, dorothy joy kim 15S 
rughaywi, alai 
ruhayyim, ilyas 72 
rumani, bashshar So 
rumayh, muna 
rwayi, muhammad abdul-

wahhab 163 
saad, edwardo 
saad, rose anne 
saadah, akram mustafa 404 
saadah, faridad 
saadah, fawwaz S7 
saadah, fuad 367 
saadah, joy 
saadah, nadim 69 
saadah, t:afik 
saadah, rula 
saadah, sami 344 
saadeh, antoine 279 
saadeh, salim 
sa'b, ahmad 77 
sa'b, elie 
sa'b, ghalib 227 
sa'b, ghassan 
sab, nabil fernand 9S 
sa'b, nadim 90 
sa'b, najwa 104 
sa'b, nidal 229 
sa'b, nuha 91 
sa'b, nuha 295 
sa'b, said 295 
sab, sami 
sa'b, samir 
sa'b, yusuf 67 
saba, barakat 
saba, fawzi 
saba, nada 
sabah, hissah 
sabah, salim 
sabah, salim 
sabah, shaykhah 
sabbagh, amal 
sabbagh, joseph 
sabbagh, mahasin 146 
sabbagh, mahmud 167 
sabbagh, muhammad tahsin 
sabbagh, rihab 
sabbaghah, rufayil 
sabbah, fadilah 144 
sabbah, jumah 293 
sabban, abdul-ghani 
sabeh, sayed ghazanfar 144 
sabi, suhayr 144 
sabilla, emile 
sabir, husayn 
sabir, tony So 
sabra, amin 229 
sabra, nayla 
sabra awar, nawal 158 
sabri, aisha 
sabri, amal 
sabri, muawiyah 69 
sa'd, ali 295 
sad, basma 
sa'd, fadya 146 
sad, jalal 
sa'd, kustantin 355 
sa'd, liza 91 
sa'd, maria 
sa'd, michel 355 
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sa'd, raja 
sa'd, samya 229 
sa'd, william 
sadakah, asas 
sadakah, tarik 
sadakian, grace 291 
sadat, hana 90 
sa'di, hind 268 
sa'di , muhammad ramzi 77 
sadi, muharnmad 338 
sadi, nazih 355 
sadi, suhayl 398 
sa'di, yasir 405 
sa'di, zuhayr 
sadik, abdallah 161 
sadik, ahmad 
sadik, riyad 
sadikian, joseph 
sadir, mary 279 
sadir, suhayl 
sadir, usamah 91 
sadiyyah, muhammad 
sadr, sayad kazem 396 
sad sulayman, nimr, 
saegert, merry crawford 
safadi, anwar 
safadi, 1ina 
safadi, zeina 
safadi calderon, anwar 405 
safi, ajab gu1 72 
safi, milhim william 8o 
safi, moharnmed azim 163 
safi, shahin-shah 
safiti, maha 106 
safiyuddin, nabil 90 
sagebiel, stephanie 
sagherian, artin 
sagherian, knarig 294 
saghir, hanna 227 
sahliyyah,emile 142 
sahni,anita 113 
sahsuvaroglu, sahsuvar 363 
sahyun, naji 
sahyuni, iskandar 
sahyuni, may 294 
sahyuni, Inichel 
sai, huda 
sai', muhammad 
said, hayil 64 
said, muwaffak 405 
said, shadia 
saidi, nabil 
saidi, nada 
saidi, nasser arnin 
sakaan, joseph 72 
sakallah, karem 367 
sakhnini, hisham 61 
sakit, yahya 
sakr, alexi 344 
sakr, cesar 405 
sakr, ghada 
sakr, james 
saksuk, habib 167 
saksuk (sasu), faysal ali 
salam, muharnmad mazin 
salam, walid 
salmah, abdu 
salamah, kamil So 
salamah, riyad 
salamah, venus 157 
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INTRA INVESTMENT COMPANY 
the true link between Europe and the Middle East. 

1 billion 500 millions Lebanese Pounds ( £ 186.333.000) 
of yearly turnover for the group. 

Equity : 300 millions Lebanese Pounds ( £ 37.260.00) 
Total Assets: 450 millions Lebanese POunds ( £ 55.90[000) 

Activities Ia G countries around the world : 
Lebanon, France, U Kingdom, Switzerland, Nigeria, . Sierra Leone, Libya, 
Sudan, Qatar, Brazil, , Bahamos. 



Ample freight space available on all KAC's network 
For information and bookings, consult your "lATA" travel agent or : 

Beirut: Kuwait Airways - Arab Bank bldg- Riad Solh Square- TEL. 259070/71 - 244157/ 58 
North lebanon: General Agents, Tarzan Travel agency - Tripoli - Tel. 621.122 

KAC~ 
. KUWAIT AIRWAYS CORPORATION 

salamah lama, huda 
salamun, walid 229 
salamy, irene j. 164 
saleem, nisar ahmad 
salehi, ali akhar 
salem, joseph 146 
salhab, rushdi 
salhab, umar yusuf 
salhah, marcel 
salhah, ramzi 98 
saliba, arnin 
saliba, habib 
saliba, john 135 
saliba, joni 367 
saliba, nikula 
salibi, ghassan 343 
salibi, naman 226 
salibi, wahbah 
salih, basim 367 
salih, nasr 
salih, orhan 367 
salih, roger 
salhi, taysir 164 
salim, awad 
salim, george 227 
salim, salamah 344 
salim, ziyad 226 
salim, mahmud, walid 
salimi, muhammad 

ashraf 163 
salisbury-jones, joyce 
sallab, sahar 87 
sallab, samar 95 
sallum, atif 
sallum, firyal 290 
salman, fawwaz So 
salman, henri 398 
salman, lula 
salman, maladh 
salman, mutasim 
salmanian, john 
salmu, ghalib 
salti, muna 167 
samadi, muhyiddin 
samahah, charles 131 
samahah, joseph 
samahah, maha 
samahah, samih 343 
samahah, siman 
samarah, mulhim 
samarah, sami 77 
samarah, samya 88 
samarah, zuhayr 64 
samil, abdul mahmoud 
samman, bashshar 167 
samra, kamil 138 
samrah, ra'id 167 
sanabani, abdur-rahim 161 
sandrik, annie 
sandrik, sarko 9 I 
sani, maha 
sankoh, ansu richard 
sanossian, laura 
sanossian, viken 
sapkota, raghunath 398 
sarimeseli, muzaffer 
sarker, madhusudan 
sarkis, edward 
sarkis, hanna 405 
sarkis, mary 
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sarkis, may 
132 
90 
90 

sarkis, nimah 
sarkissian, bedros 
sarkissian, hagop 
sarkissian, salpy 
sarkissian, shoushanig 
sasin, ibrahim 

293 

sasin, layla 
satana, suha 
saud, maysarah 
sawbini, nabil 
sawaya, anis 
sawaya, milhim 
sawma, suhayl 
sawma, victor 

8o 

88 

sawwaf, mutaz 330 
sawwan, violet 150 
saydarniyyah, taysir 161 
sayek, samya 268 
sayf, fawzi 88 
sayf, khalid 367 
sayigh, basirn 339 
sayigh, maha 88 
sayigh, nadirn 
sayigh, rosemary 
sayigh, salirn 367 
sayigh, samir 77 
saykali, ihsan 45 
saykali, samya 104 
sayyid umar sayyid asirn, 

salwa 167 
schiller, janis lee 
schleifer, allah-arlene judith 
schleifer, s. abdullah 
schweiger, robert lewis 
scot, margaret sue 
scudder, theodore marvin 
sebhatu, tesfayohannes 291 
selassie, petros 
sepehri, majid 
seraydarian, charbel jirayr 354 
sethian, isaac 350 
setrakian, barkev 354 
seu'er, duris 
shaar, ghaniyah 133 
sha'arani, nauf 
shaban, adil 343 
shaban, fadi 
shabandar, said 
shaban mughrabi, hanan 366 
shabayita, husni 295 
shabaytah, walid 344 
shadid, rima 111 
shafi, abdul-kadir 
shaghiri, alexander 
shaghuri, malvina 295 
shaghuri, marius elie 
shah, shamshad hussain 398 
shahabian, raffi 
shahari, ali 161 
shah bdkhari, riffai 330 
shahfah, munir 72 
shahid, ullah, mohammad 
shahin, admad 
shahin, bushara 
shahin, hasan 
shahin, hayfa 105 
shahin, ilyas 63 
shahin, nabil 
shahruri, dalal 
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DES PLAISIRS QUE 

SEULHON'DA 

PEUT VOUS PROCURER 

VITESSEJVITESSE ET SECURITE.LE PLAISIR DE MAITRISER ET DE SE SENTIR EMPORTE. 
VOUS LA SENT~Z FREMIR ET VOUS FREMISSEZ , JOIE QUE SEUL UN CAVALIER 

SUR SOt-( PUR SANG PEUT EPROUVER. LA HONDA '500 FOUR'" ,t, TOUTES 
LES SUPERIORITES TECHNIQUES QU'ONT LES MOTOCYCLETTES HONDA ; FREINS A DISQUE 
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Refreshing and stimulating. Strong in f lavour· 

mild in pr ice. Available at all groceries. 

Or call : 304428 

D R INK TAJ ·TEA PURE INDIAN TEA 

Finest 
Indian Tea 
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AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT 

BEI.RUT, LEBANON -TELEPHONE 343540 

shahruri, samir 
shair, ali 6 5 
shairzay, ahmad wali 339 
shakar, michel 
shakhshir, basim 
shakhshir, hayfa 
shakiri, kazim 70 
shakkur-hajj, wisam 367 
shakotko, robert 
shakr, maud 
shakra, farid 351 
shalabi, kamil 133 
shalala, carlos So 
sha'lan, ghalib 
shalhoub, nola 111 

shalhub, norma 127 
shalhub, sami 
shalhub, victoria 77 
shalhut, nabil 69 
shallah, muhanunad nabil 
shaluhi, robert 145 
shamas, paula 
shamdin, agha, azhar 
shami, akram 367 
shami, ibrahim 
shami, · samira 
shamiyyah, diana 401 
shamiyyah, muna 
shamkhani, muhammad 
shamkhani, muhammad 

haydar 72 
shamlan, umar 
shamli, nada 
shamma', abdul-kadir 
·shamma', jamal 77 
shamma, layla 
shamma, najwa 294 
shamma, nasir 
shammaah, hani 90 
shammaah, william 363 
shammas, abduh (abbud) 61 
shammas, hanna 
shammas, jacques 343 
shammas, madeleine aphrodite 
shammas, marwan 
shammas, nizam 343 
shammas, raif So 
shammas, sabah 
shammas, siham 
shammas, wijdan 157 
shamsi, ubayd 
shamsuddin, ahmad 131 

shamun, malik 353 
shamunky, isa 
shanshal, hayfa 
shanshal, muwaffak 91 
shahuhah, bahjat 161 
shanuhah, ikbal 230 
sharab, .abdur-rahim 344 
sharabati, michel 
sharafuddin, rifat 67 
sharani, muhammad talal 90 
shararah, muhab 
shararah, nabil 77 
shareef, adnan 167 
sharif, ghadah SS 
sharif, hani 64 
sharif, hassan 227 
sharif, marilyn kay 
sharif, mohammad 397 
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sharif, sharuh 
al sharif, shuhrah 
sharif, zadeh moghadam 
sharruf, labib 
shartuni, nabil 
sharuk, george 
sharuk, salim 
shashati, alfred f. 
shatah, muhammad b. 
shatila, fadi 
shatila, sumaya 
shawarib, najwa 
shawi, dorothy elaine 
shawir, ribhi 
shawir, yahya 
shawul, anita 
shawwaf, jihad 
shayagan, abdul-hafeez 
shayban, kathryn 
shayib, muhammad 
shaykh, hafiz 
ahaykh, marwan 
shaykh, zakariyya 
shaykhali, anas 
shaykh hasan, fathi 
shaykhu, muhammad 

ghassan 
shebetjian, serop 
shellrude, glen melvin 
sher muhammad, 

muhammad m. 
shevki, hussein 
shiatis, joannis 
shibaklu, musbah 
shibaru, jihad 
shibaru, kamilya 
shidrawi, butrus 
shidyak, pauline 
shifa, bedria 
shiha, joseph 
shiha, may 
shiha, salvador 
shihab, haris 
shihab, kamal 
shihab, sayyid zuhayr 
shihab, ziyad 
shihabi, mazin 
shihabi, sirin 
shihabi, susan reama 
shihadah, antoine 
shihadah, lutfi 
shihadah, raja 
shihadah, vivian 
shikhani, emile 
shikhani, george 
shikhani, walid 
shilazi, george 
shimali, mansur 
shimali, michel 
shing, tung-ming 
shirfan, antoine 
shitilian, ashken 
shiyati, dina 
shua'yb, andre 
shuayb, huda 
shuayb, samir 
shubat, antoine 
shuhaybar, hani 
shuja', najwa 
shukayr, ali 
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To the whole world 
these Columns are the symbol of 
BAALBECK 

To the whole world 
the symbol of quality in tobacco is .... 

Marlboro Soft Pack or Flip Top Box 

A quality product from PHILIP MORRIS Inc., Richmond, Va., U.S.A. 

shukayr, ayman 
shukayr, denise 
shukayr, lamya 
shukayr, sami 
shukayr, sami 367 
shukri, rudyard rizk 8o 
shu'lah, afaf 
shumaylah, salim 400 
shurafa', muhammad 226 
shurayh, mahmud 8o 
shurbaji, falak 
shurbaji, huda 
shurbaji, malak 133 
shurfan, elie 230 
shurrab, husam 133 
shurrab, lamis 67 
shwayri, ernest 77 
shwayri, irene 123 
shwayri, izabelle 
shwayri, Iiliane 
shwayri, nagib 72 
shwayri, yusuf 
sibai, baha-ud-din 226 
sibai, bani 
sidani, hisham 77 
sidani, luma 
sidani, marwan 8o 
sidani, mustafa 228 
sidani, nuhad 67 
sidani, samir 
sidani, suham 
sidawi, fuad 
siddiqe, jamil ahmad 397 
siderius, robert roy 
siebens, rebecca ann 
sifri, kustandi 
silva-sucre, eliso luis 355 
silva-sucre, ignacio ramon 
siman, lillian 
siman, muayyad 
siman, rima 
siman, samya 
simonian, mara! 
simonian, simon 228 
sinanian, sinan 
sinnu, bassam 228 
sinnu, hassanah 228 
sinnu, khalil 228 
sipray, noor hussain 397 
siraj, abdallah 
siraj, zayn 
sirriyyah, butrus 77 
sirriyyah, husayn 
sistu, alfred 
skaf, ilyas 405 
skaf, joseph 97 
skaf, walid 
slim, ramzi 145 
smith, john w. 398 
snider, david 
soghomonian, hrair 345 
soyer, veysi . 167 
spurr, stephen g. 8o 
spurr, william anthony 345 
stamboulian, armenouhy 295 
Stathopoulos, mary 135 
Stepanian, bedo 145 
stepan ·sarkissian, gagik 
stephan, lucie m.l). 
stephanou, harrys 353 
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sthapit, dev ratna 168 
stokkou, zenon 167 
stubbs, joseph bartow jr. 
suayfan, rida 279 
subayi, haytham 72 
subaytani, usamah 8o 
subra, murhaf 
subrah, ayman yusuf 
subrah, faris 
subrah, yahya muhyiddin 
suchitta, pomchai 157 
sudah, rima 167 
sufayr, raymond i. 
sufayr, roger 
sughayyar,nUchel 405 
sughayyar, nUcheline 266 
sughayyar, munir 
sukhtian, abir 146 
suki, jalal 
suki, walid 402 
sukkar, alexander 405 
sukkar, samya 
sukkari, muna 402 
sulahian, roupen 353 
sulaybi, khalil 146 
sulayman, abdul-karim 
sulayman, bashir 77 
sulh, mahmud 397 
sulh, najwa 
sulh, nasib jihad 147 
sulh,yusuf 113 
sultan, bushra I 12 
sultan, mubarak adnan 
sultani-makhzumi, fuad 
sulu, john 
sumat, ilyas 98 
sunawbar, afifah 167 
sununu, randa doris 151 
sursuk, sylvana 98 
suruji, fuad 
sussanian, ohannes 88 
susu, isam 226 
susu, jane 
susu, nabil 
susu, nabilah 77 
sutaytiyyah, firyal 65 
sutaytiyyah, samih 
sutcliffe, robert james 146 
suwayd, robert 91 
suwayda, nabil 364 
suways, maha 
suways, rukni 329 
suyufi, antoine 
swedenberg, theodore romain 
syed aziz-ul-haque, 

syed hafiz-ul-h 
synodinos, nicolas 151 
tabatabai, hanUd 
tabbal, elie 
tabbal, nikula 225 
tabbal, sarnir 363 
tabbal, usaymah 147 
tabbara, nurhan 92 
tabbara, wisam 84 
tabbarah, cecil khalid 
tabbarah, hiba 98 
tabbarah, huda 167 
tabbarah, kamil 339 
tabbarah, may 228 
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• TEXTBOOKS • STATIONERY 
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Jeanne d' A(c Street Beirut Lebanon 

I 
Ffeesh frozen fish 
direct from the 
Arctic Ocean'~~ 

lj;JC•J~(I)'I 
Grillets_Fish sticks_Fish cakes_ Fillets 

You will 
enjoy FRIONOR'S 

frozen products as they 
constitute an excellent main dish 

and free you from all preparation works 

Available at all frozen food stores 
Sole agents/distributors 

IGEBO-FOODS s.a.l._ Tel. 242 
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mini lares on 
iplanes 

L.L.1027 BEIRUT-NEWYORK/BOSTON-BEIRUT 
Are you 12 and under 2.6? 
Today Pan Am offers you the lowest fa res between Beirut , 
New York . and Boston . 
All youth between the ages of 12 through 25 may enjoy their 

vocations and holidays by t ravell ing tot from the United States, 

for as little as L.L. 1027-Round Trip economy class. If your origin 

or destination is other than New York or Boston, you may odd 

the cost of the domestic trip to this fore. 
Tickets ore valid for one year and travel is permitted all year 

around on Pan Am which operates doily 747s between Beirut 
and New York. 
Also ask about our attractive student fares to Europe. 

call your Pan Am Travel Agent or Pan Am . 

~Pan Am. 
PAN AMERICAN BUILDING Riod Solh Square 
Reservations ~ 252 110 - Passenger information .Jii;l 221 934 
HOTEL PHCENICIA INTERCONTINENTAL 
Service Counter - Hotel Lobby ~ 221 934 

tabbarah, muhammad 
darwish 75 

tabbarah, muhammad nazih SS 
tabbarah, musa 
tabbarah, samir 91 
tabbarah, zaynat 295 
tabbarah, zuhayr 22S 
tabbarah, zuhayr 
tabba' shalabi, ahlam 
tabet, sharif 
tabit, adil 
tabit, marie claude 
tabit, nimah 123 
tabri, muna 
tabsh, faysal 
tabsh, khalil 
tabshuri, hamid 330 
tachdjian, zaven 
iaddesse, tesfaye 104 
tadjeran, hamid 
tadrus, nuha 
taha, asa'd 
taha, khalil 
taha, khalil 
taha, muhammad jawad 230 
taha, muhammad uthman 
taha, zuhayr 
taher, randa 
tahir, arwa 167 
tahir, hamah 105 
tahiri, muhammad adli 
taji-faruki, sahar 
tajir, sharbil 
take, omar 329 
takessian, noubar 
takhtajian, vartkes 
taki, khalil So 
takiyyuddin, abdur-razzak 233 
takiyyuddin, akram 97 
takiyyuddin, fadi 355 
takiyyuddin, fayiz 22S 
takiyyuddin, muhammad 

usamah 
takiyyuddin, najwa 
takiyyuddin, ziyad 97 
takla, habih 
takla, samir 
takla, sana 150 
takruri, hamid 39S 
talhuk, ghassan 16S 
talhuk, munir 
talhuni, susan 
tali', claudine 293 
tali, ramzi 329 
tamim, marwan 225 
tamir, maurice 295 
tanas, khalil 225 
tanas, raja 157 
tannir, abdallah 329 
tannir, kama! 13 S 
tannir, labib 404 
tannir, walid 75 
tannus, hanna 367 
tannus, paul So 
tarabay, alfred 
tarabay, nabil 77 
tarabishi, ramzi 77 
tarabulsi, khalil 
tarabulsi, samir 363 
tarakdjian, suzan 294 
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tarakji, muhib 226 
tarakjian, krikor 
tarazi, fadwa 
tarazi, maha 
tarazi, margarette da'd 157 
tarazi, nabil So 
tarzi, nakhlah antun 77 
tarazi, randa So 
rash, muhammad 92 
tashji, mary rose 67 
tashjian, mary 294 
tashjian, raffi 77 
tashjian, rubina 103 
taslakian, mesrob 
tatoyan, daoud 
tavitian, carambet 
tavlian, vartkes SS 
tawil, abdul-kadir SS 
tawil, george 226 
tawil, mark 
tawil, may 
tawilah, simon So 
tayi', sami 
tayih, mahmud 72 
tayish, muhammad 103 
taylor, elizabeth ann 
tayyan, layla 266 
tayyar, haytham II9 
tayyar, randah 163 
tayyarah, mahir 
tayyarah, muhammad 

ibrahim 339 
tayyarah, . nafisah 
tayyarah, ziyad 97 
raze, hassan 91 
tazziz, fadya 70 
tchanchanian, takouhy 294 
tejirian, raffy 97 
tejirian, zohrab 
tekman, adnan 167 
tenekejian, vasken 226 
tertzakian, garo mikhitar 22S 
tesfamarian, abeba 291 
theocharides, nicolaos 
theocharides, panikos 92 
thomas, dany 363 
thomas, lynn 67 
tibi, samar 91 
tibishrani, ilyas 354 
tien, philip 
tilbian, haji shkri 
tillawi, huda 
timsah, muhammad munthir 
tini, yusuf 67 
titizian, hilaneh 72 
titoyan, alice s. 295 
tlays, m. 230 
tobert, gordon paul 
tobin, farley geraldine 
tokay, husnu ragip 
tokmakjian, garabed 63 
tokmakjian, sonia 
to'mey, karim 225 
topalian, kevork 77 
topjian, parsegh 352 
topjian, sossy 
tora, sayed saifullah 332 
torossian, harouth 
toroyan, haigaram 353 
toroyan, henri SS 
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How to 
keep in touch 

with 
KUWAIT 

Get in touch ' with us. We are the Gulf Bank, Kuwait. One 
of the largest banks out here, with assets exceeding £130 million. 

With a Head Office and twelve Branches, it is not surprising 
that we know the local market better than anyone. 

We keep in touch with outside markets through a world-wide 
correspondent link with other banks. 

So, if you want to conduct any business transactions with 
Kuwait 

Or want any information about a particular market in the 
Gulf area 

Or just want the services of a bank in that country, drop 
us a line. 

We can help. 

Associates : 

""-111!1:::::;;1 K. S. C. 
P. 0. Boy 3200, Kuwait. Arabia. 
Telex: 2001 
Tel : 422076/4 lines. 

UNITED BANK OF KUWAIT Ltd., LONDON 

BANK OF BAHRAIN & KUWAIT, B.S. C., BAHRAIN. 



Exclusive Agents in Lebanon 

MERCURY S. A. L., P. 0. Box 515 • Telephone: 220870 • Beirut · lebanon 

toshev, ivan 145 
totossian, barig 
totten, michael walke 
toutikian, hovhannes 367 
toutlian, mary 294 
tozcu, halik 345 
trabulsi, jeanne grace 124 
trad, muna 
troeller, craig henry 
truscott, claire 
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